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Executive Summary 

The UK government agreed on the need for a UK industrial strategy in September 

2012. In the intervening two years they have identified eleven sectors that require 

more Government support and eight great technologies in which the UK should 

seek to be a world leader. In the first two years, success has been measured in 

terms of bodies created, goals outlined and funds awarded. In this sense the 

strategy has already been effective. The government is to be applauded for its 

decision to think strategically about how to help UK industry to compete.  

Strategies have been compiled for each chosen industrial sector. Joint 

industry/government bodies have been established to implement the agreed 

policies. A series of research centres and research ‘catapults’ have been created 

where new technologies can be tested on a larger scale and commercialisation 

planned. Limited public finance has been extended to leverage private investment 

in the selected sectors and investment bodies created for each sector to 

encourage foreign investment. Two separate financial institutions have been 

created to address the problems of the lack of credit for small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) and the upfront costs of investing in the technology necessary 

to decarbonise the economy.   

The approach has been to identify measures in the areas of supply chain 

development, access to finance, technology and innovation, export promotion and 

skills development where the UK Government can contribute to making UK firms 

more competitive. This includes the use of the UK Government procurement policy 

to encourage the development of a competitive UK supply chain.  It is too early to 

pass judgement on the success of these programmes based on whether the goals 

they set have been achieved. We can pass judgement both on the goals set and 

whether they meet the significant challenges the UK economy faces. Here, I 

believe, they are found wanting. 

The limited programmes contained in the strategy thus far cannot solve the 

structural problems in the UK economy in terms of business underinvestment, poor 

productivity, poor public education, a substantial trade deficit and a weakened 

manufacturing base. The sums assigned are small and they are divided between 

too many programmes. The goals set are modest and appear to be set to be easily 

achieved rather than to spur the sectors to succeed. Some of the funding and 
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programmes include repackaged funding rather than new funds. This strategy is 

not an equivalent of the Manhattan project to develop a nuclear weapon or John F 

Kennedy’s pledge to send a man to the moon. It does not unite industry behind a 

cause of national importance. 

The strategy does not promise to achieve a positive UK trade balance or to make 

the UK worker the most productive in the world. The strategy barely considers key 

issues which Vince Cable initially recognised as important such as UK labour 

costs, the value of the pound sterling and its effect on the level and type of exports, 

or the cost of energy and its impact on the UK manufacturing sector. The strategy 

pledges to double UK exports but the UK neither controls its own trade policy or 

has any desire to regain control of trade policy. This does not appear to be one of 

the UK aims in the EU renegotiation. UK exports are hampered as UK politicians 

have sought to force UK firms to compete in corrupt and state dominated emerging 

markets as though those markets operated according to UK legal norms. These 

are the same emerging markets upon which any export-led British economic 

rebalancing would depend. 

A key exception to the lack of ambition in the UK industrial strategy relates to the 

government desire to decarbonise the UK economy. This commitment permeates 

every aspect of the strategy. The government is convinced decarbonisation is the 

future but the process is taking too long. To speed the progress towards UK 

decarbonisation, the energy market has been redesigned to provide a significant 

subsidy to allow low carbon energy generation. The cheapest and most efficient 

low carbon form of power generation ─ nuclear ─ will receive no direct public 

subsidy due to the coalition government’s political preferences. For each green 

technology sponsored, the flaws remain the same: demand for the products 

remains low, the technologies are predicted to require significant public subsidy for 

a sustained period and, in many cases, a significant proportion of the 

manufacturing process is likely to occur abroad. 

It is difficult to see how the industrial strategy designed by the government would 

result in their stated desire for an economic recovery based on business 

investment, exports and productivity growth. Instead we have a UK economic 

recovery based on cheap credit, increasing house prices and domestic 

consumption. The industrial strategy appears to be little more than economic 

tinkering. It needs more work to make it fit for purpose. 
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Background 

In September 2012, Business Secretary Vince Cable announced that the UK would 

develop an industrial strategy. Eleven sectors were identified based on an analysis 

of the sectors in which the UK has/could have a competitive advantage by the 

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS). These were; aerospace, 

agricultural technology, automotive, construction, information economy, 

international education, life sciences, nuclear, offshore wind, oil and gas, and 

professional and business services. Each sector would have a strategy. The plan 

was to extend this to other sectors of the economy in time. Plans for additional 

industrial sectors such as retail and chemicals have now also been developed. The 

choice of sectors, with the exception of agriculture, seems to accord with the 

analysis of Oxford Economics in 2006 about the potential of different industrial 

sectors to generate an economic spillover effect for the UK economy (see Figure 

1). 

Figure 1: Rates of social return in different industrial sectors 

 
 

For each sector, the government considered how to increase the UK’s global 

competitiveness, strengthen the manufacturing supply chain, support innovation 

and maximise export potential. Sector challenges in the following areas were 

identified: skills, access to finance, government procurement, technologies and 

sector partnerships.  Between 2012 and 2014 the Government developed 
1

strategies for each of the sectors identified and established joint 
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government/industry councils in each sector to oversee their implementation. Each 

sector strategy is explored in chapter 2. 

Simultaneously, in the Autumn Statement 2012, £600 million was earmarked for 

scientific research. This was in addition to the £4.6 billion per annum science and 

technology budget, which has been ring-fenced and protected. In January 2013, 

David Willetts identified ‘eight great technologies’ in which the UK would seek to 

become a world leader, on which this £600 million would be spent. These were; 

advanced materials, agri-science, big data, energy storage, regenerative medicine, 

robotics and autonomous systems satellites and synthetic biology.
2
 Each is 

explored in Chapter 3. 

These programmes complement the Plan for Growth outlined in Budget 2011, 

which promised ‘strong, sustainable and balanced growth that is more evenly 

shared across the country and between industries’. The four aims set in the Plan 

for Growth were: 

 to create the most competitive tax system in the G20 

 to make the UK the best place in Europe to start, finance and grow a business 

 to encourage investment and exports as a route to a more balanced economy 

 to create a more educated workforce that is the most flexible in Europe.  
3

 

In chapter 4, I consider the industrial strategies developed in other industrial 

sectors, other than the chosen eleven. I also examine the creation of the Business 

Bank and the Green Investment Bank (GIB) and the development of the UK trade 

strategy. In Chapter 5, I consider Government initiatives relating to the cross-

cutting themes e.g. public procurement and skills that have not been incorporated 

in a strategy for a specific industrial sector. In chapter six I consider what aims 

could be set and how they might be assessed after a sufficient period of time has 

elapsed. This chapter cross-references some of the structural problems with the 

UK economy, which are identified in chapter 1.   
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Introduction 

This report examines the measures contained within the industrial strategy as 

detailed on the gov.uk website, in the policy section, under the title ‘Using Industrial 

Strategy to help the UK economy and business compete and grow.’ At the time of 

writing (June-August 2014) this contained 182 separate entries with multiple 

documents for some entries. Given the short timescale, less than two years since 

the strategy was announced, it is premature to judge the success of the strategy. 

Instead, this report describes the various measures being implemented. It 

considers whether the strategy meets the challenges the UK economy faces. 

Where possible I also consider the measures rejected/not considered. I have not 

developed an alternative industrial strategy and I do not consider whether it is right 

for the government to have an industrial strategy. The latter is considered in two 

reports by Civitas: Reviving British Manufacturing: Why? What? How? by Alan 

Reece and Ha-Joon Chang (July 2011)
4
 and A strategy for economic growth: A 

modern industrial policy by David Green (October 2012).
5
 

Why has the government decided to introduce an industrial strategy? 

Business Secretary Vince Cable MP is an unlikely candidate to lead the industrial 

strategy. He admits that he was a late convert to the need for it.  Prior to 2010 he 
6

had advocated the abolition of the Department for Trade and Industry which he 

now heads (now called the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills). He 

stated to Policy Exchange: ‘I am still strongly against mercantilism ─ the idea that 

exports are good and imports are bad’,  but he has come to accept that 
7

‘governments play a role in the economy’ and therefore ‘we can have an industrial 

strategy by default or design. Ignoring this reality is not a policy - it is just 

negligence.’
8
  He wants a strategy ‘which works with the grain of markets but is not 

passive’.  Overall, the Business Secretary desires a recovery based on 
9

manufacturing and trade and investment, not ‘debt financed private consumption 

and public expenditure’.  
10
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What Problems Does the Industrial Strategy Need to 

Solve? 

Lord Heseltine was hired to do a wide-ranging review to identify the UK’s economic 

problems and propose solutions. This was released in October 2012. It is entitled 

No Stone Left Unturned: In pursuit of growth.  In January 2014 the government 
11

published a Growth Dashboard (now updated on a bi-annual basis).  It provides a 
12

snapshot of the problems the government is seeking to solve and how the 

industrial strategy is meeting them. I have used both documents in this chapter to 

identify the problems the UK economy is experiencing as described below. 

The Growth Dashboard suggests that UK ‘employment has performed well and is 

above pre-recession peak’ (see figure 2) but noted that, in late 2013, UK GDP was 

‘below pre-recession peak, but recovering’ (see figure 5 – note that the UK 

economic recovery means the UK economy has now surpassed its pre-recession 

peak). Consequently, ‘UK productivity has fallen further than in other developed 

economies’  (see figure 3) because UK employment did not fall as much as UK 
13

output during the recession. 

 

Figure 2: Employment levels since recession (Growth Dashboard)
14
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Figure 3: Labour productivity – output per hour (Growth Dashboard)

15
 

 

Won’t this be solved by the economic recovery? 

The productivity weakness in the UK economy did not begin with the economic 

recession. There has been a persistent UK productivity deficit, compared with 

major OECD competitors, over the last two decades, as shown in figure 4. 

Figure 4: Relative GDP per hour worked, UK =100 (Heseltine Review)
16
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During the Great Recession, UK GDP fell further and recovered slower than other 

advanced economies as shown in figure 5.  

Figure 5: Real GDP since the recession (Growth Dashboard)
17

 

 
 

Between 1997 and 2007 UK, economic growth averaged 3.2 per cent.  This 
18

economic growth was dependent on government spending and household 

consumption. Both were dependent on increased levels of debt. Trade was a 

negative factor on economic growth post-1997 (see figure 6). This means there 

can be no return to the UK economic model that preceded the recent recession as 

this was unsustainable, as shown by figures six and seven. 

Figure 6: Contributions to UK Growth (UK Growth Dashboard)
19
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Figure 7: Average annual contributions to UK GDP growth (Heseltine Review)
20

 

 

 

Trade has had a negative effect on UK GDP growth due to the UK’s large and 

persistent trade deficit as shown in figure 8. Vince Cable MP acknowledged the 

role that ‘a strong real exchange rate’ has played in creating ‘a badly unbalanced 

and unstable economy’.  The pound was devalued during the Great Recession as 
21

the government pursued a ‘loose monetary policy’ to create ‘a more competitive 

exchange rate’.  Efforts to devalue the pound have had little effect on the UK trade 
22

deficit, as shown in figure 9. There are a number of plausible reasons for this. The 

sectors most responsive to the pound’s valuation may have become hollowed out 

or extinct during the prolonged period of a high-valued pound that preceded the 

recession. It will take time to rebuild them. Businesses will only invest in these 

industries if they are confident the pound will not rise to a level that would once 

again make these UK industries uncompetitive.  
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Figure 8: UK current account balance (as a percentage of GDP) 1970-2011 (Heseltine 

Review)
23

 

 
 

 
Figure 9: UK exports and imports (UK Growth Dashboard)

24
 

 

The UK share of global goods exports has declined. This decline is shown in figure 

10. The UK is now only the tenth largest exporter of goods in the world.
25

 This is 

the reason for the UK trade deficit. Lord Heseltine attributes this to the fact that 

‘when it comes to translating that research into goods and services, we remain 

below average on measures such as research and development intensity – the 
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level of profits our companies reinvest back into research and development – and 

the extent to which we commercialise our discoveries.’
26

 David Willetts MP referred 

to this as the ‘Valley of Death between scientific and commercial discovery’, in 

which UK firms often were less successful than their foreign counterparts.  

Figure 10: UK Share of global exports 1980-2010 (Heseltine Review)
27

 

 

In contrast to the trade goods sector, the UK services trade is in surplus and has 

been since at least the early 1980s, as shown in figure 11. 

Figure 11: UK balance of trade in goods and services, £ billion 1970–2011 (Heseltine 

Review)
28

 

 

The UK has avoided a balance of payments crisis by convincing foreign investors 

to make capital investments in the UK. This comes in a variety of forms such as the 

purchase of UK companies and assets and/or investment in the creation of new 
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plant and equipment. The UK has the highest inward direct investment as a 

percentage share of GDP of the major economies as shown in figure 12. 

Figure 12: Stock of inward direct investment represented as a per cent of GDP 

(Heseltine Review)
29

 

 
 

The economy also remains reliant on government expenditure. Initial predictions of 

a surge in business investment, contained in the Budget 2010, have not come to 

pass. Private and business investment has remained low throughout the economic 

recession as shown in figure 13. 

Figure 13: Components of investment (Growth Dashboard)
30
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Throughout the period of economic growth, between 1997 and 2007, the 

manufacturing sector of the UK economy was reducing staffing levels as shown in 

figure 15. This continued during the recession. The gross value-added provided by 

the UK manufacturing sector was stagnant between 1997 and 2007 (the period of 

economic growth). It declined most in the recession (2007-2012) as shown in figure 

14. 

Figure 14: UK output growth by industry (Growth Dashboard)
31

 

 
 

This decline in manufacturing jobs and the rise in professional and business 

services concentrated UK wealth in London and the South East. These regions 

produce a large percentage of UK gross value-added. The gap between London 

and the rest of the nation has increased. The Growth Dashboard, a status update 

on the industrial strategy, stated in January 2014 that ‘23 per cent of UK GVA is 

generated in London, more than any other region; followed by the South East (15 

per cent), North West (10 per cent) and the East of England (9 per cent)…nominal 

output per head is significantly higher in London (£37,200) and the South-East 

(£23,200) than the rest of UK (£21,700).’ Regional differences are largely ones in 

‘output per head between areas’ rather than the rate of employment in an area. 

London is ‘responsible for 63 per cent of the variation in regional GVA per head’. 

Excluding London, the variation in GVA per head is ‘unchanged from 15 years ago, 

but has risen slightly since the recession.’
32

 The difference in regional GVA per job 
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is contained in figure 16. This affects the contribution each region makes to UK 

GDP as shown in figure 17. 

 
Figure 15: Employment growth by industry (Growth Dashboard)

33
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Figure 16: Regional GVA per job, 2010 (Heseltine Review)

34
 

 
 

 
Figure 17: Regional contributions to UK GVA, 1990-2010 (Heseltine Review)

35
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The regional disparity in wealth creation is perpetuated by the way government 

resources are also concentrated in a central government based in London as 

shown in figure 18. Local government institutions have few powers and limited 

resources to devote to aiding the growth of industrial clusters in areas outside 

London. 

Figure 18: International comparison of the percentage of general government 

expenditure spent by sub-central government (2010) (Heseltine Review)
36

 

 

As shown in figure 19, UK state schools compare poorly with developed world 

counterparts. UK performance in maths, science and reading in the OECD 

measures declined significantly between 2000 and 2009. The situation became so 

dire that 5.1 million UK adults were not functionally literate and 8.1 million were not 

functionally numerate in 2011, as shown in figure 20. An industrial strategy geared 

to creating high-value added roles is mismatched to a schooling system that 

produces a large number of students who are poor at maths, English and science.  

The vocational courses that could have offered opportunities to these individuals 

were not highly regarded by companies or by a group of experts as shown in figure 

21. 
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Figure 19: OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) rankings 

for the UK (Heseltine Review)
37

 

 

 

Figure 20: Deficiencies in rates of functional literacy and functional numeracy in the 

working-age population in England (Heseltine Review)
38

 

 

 

Figure 21: Comparative ratings of vocational education systems in Britain, Germany 

and Switzerland (2011) (Heseltine Review)
39
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Many of the poorly educated then transition from school to unemployment. The UK 

has a high proportion of young people not in education, employment or training as 

shown in figure 22.  

Government expenditure constitutes a significant proportion of total expenditure in 

select industry sectors, as shown in figure 23. The UK had no comprehensive plan 

to boost the UK supply chain in these sectors until the industrial strategy was 

created. 

UK business R&D expenditure is much lower than that of major competitors. The 

difference is larger than the disparity in government R&D funding compared to 

other nations where the UK also spends less. This is shown in figure 24. 

 

Figure 22: Percentage of young people not in employment, education or training in 

England (Heseltine Review)
40
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Figure 23: Government demand as percentage of total UK demand in different sectors 

(Heseltine review)
41

 

 
 
Figure 24: R&D Expenditure

42
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Given these problems what does the industrial strategy need to do? 

The UK needs to reduce its goods deficit, either by importing less, exporting more 

or (preferably) a combination of both. Exports need to be aggressively promoted. A 

larger number of UK firms need to export. UK manufacturing needs to be rebuilt so 

that it employs a larger and growing number of people. The UK manufacturing 

sector also needs to become more productive by delivering more output in total 

and per worker.  

The growth in the economic divide between a prosperous London and the South 

East of England and a less economically dynamic Rest of Britain and Northern 

Ireland needs to be halted and reversed. More private sector jobs need to be 

created. There should be a reduction of public sector jobs outside of London and 

the South East. The government needs to use its procurement policy to build 

strong UK-based supply chains while reducing the level of government expenditure 

as a percentage of UK GDP. UK schooling needs to improve dramatically to 

provide able employees for UK growth firms. Vocational education needs to meet 

employer needs better and become a respected career choice.   

These tasks are not simple. The Industrial Strategy is a part of the government’s 

plan to achieve them. We shall now explore what measures they have put in place 

to do so. 
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The Eleven Industrial Sectors Explored 

How is the industrial strategy structured? 

There are two broad types of measures an industrial policy can include. Vertical 

measures help a particular industry or company, e.g. loans or grants to particular 

companies. Horizontal measures seek to make the overall workforce/economy 

more efficient, e.g. having lower corporate tax rates than competitor nations and a 

tight fiscal policy to ensure low interest rates that encourage business investment. 

The government is trying to combine the two. They have identified select industries 

─ a vertical approach. They then consider what measures can be taken to make 

the UK more competitive according to horizontal themes, e.g. skills, finance and 

technology.  

The strategy recognises that different industrial sectors require different levels of 

support. Only a few ‘require a long-term, strategic partnership with government.’
43

 

The government believes that ‘much of the economy flourishes on its own’ and 

government just needs to ensure that the UK is an attractive place to do business. 

However, some areas require a sector approach ‘to deliver more tailored support 

and to gain insights into how to design and deliver horizontal policies more 

effectively’.44 In some areas of the industrial strategy ‘the true impact’ might ‘not be 

seen for a decade or more.’
45

  

The industrial strategy includes five themes: skills, technologies, access to finance, 

procurement and chosen industrial sectors.
46

 It aims to provide small-scale 

practical help to address areas of recognised weakness in economic sectors of 

national importance. Small sums of public funding are provided to leverage private 

funding. UK firms are encouraged to develop their domestic supply chain. The 

percentage of UK SMEs winning UK government contracts is to be increased to 25 

per cent.  New financial institutions such as the Business Bank and the Green 

Investment Bank have been created to address specific financial issues such as 

SME and low carbon development funding issues.  

The government aim to create industrial clusters. They are establishing technical 

innovation centres. These ‘catapults’ bring academics, businesses and government 

together in a physical space to enable the trial of innovation on a larger scale. The 

Technology Strategy Board is being funded to create Technology Innovation 
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Centres based on ‘the German Fraunhofer model’.
47

 They ‘will identify and support 

core technologies, smoothing the path from original academic research to 

commercially viable application’.
48

 They provide ‘university researchers and 

businesses with facilities to collaborate to build prototypes, use large-scale clean 

rooms or develop virtual environments to support product design’,
49

 for example, 

centres in high value manufacturing and cell therapy. Offshore renewable energies 

and satellite applications are being created with £200m in Government funding.  

How significant is the funding that has been allocated?  

As of August 2014, around £4bn had been allocated to the strategy.
50

 This is 

significantly less than one per cent of government annual expenditure.  The sum 

has been allocated to cover a period exceeding one year. Funds allocated to the 

industrial strategy include existing funding brought under the control of institutions 

created by the Industrial Strategy, e.g. the Business Bank. There is no equivalent 

of the UK government’s commitment to spend 0.7 per cent of gross national 

income on international development assistance, which is a commitment involving 

£11bn expenditure per annum that has been met.
51

  

Does the industrial strategy provide work opportunities for UK 
workers with a broad range of skills? 

The Prime Minister said at the Dubai Airshow that ‘succeeding in this global 

economy doesn’t mean trying to compete at the bottom end with low pay, low 

wages, low value-added. It means competing at the top end with high-paid, 

high-skilled, high-quality jobs.’
52

 Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osborne 

MP, in an address on ‘the future of British manufacturing’, promised the recovery 

would bring ‘good careers and decent salaries available for all’.
53

 To achieve this 

the government needed to ‘unashamedly back those parts of the economy that are 

a British success story – like car manufacturing, like biotechnology, like aerospace’ 

to help them ‘maintain their competitive edge’.
54

 The sectors chosen are high-value 

opportunities. They require skilled and highly paid workers. The majority of sectors 

identified experience skills shortages.  

UK employment has remained relatively high throughout the recession. The 

unemployed component of the existing UK population mainly divides between a 

subset of the population that is long-term unemployed and/or low skilled, and a 

section of the population that has not progressed into full time work but may be 
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underemployed. Whether the new industries rely on imported skilled labour or 

provide for the creation of a more skilled UK population is an important metric of 

whether the industrial strategy is a success but not one that has been adopted by 

the government. The strategy does recognise the need for sectoral variations in 

pay to ensure low wage sectors remain competitive despite the national minimum 

wage. It does not examine how UK welfare and tax credit policy can contribute to 

increasing the range of industries that are cost-competitive in the UK.  

What would the UK be like in the future if the industrial strategy were 
successful? 

The Business Secretary, Vince Cable MP, in his Mansion House Speech in March 

2013 stated that the industrial strategy would ‘establish a long-term collaborative 

approach between business and government’ to allow industry to plan investment 

over a longer timescale’.
55

 He set a goal that in ten years’ time ‘our advanced 

manufacturers, education and professional services industries overtake Italy and 

France in markets like Brazil and China and offer serious competition to 

Germany’.
56

 A ‘combination of better support from UKTI, a competitive exchange 

rate and some superb British companies with great products’ will ensure increased 

UK exports to the emerging markets.
57

 He wants to ensure that ‘parts of north-east 

England and Scotland are thriving.’ He also wants the UK energy sector to grow, 

including the gas and low-carbon sectors and nuclear.
58

 The UK will also be ‘a 

world leader in some of [the] disruptive new IT based technologies and – outside 

the US – the UK is the go-to country for entrepreneurs wanting a supportive 

environment for innovation’.
59

 Advanced manufacturing in the UK and UK cities 

outside London should be revived if the industrial strategy works as planned. The 

banking system will be repaired. UK Universities will remain dominant but 

apprenticeships will have been ‘expanded and respected’.
60

 This is Mr Cable’s 

vision of what the UK industrial strategy will achieve if it is a success. 

Below I detail the measures contained in the eleven industrial sector strategies. 

There are not measures for each industrial sector under each of the cross cutting 

themes. I include a summary of the strategy at the beginning. At the end I suggest 

some measures that could be adopted. 
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1. Aerospace and defence  

Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Aim to maintain the UK’s position as number two aerospace and defence 

exporter and create quicker, more energy efficient aircraft manufactured in the 

UK. 

 Use UK defence budget to procure items ‘off the shelf’ rather than bespoke by 

applying an exportability requirement to make it easier for UK firms to export 

the same equipment without an expensive refit. 

 Address the engineering skills shortage through increasing the number of 

apprenticeships. 

 Address the financing problems through a new finance forum and the training 

of specialist advisors in a UK bank. 

Why has this sector been chosen? 

Aerospace was chosen because the UK is a leader in the sector. The Growth 

Dashboard January 2014 reveals that during the recession the UK aerospace 

sector grew output by an average rate of six per cent from 2008-2012.
61

 In Lifting 

Off – Implementing the Strategic Vision for UK Aerospace, the predicted growth 

rate of the UK aerospace industry is 6.8 per cent over the next few years.
62

 The UK 

has a 17 per cent share of the global market
63

 and is second in the world in the 

export of defence equipment and services.
64

 The industry directly employs 100,000 

people in the UK
65

 and contributes over £22bn in annual revenues.
66

  Globally the 

aerospace sector is growing by 4.8 per cent per annum. Air travel will double by 

2015.
67

 The government is committed to preserving this position. If the UK 

maintains its existing position in the market, the CBI estimate it will provide 20,000 

more high skilled jobs and an extra £4.7bn per annum in exports.
68

  

Technology 

The UK Government has created multiple bodies to represent the industry, 

promote technological development and encourage investment in the sector. The 

new bodies include the UK Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI), an Aerospace 

Growth Partnership (AGP), a Defence Growth Partnership (DGP) and a National 

Aerospace Technology Exploitation Programme (NATEP), which is led by the AGP. 

The NATEP works to address skills shortages and improve research and 
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development collaboration.
69

 The ATI will invest £2bn over seven years in new 

technology and manufacturing to develop quieter, more efficient aircraft, and to 

secure a projected 115,000 jobs in aerospace and the supply chain.
70

 It will have 

£150m annual government funding by 2014/15.
71

 £60 million has been allocated to 

high-tech aerospace technology at the Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) in 

Coventry.
72

 A new UK Aerodynamics Centre was also created in 2012. Whether 

the multiple institutions created under this strategy will conflict or duplicate their 

responsibilities remains to be seen. 

At Farnborough International Airshow in July 2012, £100 million was pledged by 

government and industry to create low carbon aero-engine technology.
73

 This 

funded seven research projects beginning in January and February 2014,
74

 with a 

50/50 split of government and industry investment. The projects cover the four 

high-value areas of aircraft manufacture the ATI is specialising in: aerodynamics, 

propulsion (engines), advanced systems and structures.
75

 The funding model 

includes a £50 million competitive fund to encourage aerospace innovation.
76

 The 

fund is joint-financed by industry and the government on equal terms. It is run by 

the TSB. The sector is also funded under cross-cutting government funding 

schemes. For example, under the Regional Growth Fund a Rochester-based firm 

has been granted £1m to develop a particular alloy.
77

 This fund is also sponsoring 

the production of the ‘Rapide S’ in the UK by Aston Martin.
78

 These multiple 

funding streams complicate efforts for the industry to plan long term. Given the 

small sums and their short duration, it is difficult to see how they constitute a long-

term plan. 

Capability assessment 

Securing prosperity: A strategic vision for the UK defence sector outlines the aims 

of the Defence Growth Partnership (DGP).
79

 The DGP is set up to coordinate 

academia, trade associations, the government and the whole supply chain. 

Participants so far have included government (BIS, MOD, UKTI), industry (15 

companies), and the trade association ADS.
80

 In value terms, 82 per cent of 

defence exports have come from the air domain in the previous decade.
81

  The 

DGP has formed teams to focus their export efforts, including an Air Capabilities 

Team and an Intelligent Systems Team to develop UK potential in electronics, 

software and systems integration
82

 and teams in value competitiveness, 

international business and skills. Their respective roles are described below. 
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The Air Capabilities Team and the Intelligent Systems Team will: 

 Assess future market potential for air capabilities (both) 

 Identify UK strengths and weaknesses and how the necessary capabilities can 

be built/maintained (both) 

 Create channel for creative interaction with potential purchasers to shape 

production and procurement (both) 

 Identify opportunities to link the civil and defence components (both) 

 Develop next generation world-leading intelligent system products and services 

(Intelligent Systems Team only) 

 

An International Business Team (IBT) and a Technology and Enterprise Team 

(TET) will:  

 Coordinate tailored defence solutions with government and industry to offer 

these services to overseas customers (IBT) 

 Develop new business and financial models that provide for the required 

investment and research and development (both) 

 Identify opportunities for international collaboration (IBT) 

 Champion innovation in defence products, services and manufacturing (TET) 

 Identify future customer defence needs and develop technology roadmaps 

(TET)  

 Stimulate technology cross over from civil to defence and the use of ‘potentially 

disruptive technology’ (TET)
83

 

 Build a more integrated defence sector with government, academia, SMEs and 

the defence industry in general (TET) 

 

The Value Competitiveness Chain Team will:   

 Identify ways to enhance the global competitiveness of the UK’s defence value 

chain; covering prime activities and their associated supply chains, to provide 

differentiation in terms of capability, cost and market access 

 Identify how to foster competitiveness and innovation in the UK supply chain 

and provide increased market access for the SME community 
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 Develop a strategic plan to harness and exploit examples of best practice 

throughout the sector.
84

 

 

The Skills Team will: 

 Develop, in co-ordination with the ADSSG, an applicable skills strategy for 

defence 

 Establish an ongoing assessment of the demographics of the defence industry 

 Identify the current and future critical skill needs for the industry 

 Promote the image of the defence sector to make it an attractive career choice 

for talented people  

 Identify examples of best practice and opportunities to improve links between 

academia, trade associations, government and industry 

 Ensure we develop a co-ordinated approach with sectors in adjacent markets 

facing similar issues, such as aerospace.
85

 

Supply chain development 

The UK government has the fourth largest defence budget in the world. In the next 

decade the UK will spend £160bn on equipment and support. This could benefit 

the UK supply chain.  By 2013, the government and industry had allocated £213 
86

million investment to strengthen UK advanced manufacturing supply chains.  
87

Twelve projects had been awarded money from this initiative, including moves to 

tackle skills shortages in the aerospace sector.  A £40m national supply chain 
88

partnership has been approved, supported by £23m from the second round of the 

government’s Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative (AMSCI) and £17m 

from industry.  The AGP has created a National Technology Exploitation 
89

Programme (NATEP) to help SMEs to develop innovative technology and win 

orders from high tier companies worldwide.
90

 The AGP believes a Manufacturing 

Accelerator Programme (MAP) should be created to develop an industry standard 

best practice toolkit for design, location and creation of production facilities.
91

 The 

Aerospace Members Committee of ADS represents the SMEs that supply 

components to the aerospace industry within the supply chain, ensuring their 

interests are incorporated into the industrial strategy for the sector. Introducing a 

review after a fixed number of years for each of these bodies to identify if they were 

meeting their objectives would be a good step to ensure they deliver. 
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At the Farnborough International Airshow in July 2012, the Department for 

Business set out its vision for the industry in Reach for the Skies: A Strategic 

Vision for UK Aerospace. 
92 

This recognised the threat posed by ‘an increasing 

number of developing aerospace nations who are investing heavily in technology, 

skills and supply chains, with strong support from their governments in order to 

acquire market share’.
93

 Emerging market nations benefit from their lower labour 

costs but ‘UK suppliers can differentiate themselves and remain globally 

competitive in a number of ways. They can be more innovative in the application of 

materials, technology, production equipment and processes into their 

manufacturing systems. They can also optimise transport and logistics networks to 

secure efficiencies in the flow of materials and components’.
94

  Despite recognising 

the threat of cost-based competition, the government suggests only limited 

measures to meet this threat. These measures do not meet the challenge of high 

labour costs or the value of the currency.  

Trade promotion in defence and civil air programmes 

The UK is particularly strong in defence/security exports. Exports are ‘running at 

around £9bn per annum and the defence sector supports some 65,000 highly 

skilled export-related jobs. Britain remains the second most successful defence 

exporter, behind the USA, holding a 20 per cent share of the global market and, as 

the government’s 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review highlighted, these 

exports help to strengthen the UK’s strategic relationships.
95

 The Ministry of 

Defence is working with the UKTI to include ‘exportability’ in its procurement 

decisions to increase exports and reduce MOD procurement costs. However, the 

recent statements by the Business Secretary threaten the UK’s role as a reliable 

provider of defence equipment. Mr Cable indicated that the UK would contemplate 

an export ban for military equipment to Israel in the event of a further bombardment 

of Gaza. It would be unwise for the UK to be seen as an unreliable supplier of 

military technology at the point that technology is actually to be used.  

In general, the UK government is unequivocal about the merit of aerospace 

exports. The growth of air travel in Asia is recognised by the Business Secretary as 

an ‘important opportunity.’
96

 The Prime Minister and the Business Secretary have 

welcomed commercial airline purchases by AirAsia,
97

 Etihad Airways, Emirates 

Airline
98

 and Japan Airlines.
99

 The Prime Minister has personally engaged in trade 

delegations to governments in the Gulf and India to lobby them to purchase fighter 
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aircraft that are part-manufactured in the UK. Key to these purchases has been the 

participation of the UK in international demonstration events such as the Dubai 

Airshow, attended by the Prime Minister.
100

 The promotional work is welcome but 

there appears to be no comprehensive assessment of the measures being 

undertaken by other aerospace competitor nations. To meet the challenges other 

nations may pose, the government would first have to identify the measures 

different nations are taking to make their aerospace industries more competitive.   

Skills development 

Aerospace companies in the supply chain rely on aerospace orders for only 50 per 

cent of their business.
101

 Skills in the sector thus have a spillover effect into the 

wider UK manufacturing sector. In 2009, 15 per cent of aerospace companies ran 

apprenticeship schemes. This was below the UK manufacturing average of 18 per 

cent.102  Factors that have served to reduce the number of apprenticeships 

offered include an absence of local providers and limited access to finance. To 

address this, Engineering UK operates a Big Bang Fair in Birmingham including 

170 organisations and 56,000 attendees. A Schools Aerospace Challenge serves 

to encourage interest in the Aerospace Industry.
103

 Semta provides £1,000 grants 

for SMEs that recruit unemployed graduates. There is a £1,500 grant from the 

National Apprenticeship Service for employers to take on an apprentice if they 

have not done so within the last 12 months.
104

 The measures to divert the low 

skilled and unemployed into this highly paid sector seem well judged but there is 

no commitment to assess their effectiveness on a regular basis 

The Aerospace and Defence Sector Skills Group exists to meet the skills shortage 

in this sector. Capability assessments are being undertaken to map UK capabilities 

against world demand potential. In the UK Aerospace International Strategy 2012, 

the Group set out where public and private investment could finance the 

development of technology and supply chains and what the projected returns could 

be. There is a clear skills gap emerging in this sector. The shortage of engineers, 

scientists and technologists across the science, engineering and manufacturing 

sectors will number almost 100,000 by 2016.
105

 In July 2012 the Government 

sponsored a business-led Talent Retention Solution to ensure the Advanced 

Manufacturing and Engineering sector retains skilled staff.
106

 This is now self-

financing. Five hundred Masters Degrees in aerospace engineering are being 

funded between 2013 and 2016 to address the skills challenge.
107

 The Higher 
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Apprenticeship in Advanced Manufacturing Engineering has been developed by 

employers and currently provides 300 places for employees to be trained.
108

 It is 

not clear how these limited measures will meet the challenge of securing 100,000 

UK engineers by 2016. 

Finance 

Aerospace projects require high upfront costs, long timescales and delayed 

financial returns. An Aerospace Finance Forum has been created and a bank has 

developed a network of regional aerospace finance specialists.
109

 Aerospace 

projects have received funding from the Regional Growth Fund and the Advanced 

 Previously the lack of certainty regarding UK Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative.

public funding for aerospace programmes was held to be a reason why it has been 

‘hard for the UK to gain maximum benefit’ from participating in EU collaboration 

programmes on aerospace R&D.
110

 The strategy does not identify areas with which 

the UK could collaborate with other nations on aerospace development or whether 

the existing collaborations will continue.  

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Adapt UK immigration policy to favour applicants who meet the shortfall in UK 

engineering roles 

 Conduct a cost assessment for the aerospace sector to identify the major UK 

cost drivers and devise plans to reduce these costs 

 Produce a target percentage of UK defence procurement to go to UK firms 

 Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the measures taken by our leading 

aerospace competitors to promote the aerospace industry in their respective 

countries 

 

2. Agritech 

Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Set the UK up as a world centre of excellence for food security and farming 

expertise 
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 Reduce the cost of sector regulation and increase investment in research by 

leveraging additional funding from private foundations and foreign 

governments 

 Establish Centres for Agricultural innovation to confront key sector challenges 

and an agri-tech catalyst to transition innovations to commercialisation 

Why has this sector been chosen? 

The agri-food supply chain currently generates £96bn per annum and accounts for 

seven per cent of UK gross value added.  Agri-food exports amount to £18bn per 
111

annum.  Employment in the sector amounts to 3.8 million people in the UK.  
112 113

The world market value of agricultural input sales is estimated to be worth $355bn 

and is growing.  The UK competitive advantage in the sector is due to a world-
114

renowned science and research capability based in UK universities and an efficient 

retailing and farming base. The UK government spent £450 million in 2011/12 on 

R&D in agriculture and food. The private sector contributed a further £100m.
115

 An 

opportunity exists to set up the UK as a centre of farming expertise. UK companies 

could advise governments in places such as Qatar, the Arabian Gulf states and 

Asia on how to develop their food security strategies. This sector was identified by 

the Oxford Economics consultancy as one with a low rate of economic spillover. Its 

value for national security is perhaps higher than its economic value as food 

security issues could become more prominent. 

Technology 

Centres for Agricultural Innovation have been created under this strategy. They 

aim to address broad themes e.g. resilience. They do not attempt to challenge any 

other country’s advantage in any single area of technology. The strategy says that 

the Centres ‘must not try to do too much – the Centres cannot be good at 

everything’.  A £70 million Agri-Tech Catalyst has been created to ensure new 
116

agricultural technologies successfully transition from the lab to the marketplace. It 

is being run by the TSB, who have invited bids for a first round of funding. The  

government has tried to rectify past mistakes in the area of research institutes. The 

rules governing the sale of government research institutes have been strengthened 

so that now the relevant Department must consider ‘the institute’s policy, regulatory 

and emergency response roles… its special scientific and technical capabilities, 

facilities and resources… [and] its broader economic role regionally, nationally and 
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internationally’.  This is due to apparently negative effects of privatisation of 
117

government research institutes in the past, including facilities being relocated 

abroad following a sale and facilities being closed or mothballed. The measures on 

Agri-Tech are covered more fully in chapter 3. Agri-tech is one of the eight great 

technologies. 

Supply chain and skills development 

The Farming Regulation Task Force works to reduce sector regulation to keep the 

UK competitive. The delivery of skills policy involves the Leadership Council 

coordinating three bodies: the Agri-Skills Forum, LANTRA (the UK sector skills 

council for agriculture) and the Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board. It 

aims to achieve three things: to make what is currently available in terms of training 

and advice better known; to establish the skills the sector needs now and will need 

in the future; and to be involved in the design and delivery of appropriate vocational 

training.
118

 The TSB has created new innovation vouchers with a special remit to 

target SMEs in the agriculture sector. Possible measures to assess the value the 

innovation vouchers create could include the market value of technologies created 

with innovation voucher support and/or the number of patents granted. Without 

some sort of metric, it will be difficult to judge the success of the scheme. 

Finance 

Stakeholders consulted by government thought that £90 million [the sum assigned 

to create Centres for Agricultural Innovation] was a ‘small sum to spread around 

four to six centres – the focus should be on a smaller number’.
119

 Industry preferred 

to invest in specific issues such as water supply rather than broad themes such as 

resilience. However constituted, the hope was that if the Centres were a success 

they could ‘attract investment from foreign governments’.
120

 The hope was that 

private bodies could be persuaded to provide additional funding. Non-industry 

players who might be interested in funding/supporting the Centre included the 

Sustainable Food Trust, Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP), 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United States (FAO) and Nuffield 

scholarships.
 121

 It should be possible to track the amount of private investment 

generated in relation to the £90m public investment as an indicator of success to 

produce a multiplier figure, e.g. every pound invested in the centres generates x 

pounds in private investment. 
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Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

The strategy does not commit to a single overarching aim or set of objectives that 

would constitute a strategy in this area. The sums involved are small and spread 

across too many centres. No central challenge defines the strategy. It could: 

 stress the importance of maintaining the UK as a nation in which genetically 

modified crops can be developed. For instance, it does not detail how the 

threats posed to this research in terms of anti-GM food campaigns will be dealt 

with. 

 commit to achieving food security for Britain through increased production. For 

instance, the Government does not show how the UK can ensure that the rise 

of the organic food movement, which is lowering agricultural production, does 

not result in UK food shortages. 

 have a target to increase the proportion of the UK agricultural workforce that is 

comprised of UK citizens. This would provide more low skilled roles for 

unemployed UK citizens. 

 

3. Automotive  

Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Create a transport systems catapult and a low carbon vehicles innovation 

platform to encourage new technologically advanced vehicles development in 

the UK 

 Achieve £3bn in new business for the UK in the automotive sector and divert a 

greater percentage of the component value chain to UK based suppliers 

 Ensure no sector skills shortage is allowed to develop and that retiring skilled 

workers are replaced 

Why was this sector chosen? 

Between 2002 and 2012, the UK automotive sector ‘accounted for an average of 

0.7 per cent of UK GVA and 5.9 per cent of UK manufacturing jobs’.
122

 The UK is 

the fourth largest vehicle producer in Europe.
123

 The UK is the second largest car 

market in Europe.
124

 During the UK economic recession, car production rose to 1.6 

million vehicles per annum.
125

 This sector exports over 80 per cent of current 
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production.
126

 Exports were up ten per cent in 2012 and the sector recorded a 

positive trade balance in 2012, the first year since 1975.
127

 In 2013 UK car 

production reached its highest level since 2007.
128

 Manufacturing output in the 

sector is now at pre-recession levels and exports have increased 17 per cent.
129

 

This represents a UK success story. It compares favourably with the industrial 

problems in the automobile sector in the 1970’s such as the experience at British 

Leyland. Automotive exports represented 6.3 per cent of all UK exports in 2012. 

Exports to the EU26 represented 46 per cent of UK automotive exports in 2012. 

This success is the product of foreign investment as there is no UK owned mass-

market car manufacturer. 

Technology 

The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) is forming an 

advisory group to align research funding, academic research and the challenges 

facing the industry. The Low Carbon Vehicles Innovation Platform links the TSB, 

the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV), the EPSRC and BIS in a single 

mechanism to support R&D in the technologies identified by the Automotive 

Council. Physical High Value Manufacturing and Transport Systems Catapult 

centres are being formed to bring together industry and academia to develop ‘high 

potential’ ideas. Five technologies have been identified: internal combustion 

engines; electric machines and power electronics; energy storage and energy 

management; lightweight vehicle and power train structures; and intelligent 

mobility. The identification of the potential new technologies and the creation of 

coordinating structures to plan their delivery such as OLEV is a positive 

development. 

However, the Government will need to ensure that government-subsidised 

innovation leads to the development of UK-based production facilities. Currently, 

the absence of domestically headquartered vehicle manufacturers and domestic 

first tier automotive suppliers help to ensure that ‘non-UK suppliers currently 

acquire a large number of TSB-supported innovations. They usually take the 

technology to their home country for development.’
130

 A key challenge is to ensure 

that technologies developed with UK government support contribute to the 

development of UK industries. Applying clauses in the provision of support that the 

technology would have to be developed and built in the UK would seem 

appropriate. 
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The Transport Systems Catapult Centre was established in March 2012. It aims to 

develop technologies in the areas of public transport and freight needs. Milton 

Keynes was chosen to be its base in July 2013. The industry will be worth an 

estimated £900bn by 2025.
131

 The Centre will receive £50 million from the TSB 

over five years. Industry sponsorship and collaborative R&D funding should 

increase this to around £150 million.
132

  It has been granted £17 million to look at 

real-time information for different forms of transport and developing journey 

planning software.
133

 The TSB controls this Catapult. It aims to make the UK the 

centre for the design and development of integrated transport solutions.  Success 

in this policy area would be the design and manufacture of a mass-market low 

emission vehicle in the UK. Given that it is estimated that a failure to invest in low 

emission vehicles could cost the UK an estimated 30,000 R&D jobs, it should be 

possible to demonstrate how these 30,000 UK jobs have been safeguarded by this 

strategy.  

Finance 

There are multiple sources of government finance for the industry, including £316 

million for automotive projects from the Regional Growth Fund (RGF), £80 million 

both public and private funding from the Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain 

Initiative (AMSCI) and £180 million from the TSB to allow collaborative R&D. There 

have also been regulatory and tax changes to increase the after tax financial return 

to investment. The patent box ensures a ten per cent corporation tax rate on profits 

achieved on UK/EU patents. The UK main rate of corporation tax is being cut to 20 

per cent as of 2015. R&D tax credits have been introduced to reduce the cost of 

UK R&D activity. The OLEV, established in 2009, funds R&D in ultra-low emission 

vehicles. OLEV is subsidising the provision of a charging structure for vehicles and 

reductions to the unit cost of a low emission vehicle to the consumer with £400 

million funding until 2015. Dividing the £400 million cost by the number of electric 

vehicles registered in the UK in 2015 would create a per car cost. The average 

amount of pollution produced by the electric vehicles if any could then be 

subtracted from the average amount of pollution produced per year by a diesel or 

petrol car. The cost per car could then be compared with the pollution saved to 

create a unit cost. This could then be compared with the cost of other emission 

reduction mechanisms to see if this was cost-effective. 
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Private investment in the sector is dependent on foreign investment. Between 2011 

and 2013, the UK attracted £6bn investment from global vehicle manufacturers. 

The Prime Minister has welcomed investments made by Bentley in Crewe (£800 

million)
134

 and BMW in a new Mini to be built in Oxford (£750 million).
135

 Central to 

bringing in more such investment will be the creation of a new Automotive 

Investment Organisation (AIO). This was formed in June 2013. It is led by the 

former Chairman of Ford of Britain and is based in the UKTI.
136

 It has been granted 

£3m funding over two years (2013-2015). The AIO aims to double the number of 

jobs Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) creates or secures in the automotive supply 

chain over the next three years to 15,000.
137

 The AIO will be the first point of 

contact with potential investors and will encourage increased FDI. The government 

is working with Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and the devolved 

governments in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland to strengthen the one-stop-

shop offer to investors so the experience of investors dealing with government is 

similar across the UK. The Automotive Council is developing long-term investment 

finance projects and professional SME mentoring services to meet the needs of the 

automotive industry. Success in this area would need to be judged on the basis of 

the amount of FDI that was generated per annum after the creation of the AIO and 

how this differed with the average prior to its creation, to see if the level of 

investment increased. 

These new financial incentives need to be balanced with the financial penalties that 

the government’s green energy agenda has created. Businesses must cater for 

‘levies such as the Climate Change Levy, the Carbon Reduction Commitment and 

the Carbon Floor Price. The impact of these schemes can be compounded by 

complex regulations with overlapping but different requirements for management, 

measurement verification and reporting that create administrative costs that can be 

significant. Higher energy costs are a potential threat to continued growth in UK car 

production but the industry strategy does not adequately factor these costs into its 

assessment. 

Supply chain development 

In Growing the UK Automotive Supply Chain: The Road Forward, the Automotive 

Council UK set out the joint government/industry vision. The Automotive Council,  

formed in 2009, produced a ‘sourcing roadmap’ in 2011 to track and project 

sourcing patterns in the industry. By the end of 2013, it pledged to publish 
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technology roadmaps for the priority technology areas. They have now compiled a 

component table including the opportunities and their value. They estimated in 

2012 that UK firms/overseas companies investing in the UK automobile sector 

could win £3bn in new business.
138

 The Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS) is 

providing this information to UK trade associations. MAS has £7m to deliver supply 

chain initiatives over three years. Existing efforts to strengthen the UK supply chain 

have included ‘Meet the Buyer’ events to alert companies to supply chain 

opportunities. This is important, as vehicle manufacturing creates three supply 

chain jobs for each engineer job created.  

Despite having a positive trade balance for the finished product, the UK has a £6bn 

deficit for car components. The ‘domestic supply chain is relatively weak. On 

average only a third of the parts that go into vehicles manufactured here are 

sourced from the UK.’
139

 The amount of global purchasing spend automobile 

manufacturers made in the UK is 36 per cent but could increase to 80 per cent of 

all component types.
140

 UK suppliers have lost orders because ‘their unit cost was 

not competitive’.
141

 Existing data show that while the UK sources 40 per cent of 

transport equipment from motor vehicle intermediaries, France and Germany 

source 60 per cent or more. The Council has not set clear milestones for 

increasing UK manufacturers’ portion of the value chain so the progress can be 

measured or provided a date by which the UK should seek to match the proportion 

of the value chain that German or French auto manufacturers have managed to 

capture for their domestic suppliers. 

The 2013 BIS report Driving Success set the sector set two objectives: to ‘secure 

the long term future of the sector by growing the UK share of the value chain and 

by getting ahead of the game in research and development (R&D) on ultra-low 

emission vehicles’.
142

 The UK is known for its flexible workforce, good design and 

innovative practice. In 2012 the Automotive Council estimated potential additional 

demand of £3bn per annum, an increase of 40 per cent on existing levels. Of the 

additional demand ‘30 per cent was for components manufactured using processes 

not currently available in the UK.’
143

 The industry is developing an industry 

framework on collating and publicising supply chain opportunities. They will 

consider international best practice in support structures that nurture long term 

supply chain growth. The Automotive Council is bringing LEPs and the devolved 

governments together with the Council twice a year to determine how to implement 

the national strategy on a local/regional level.  
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Figure 25: UK Automotive Sector Trade Balance
144 

 

Skills development 

The industry is seeking to ensure that skilled workers are attracted to the sector 

and remain within it; that the sector stays technologically advanced and adapts to 

changes; that the supply chain is strengthened; and that the business environment 

is competitive. UK labour productivity is high. A large number of employers offer 

apprenticeship schemes. Eighteen per cent of manufacturing employers provide 

apprenticeships but 43 per cent plan to do so, higher than the 13 per cent and 32 

per cent respective figures for the wider economy. Between 2013 and 2018 

members of the Automotive Council expect to take on 7,600 apprentices and 1,700 

graduates.
145

 The share of automotive establishments with a training plan matches 

that of firms in the wider economy but the proportion with a training budget is five 

per cent lower at 24 per cent of firms compared to 29 per cent in the wider 

economy.
146

 This potential underinvestment in skills development could cause 

difficulties in future. 

There is a skills shortage and ‘hard to fill vacancies in the sector are above 

average’.
147

 The sector needs to address UK weaknesses, which include the 

ageing and shrinking skilled worker base, the already weak domestic supply chain, 

the existing skills/capability deficiencies and the low UK investment in R&D as a 

proportion of GDP compared with the OECD and the EU average. The automotive 

sector also suffers from an alleged image problem, which makes it hard to attract 
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workers with higher education levels. This means ‘only five per cent of automotive 

employers recruited a graduate from higher education over the last two to three 

years compared to seven per cent in manufacturing and ten per cent on average 

for the UK.’
148

 To rectify this, the Automotive Council is creating a scholarship 

scheme for member firms to sponsor university students to study for relevant 

degrees. Industry executives also pledge to meet students and go to schools as 

part of the ‘see inside manufacturing’ programme. The skills roadmap has been 

adopted and is contained in figure 26.
149

 

Figure 26: Automotive sector skills roadmap 

 

The UK has low levels of employment protection, as shown in figure 27. It would be 

useful for the government to conduct an assessment to consider how important a 

factor this is in the decisions of foreign investors to locate automotive production 

facilities in the UK. Such an assessment might also help the government to design 

its welfare, taxation and labour regulation policies in such a way as to ensure that 

the high level of employment in the sector continues but employees in the sector 

are compensated effectively during the downturns in production. Figure 27 rates 

each country by the level of employment protection according to the OECD 
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designated employment protection indicators. A score of 0.0 signals a very low 

level of protection and a score of 3.5 a very high level of employment protection. 

Figure 27: OECD Employment Protection Index 2008 

 

 
 

 
Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Conduct a thorough assessment of the reasons why French and German 

manufacturers purchase a greater proportion of components from their 

domestic producers than UK based firms do 

 Conduct an assessment of the impact of change in energy prices and 

fluctuations in the value of the pound sterling on UK car production 

 Commit to ensure that UK car producers will be able to access the lowest cost 

energy supplies of any European state so carbon shifting does not occur 
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 Work with industry to develop mechanisms to manage downturns in production 

in order to ensure that workers are fairly compensated and skills are not 

allowed to atrophy (where this is not already occurring) 

 

4. Construction 

Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Reduction of costs of government construction projects by 15-20 per cent by 

2015 through widespread adoption of Building Information Modelling (BIM) 

 Make suppliers aware of opportunities in the UK infrastructure pipeline through 

publishing the National Infrastructure Plan 

 Reduce the payments period to 30 days to aid SMEs and reduce the level of 

regulation affecting development 

 Promote low-carbon construction, subsidise green energy insulation and power 

generation measures taken by households 

 Develop Future Cities approach and trial integrated data techniques to improve 

city management 

Why was this sector chosen? 

The economic analysis of UK construction in July 2013 demonstrated the value of 

the construction sector to the wider UK economy. The UK construction industry is 

one of the largest in Europe. It contributes almost £90bn to the UK economy (or 6.7 

per cent) in value added, comprises over 280,000 businesses, including some 2.93 

million jobs, which is equivalent to about ten per cent of total UK employment. 

Unfortunately the financial crisis has meant that ‘key markets for construction have 

declined – output in the private housing market has fallen by 40 per cent and 

private commercial building decreased by over 30 per cent since 2007’.
150

 The 

sector had an annual output of £107bn in 2010. The industry includes a variety of 

activities including ‘mining, quarrying and forestry, the industry runs all the way 

from design, product manufacture and construction through to the maintenance of 

our buildings and infrastructure assets and, at times, into their operation and 

disposal.’
151

 This sector is one of the two chosen by the government in this 

industrial strategy that includes a significant amount of low skilled labour (the other 

being agriculture). It is a sector in which jobs can be created quickly. The UK 
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housing shortage has created a need for additional development. It would seem to 

be a sector ripe for significant growth. This has not occurred. 

The effects of the UK economic recession on the construction sector 

The construction sector has been affected disproportionately since the recession of 

2008. In 2007 the construction sector accounted for 8.9 per cent of the UK’s GVA. 

By 2011 the sector’s contribution had decreased to 6.7 per cent. In early 2012, 

contractors in the construction industry returned to recession for the third time in 

five years.
152

 The decline in output since 2007 was a decline in private housing (40 

per cent) and private commercial building (33 per cent). Government infrastructure 

and public non-residential activity grew post-2007 but has declined since 2010.
153

 

This has a significant effect on UK employment as the UK supply chain is heavily 

domestic: ‘It is estimated that for every £1 spent in construction at least 90 per cent 

stays in the UK.’
154

 The construction supply chain amounted to £124bn of 

intermediate consumption in 2010.
155

 Construction output in 2012 was 88.5 per 

cent of the level in 2008.
156

 In the January 2014 Growth Dashboard update on 

progress, construction output was still 14 per cent below peak, having contracted 

The changes in construction output performance by sub-sector are since 2007. 

contained in figure 28. 

Figure 28: Change in output performance in construction contracting sub-sectors
157
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Technology 

The construction sector in 2011 spent £22 million on R&D. This has been declining 

since 2000. R&D in other business sectors has increased 35 per cent since 

2000.
158

  Nevertheless, the UK has ‘a relatively higher proportion of patents related 

to construction in comparison to an average of G7 and BRIC countries’.
159

 UK 

construction seems more effective at translating R&D investment into patented 

innovations. The government aims for the UK to become a world leader in Building 

Information Modelling (BIM). The BIM approach involves digital collaboration and 

design, including a 3D computer model that allows better management of project 

information during the project progression. Both the Cabinet Office and the 

Department of Business have implemented this approach across central 

government public procurement projects. There is an aim of doing it in every such 

project from 2016 onwards. The Government Construction Board and the IUK 

Client Group are driving this initiative forward. They are assisting each government 

department to develop a BIM adoption plan and engaging with trade bodies to 

spread knowledge of BIM in the sector. Regional hubs are being formed to enable 

SMEs to access details on BIM.  

Through Digital Built Britain, the government aims to integrate BIM into its Smart 

Cities and Smart Grids approach. The government recognises that the UK has ‘a 

limited “window of opportunity” to cement our position and if we fail to do so then 

other nations will quickly begin to erode our competitive advantage away.’
160

 The 

Infrastructure UK Annual Report (published in June 2013) shows similar progress. 

There are £188m worth of construction-related science and engineering projects 

supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) 

alone, 80 per cent of which are collaborations with industry partners. BIM appears 

to be the government’s means of translating its desire to save money on 

government construction projects into a project management approach that makes 

UK construction firms more competitive. The Government Construction Strategy 

(GCS) was initiated in May 2011. Its main aim was a reduction in the costs of 

government construction projects by 15-20 per cent by 2015.
161

 Under the GCS, 

£447 million of cost savings were achieved in the financial year 2012/13. By 2015 

the target is to achieve savings of £1.2bn. In addition, the Construction Leadership 

Council wants to achieve a 50 per cent ‘reduction in the overall time, from inception 

to completion, for newbuild and refurbished assets’ and a 33 per cent ‘reduction in 

the initial cost of construction and the whole life cost of built assets’. Reducing the 
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amount of time to deliver a construction project and ensuring that new construction 

does not build in higher carbon emissions are both wise aims for the sector to seek 

to achieve. 

Is the BIM approach favoured by the government being embraced by the 

construction sector? 

The governments’ enthusiasm for BIM appears to be encountering difficulties. 

Industry analysis indicates that ‘around two-thirds of construction contracting 

companies are not innovating at all’.
162

 The government notes ‘growing cynicism 

amongst sub-contractors with regards to supply-chain integration activities’ and 

that, among contractors, ‘there was little spontaneous mention of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM)’.
163

 Among firms in the supply chain ‘there was little 

evidence either of innovative or adaptive responses to current market conditions, 

or of a belief that current conditions and price levels represented a new 

baseline’.
164

 The lack of enthusiasm may be because there are ‘few business or 

economic drivers to deliver meaningful change’.
165

 The sector serves its clients’ 

preferences and clients often focus on the upfront construction costs rather than 

the lifetime cost/value created. They are ‘unaware of the potential value that 

integrated supply chains can bring’.
166

 There is also a conservative attitude to 

innovation in the sector. Contractors in the construction sector are ‘prepared to 

accept stable, though unexciting returns, rather than attempt changes that are 

seen as being “too difficult”'.’
167

 Until recently the sector lacked a single dominant 

representative group. The supply chain analysis notes that there were ‘too many 

industry bodies’ and these specialist bodies focused too much on ‘transactional 

issues within their own technical specialist silos’.
168

 Innovation in the sector has 

been subdued, in part, because there has been no effective coordinating board to 

lead innovation in the sector. 

How else is the government encouraging innovation in the UK construction 

sector? 

The Construction Leadership Council (CLC) will now lead joint industry/government 

efforts assigning actions to the different players. By 2025 the government hopes 

that the industry will not be characterised ‘as it once was, by late delivery, cost 

overruns, commercial friction, late payment, accidents, unfavourable workplaces, a 

workforce unrepresentative of society or as an industry slow to embrace 
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change’.
169

 Factors that increase project costs include ‘incomplete design, design 

change and late variations [leading to] significant waste’.
170

 The reduction in 

investment in plant and machinery experienced since the recession could affect the 

sector’s long-term productivity.
171

 The government wants the UK to lead in green 

and sustainable building construction. Global growth in this area is predicted to be 

22.8 per cent per annum between 2012 and 2017.
172

 The twin drivers of this growth 

are regulatory pressure (low carbon requirements) and consumer demand (ethical 

consumption). The government is investing £60 million through the TSB to support 

UK construction to design/develop more energy efficient buildings. They believe 

industry will contribute a further £60m, plus a further £30m from across 

government.
173

 The Low Carbon Routemap for the Built Environment, which has 

been created by the Green Construction Board, also supports the decarbonisation 

drive. It includes actions for the construction industry to achieve the government 

target of an 80 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions based on 1990 

levels by 2050.
174

 Supply chain interviews revealed that contractors were 

concentrating on the reduction of physical waste and not on other areas of waste. 

The supply chain analysis recognises that ‘high levels of in-built waste will be a 

major source of opportunity for cost reduction’, but waste is ‘so deeply rooted in the 

way that the industry operates that even on best practice projects there is 

insufficient opportunity and incentive within the supply chain to cut waste’.
175

 The 

CLC will need to direct suppliers to concentrate on all areas of waste in 

construction and to make it attractive for them to do so. 

The Energy Companies Obligation provides £540 million support to help low 

income households to make their homes more energy efficient with payments 

under the Green Deal Cashback Scheme.
176

 The strategy sets two strategic priority 

areas; green construction and smart construction with digital design. With green 

construction, the TSB invested £83 million in the Low Impact Buildings Innovative 

Platform, while the industry added £34 million. This fund has financed adaptations 

of existing buildings to make them low carbon.
177

 Economic benefits estimated at 

£1.5bn over five years have been recorded. The Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) is establishing Centres for Doctoral Training 

in sustainable build and end-use energy demand. A Sustainable Product 

Engineering Centre for Innovative Functional Industrial Coatings (SPECIFIC) at 

Swansea University wants buildings to become mini power stations with coatings 

that can generate, store and distribute renewable energy.
178

 These measures aim 
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to contribute towards the government’s aim of achieving a 50 per cent ‘reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions in the built environment’,
179

 which represents a clear 

aim that could be proven to have been achieved or not. 

Supply chain development 

How do payment periods affect the size and survival rate of UK construction firms? 

The UK construction industry is more fragmented and dominated by SMEs than its 

American and German counterparts. There is only one UK firm in the top ten 

European construction firms. The limited financial strength of SMEs makes them 

incapable of bidding for large projects on their own and vulnerable to late payment. 

Analysis for BIS by EC Harris (2013) found that, on average, on a ‘typical’ large 

building project (£20-£25 million), a main contractor manages 70 sub-contracts of 

which a significant number will be for £50,000 or less.
180

 Three things that 

contractors need are prompt payment; effective project management; and realistic 

pricing. 

Late payment is a problem. The Construction Trade Survey found that late 

payment was the most important issue affecting the construction sector, with ‘only 

five per cent of specialist contractors being paid within 30 days’.
181

 The CLC, a 

partnership of both government and industry, agreed a Construction Supply Chain 

Payment Charter in April 2012, including eleven ‘fair pay commitments’.
182

 It makes 

a commitment to reduce payment terms to the supply chain to thirty days from 

January 2018.
183

 Prior to this it will fall to 45 days from June 2015 and to 60 days 

from April 2014.
184

  A key problem is that it is unusual for trade terms to incentivise 

financially early payment or to penalise financially late payment through an interest 

charge.
185

 Allowing firms a longer time period to pay their tax bills would be a cost-

effective means of increasing trade credit, which the government should 

consider.
186

  

Cash flow issues have reduced the oversight and training of on-site management 

teams and this hampers project management. SMEs are less able to bid for 

contracts outside of their local market, thus reducing competition for projects, a 

factor worsened by the downward pressure on pricing caused by the reduction in 

demand. The price reduction in the sector has led to recognition that ‘the 

construction industry is not currently generating sufficient return to cover costs and 

deliver a return’.
187

 UK construction suffers from low profit margins. These margins 
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have dropped more than they have for firms in the rest of the economy during the 

recession.
188

 Consolidation in the sector might improve both margins and 

investment in innovation, but the government is not encouraging such 

consolidation, and there is limited support for the development of consortia. If the 

consortia experiment proves successful, it might create a movement towards 

consolidation. 

Skills development 

Will a more productive UK construction sector employ fewer people? 

The government analysis of technology and skills in the construction industry 

stresses the need to boost off-site construction to increase productivity. In 2010, 

twelve per cent of UK construction took place off-site.
189

 This form of construction 

includes both small fixtures and complete buildings. It makes the build process 

safer, better quality and more efficient. However, it also reduces the skill levels 

required by on-site staff and the number of workers required. The analysis 

recommends a form of Continuing Professional Development using web-based 

learning on non-core working hours.
190

 Deficiencies in the content of existing 

training programmes include 3D drawing; site supervision; logistics; BIM and an 

understanding of design technologies and materials used in offsite.
191

  This will 

probably lead to fewer low-skilled roles. There may be more opportunities in the 

higher skilled roles of design and project management. This process seems to be 

occurring already. The proportion of individuals in the construction sector with 

higher-level qualifications ─ a degree or equivalent ─ almost doubled in the 

previous decade.
192

  

Does the fragmented nature of the UK construction industry affect investment in 

workplace training? 

Contracting accounts for 70 per cent of total value added in UK construction and 

70 per cent of the jobs.
193

 Self-employed individuals face a choice between 

learning and earning. They are half as likely to participate in training as employees 

in the wider construction sector.
194

 Construction is seen to have low appeal as a 

career option with the sector ‘scoring an average of 4.2 out of 10 among 14 to 19 

year-olds and only slightly higher among careers advisers (5.6 out of 10)’.
195

 The 

number of construction apprenticeships fell from 22,000 in 2008/09 to 16,000 in 

2011/12.
196

 The majority of employers (86 per cent)in the construction sector do 
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not plan to start an apprentice in the next 12 months.
197

 Fewer are taking 

apprenticeships compared to the pre-recession era and to other sectors of the 

economy now. One fifth of the vacancies in the sector are persistent and 

employers can’t recruit appropriately skilled staff.
198

 Given the lack of investment in 

training, this acute problem will probably become worse. 

The Olympics was a positive showcase for UK construction, as the Olympic Park 

was completed under budget and ahead of schedule. However, the industry is held 

to have an image problem. It requires a more diverse workforce. Two per cent of 

the work force is from ethnic minorities, and 13.5 per cent are female.
199

 There is a 

belief that ‘change is required in the construction industry itself and in how the 

construction industry is perceived by the public. Industry and government must 

work together to inspire young people.’
200

 The sector needs to begin its 

engagement in schools pre-GCSE and to publicise the improvements in site safety 

that have occurred. Fatal injuries have declined from 113 in 2000/01 to 50 in 

2010/11.
201

 Increasing the number of apprenticeships in the sector would be an 

effective means of addressing the skills problem but firms would need to be 

economically secure enough to participate in the programmes. 

Finance 

Are construction firms undercapitalised? 

Construction firms appear to be ‘somewhat undercapitalised… [They] employ less 

capital (less long-term debt and less equity capital) per pound of their total assets 

than do firms in the rest of the economy.’
202

 There is not a divide between SMEs 

and larger firms in the sector in accessing bank lending because SMEs do not 

receive proportionately less bank finance than larger companies in this sector.
203

 

But bank lending to the construction sector has decreased dramatically, from 

£32.2bn in early 2009 to £19.9bn in late 2012.
204

 This 38 per cent reduction 

compares with a five per cent reduction across all UK sectors.
205

 Construction 

companies were more likely than firms in the wider economy (27 per cent vs 24 per 

cent) to feel they needed to inject personal funds into their projects.
206

 One quarter 

of UK construction companies abandoned business/plans for growth as they 

lacked adequate finance.
207

  

Construction growth requires trade credit growth. The available research indicates 

that ‘each £ of growth of construction sales requires a 62 pence increase in total 
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assets, and that in turn requires a 20 pence increase in trade credit (but only 15p 

increase in construction equity); whereas in the corporate economy at large, each 

£ of growth of sales requires £1.16 increase in total assets, and that in turn 

requires a 16 pence increase in trade credit (but a 35p increase in equity 

capital).’
208

 Construction firms rely on trade credit from their suppliers more than 

firms in other sectors of the economy by a factor of two to three and give more 

credit to their customers.
209

 The Construction Sector Strategy Analysis by BIS 

analysed the availability of trade credit to construction firms. This found that SMEs 

felt obliged to offer trade credit to their larger customers, who could easily obtain 

alternate credit themselves. SMEs receive less credit from their suppliers than they 

grant to their customers.
210

 SMEs were unable to price that credit appropriately.
211

 

Firms tended to vary the amount of credit extended and not its price.  

Is it a case of banks unwilling to lend or firms unwilling to borrow to finance 

expansion? 

It is both. Banks are thought to consider construction companies high risk 

compared with other business sectors.
212

 Smaller firms may lack the skills to make 

a compelling case for funds.
213

 Construction firms are less likely to seek bank 

finance than firms in other sectors and ‘if they do apply for an overdraft or loan, 

they are more likely to be turned down.’
214

 They are ‘less aware’ of government 

support programmes. Two-thirds of contractors have no long-term borrowing.
215

 

The government is seeking to resolve these issues through Supply Chain Finance 

where large firms approve invoices from their suppliers early so the bank can then 

lend contractors the funds. The government is also promoting Project Bank 

Accounts (PBA) and an Enterprise Finance Guarantee Pilot through which larger 

firms offer trade credit to smaller firms.
216

 As a customer, the government pledges 

to pay within 30 days if there is not a Project Bank Account (PBA). If there is a 

PBA, lower tier contractors can access funds within five business days. The 

government has spent £2bn using PBAs.  

How does the industrial strategy seek to boost UK construction exports? 

The government want UK businesses to secure part of an estimated £200bn per 

annum global market for integrated city systems by 2030. Global growth in the 

construction sector is driven by world population increases; from 7.2bn people 

currently to 9bn over the next forty years. In Construction 2025, released in July 
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2013, global growth in the construction market is predicted to be 70 per cent+ by 

2025.
217

 The global construction market is set to increase by 4.3 per cent per 

annum from 2012 to 2025.
218

 The UK export policy, a GREAT campaign to 

promote UK construction abroad, was outlined in July 2013. The GREAT Britain 

campaign is the UK Government’s initiative to promote the UK as a place to visit, 

study and do business. It operates globally but focuses on ten key markets which 

are China/Hong Kong, India, USA, Korea, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, 

Turkey and Emerging Europe. The GREAT Britain label serves as an umbrella 

brand for the promotional work done by the government for all sectors in this 

industrial strategy, and for firms in the wider UK economy, to promote UK firms. In 

the construction sector it focuses on global green construction. The CLC was 

formed to lead the vision to 2025.
219

 Emerging economies will constitute 55 per 

cent of all construction spending by 2020.
220

 Research shows that firms that export 

tend to innovate more. The Consumer Innovation Survey (2011) found that 60 per 

cent of construction contractors that export were involved in a form of innovation in 

2010.
221

 Fewer construction firms export than firms in other sectors. In 2012, six 

per cent of SME constructing contractors exported. This may be due to the fact that 

UK firms tend to be smaller than their European competitors
222

 but it would require 

government or industry analysis to prove this link. 

The UKTI views its role as a ‘readiness to facilitate consortia of UK companies’, 

which it describes as ‘most critical’. The Construction Council and UKTI are 

identifying global trade opportunities in professional services, contracting and 

product manufacture and promoting UK construction with the GREAT brand. The 

construction strategy aims to halve the trade gap between exports and imports for 

construction products and materials. The UK has a trade surplus in construction 

contracting (£590m in 2011) as well as in architecture and surveying services 

(£530m) but a massive trade deficit in construction products (£60n).
223

 The trade 

deficit in construction relates to products: ‘four out of five of the largest UK export 

sub-sectors in construction products were in trade deficit in 2012’.
224

 This sector is 

an example of the goods deficit being the cause of the UK trade deficit as identified 

by the research produced by Lord Heseltine, cited in chapter one. 

Public procurement and the supply issue in the sector 

In October 2010 the government published the National Infrastructure Plan to 

provide visibility on upcoming projects. It was updated in December 2013.
225

 The 
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government want to build an industry ‘that drives and sustains growth across the 

entire economy by designing, manufacturing, building and maintaining assets 

which deliver genuine whole-life value for customers in expanding markets, both at 

home and abroad’.
226

 In the Budget 2013 they increased capital spending by £3bn 

per annum from 2015-16, which means £18bn additional investment by 2020. The 

Growing Places Fund, the Local Infrastructure Fund and Get Britain Building are 

allocating £1.8bn of Government funding to stimulate economic development. 

Surplus public land has been identified. It will be sold for the development of 

100,000 new homes.
227

 A £1bn Build to Rent Fund is providing finance for 

purpose-built rental units and to encourage institutional investment in this sector. 

This is supported by £10bn of private debt underwritten by the Housing 

Guarantees Scheme. The Affordable Homes Programme is delivering 170,000 new 

homes for rent and ownership by March 2015, an investment of £19.5bn. Each of 

these moves to encourage supply is welcome but they seem small compared with 

government investment in schemes which subsidise housing demand e.g. Help to 

Buy. UK Government programmes such as the Help-to-Buy Equity Loan Scheme, 

the £12bn Help-to-Buy Mortgage Guarantee Scheme and the £50bn Funding for 

Lending Scheme support demand by driving down the cost of loans for 

homeowners. 

Planning: reducing government obstruction of construction projects 

Regulation is a cost driver for the sector. A review of the paperwork that has to be 

submitted with a planning application is being conducted with a view to its 

reduction. Simplifying regulations on home extensions and improvements helps 

stimulate the domestic improvements sector, which amount to £27bn spend per 

annum. Economically unrealistic Section 106 agreements will be reviewed to 

prevent projects stalling. The Penfold Review recommended an end to the 

overlapping development consent regimes in addition to planning consent. This 

has been adopted. A fast track planning route for large-scale projects with a 

decision within twelve months has been created. The Localism Act 2011 abolished 

regional strategies. Infrastructure levy revenues are now passed to 

neighbourhoods to incentivise them to support development, and under 

neighbourhood plans both communities and businesses can develop pro-growth 

neighbourhood plans. The National Planning Policy Framework published in March 

2012 reduced planning policy from 1,300 pages to 50 pages and introduced a 
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presumption in favour of development.
228

 The Growth and Infrastructure Act 

introduced four pro-development changes: 

 allowing developers to submit major planning applications to the Planning 

Inspectorate where an authority is poor performing 

 getting stalled sites moving with new appeal rights to allow for the renegotiation 

of affordable housing requirements 

 removing the ability to block development through town and village green 

designation 

 opening up the major infrastructure regime to deal with a wider range of 

economically significant developments
229

 

An early indicator of the success of existing measures could be that planning 

approval rates are now at 87 per cent, which is a ten-year high, although the 

causation link would need to be established. Net housing supply increased 11 per 

cent in 2011/12 but housing multiples as a percentage of UK household incomes 

continue to increase, indicating that supply continues to lag behind demand. Other 

possible success metrics in this sector could relate to an increase in the proportion 

of construction materials manufactured in the UK or an increase in the average 

size of the UK construction firm. The government should aim to build sufficient 

housing supply to stabilise or reduce the cost of UK housing over a defined period, 

e.g. the next decade. The majority of UK government schemes in the construction 

sector approach the issue from the demand rather than the supply side.  

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Establish a target for housing construction which exceeds the rate of UK 

household creation by an amount sufficient enough to eliminate the UK 

housing shortage within ten years 

 Calculate the percentage of UK citizens working within the construction sector 

and identify steps to divert unemployed UK citizens into the sector 
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5. Information economy 

Key measures in this industrial strategy: 

 Establish a Future Cities Catapult, the Smart Cities agenda and City Deals to 

promote the information economy sector and spread it to cities outside London 

 Expand the range of public data open to UK charities and firms to exploit for 

commercial reasons 

 Create a Tech City Investment Organisation to encourage private sector 

investment in the sector 

 Protect intellectual property to preserve UK lead in the sector and to ensure 

that investments in innovation are captured by the firms making the investment 

Why was this sector chosen? 

In their Information Economy Strategy, June 2013, the Government seeks to make 

the UK the best place to start a technology company. However, they lack ‘an exact 

picture of the number of businesses in the information economy, or its 

employment, or the value it brings to the UK economy’. They recognise that 

‘addressing the lack of clear and universally-agreed metrics will be an early priority 

for government and industry’.
230

 The sector had a global market value of £2 trillion 

in 2014.
231

 In 2010 its value to the UK economy was £132bn. The UK has the 

highest percentage of individuals who purchase online, but only one third of UK 

SMEs sell their products online, and even fewer, one tenth of SMEs, sell to 

international clients online.
232

 There is a clear potential for the number of UK online 

sales to increase. The UK has the largest trade surplus in computer and 

information services in the G7, a position it has held for the last decade. The UK is 

ranked fourth in the world for technological readiness by the World Economic 

Forum, ahead of the USA.
233

 The government aims to achieve 1.6 million SME 

businesses transacting online by 2018.
234

 The tech sector in London grew by 16.6 

per cent between 2009 and 2012.
235

  

Technology and innovation 

The information economy strategy, published in May 2013, focuses on five sectors: 

smart cities, cloud computing, the internet of things, big data and e-commerce. It 

builds on the work of the e-infrastructure leadership council (ELC) established in 

March 2012.
236

 The Technology Strategy Board estimate the world market for 
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integrated city systems will be £200bn per annum in 2030.
237

 The Smart Cities 

agenda is explicitly part of the Information Economy strategy.
238

 The Smart City 

‘uses intelligent technology to enhance our quality of life in urban environments. 

Cities can use the data in a variety of ways: to save money, minimise waste, 

measure domestic water usage and manage transport routes.’
239

 Clusters of 

expertise help cement the competitive advantage of cities and create economic 

spillover into other services, e.g. food and tourism, which provide employment for a 

wide range of citizens.
240

 Big data and energy efficiency are two of the eight great 

technologies identified by the government that are explored in chapter three. The 

government commissioned Arup to analyse smart cities supply chains. Arup 

estimated the market could be worth $400bn per annum by 2020. If the UK 

secured ten per cent of this market, it could generate $40bn per annum. The British 

Standards Institution is developing standards and guidelines to help deliver smart 

cities. A time-limited e-commerce taskforce was established to identify how best to 

increase the cross border trade UK companies engage in and the priorities for UK 

strategy in terms of enforcing the EU Single Market in Digital Service.
241

 An 

Industrial Partnership for skills in this sector believes it will ‘lead to 100,000 more 

young people being likely to pursue technology careers by 2018’.
242

 The 100,000 

potential additional workers figure could be adapted into an aim for this sector but it 

is currently too vague. 

With smart construction and digital design, the TSB set up the Future Cities 

Catapult with £50m government funding over five years, based in London.
243

 The 

Future Cities Catapult is working with cities to deploy and test city integration 

technology to prove the business case and to tackle procurement rules and lack of 

investment, which can frustrate such trials. To achieve this, the Catapult will 

analyse how to prepare local officials to release data and how to make that data 

user-friendly. The Catapult will look at how to develop a physical infrastructure that 

is smart and that communicates with planners. It will promote innovation, which 

requires that cities be flexible and open to change. The infrastructure should 

provide for transparency on outcomes and performance of city services for citizens. 

The Small Business Research Initiative has provided £100m since 2009 to partner 

with firms to solve policy issues. 

City Deals were launched in December 2011. The City Policy Unit has concluded 

deals with the eight largest cities in England outside London to give them greater 

autonomy. A further 20 cities were invited to negotiate greater devolution in 
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February 2013.
244

 In 2012 the Technology Strategy Board launched a competition 

to bid to become a Future Cities Demonstrator. Glasgow won and will receive 

£24m from the TSB. This centre aims to be a global centre of excellence in urban 

innovation. Smaller sums will be awarded to Bristol, London and Peterborough who 

put in good bids. The Future Cities demonstrator programme will show how 

integrated data-led solutions can be applied. These measures will encourage the 

growth of the information economy outside London.  

What are ‘smart cities’ and how will they contribute to growth in this sector? 

A Smart Cities Forum has been formed, including representatives from academia, 

the research community, cities, business etc. to advise ministers on how to 

legislate for Smart Cities. This is in response to a recommendation by Lord 

Heseltine in his No Stone Unturned report.
245

 The Forum will aim to prepare UK 

industry to benefit from the wave of urbanisation predicted in the emerging 

markets. In China alone the urban population is predicted to increase by 200 

million by 2025.
246

 Opportunities for UK business exist in intelligent transport 

systems such as congestion management, traffic monitoring and smart parking, 

assisted or independent living such as telehealth, water management such as 

water metering, water treatment and flood management, smart energy grids which 

manage demand and charge vehicles and waste management opportunities such 

as waste to energy generation.  

Estimates of the value of this smart technology vary widely: the smart transport 

market is estimated to be worth between $5.55bn and $156.3bn in 2020.
247

 It is 

difficult to predict accurately the value of this emerging sector. The six policies that 

the Forum envisages will help to create a Smart Cities sector in the UK are:
248

 

 Greater autonomy for city authorities to develop and implement a distinctive 

vision 

 Develop open data standards and encourage more public bodies to release 

more data 

 Test new underpinning technologies and demonstrate they work 

 Department programmes to encourage the adoption of new technologies and 

approaches 

 Participate more in EU programmes 

 Aid UK firms to exploit their capabilities in global markets 
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Developing the UK’s broadband and e-infrastructure 

The government has pledged £1.2bn to extend superfast broadband to 95 per cent 

of UK premises by 2017.
249

 The government is investing £650m to transform 

broadband in the UK by 2015 and £220m to support high performance computing 

and e-infrastructure.
250

 Average broadband speeds were projected to triple 

between 2010 and 2015, with a 75 per cent increase in the number of homes and 

businesses having access to superfast broadband.
251

 The government aims to 

have 90 per cent of homes and businesses able to access broadband with speeds 

above 24 Mbps by 2015.
252

 A partnership of DEFRA and Broadband Delivery UK 

(BDUK) will deploy a £20m Rural Community Broadband Fund (RCBF) to ensure 

broadband coverage in rural areas.
253

 The Information Economy Council has been 

set up to coordinate these schemes. A data capability strategy is being developed 

with input from the government, academia and industry. A computing curriculum is 

to be taught in English schools from September 2014.
254

 A key omission from this 

part of the strategy is a comparison with the leading broadband-enabled countries 

in the world and an analysis of how they did this and how the UK could match their 

success. 

Open public data and the development of the information economy 

The government commissioned the Shakespeare Review of Public Sector 

Information in October 2012. This called for more ambition in the release of public 

data. The government believes that public data could be used to give UK firms a 

commercial advantage at little cost to the government. A Public Data Group 

comprising the Ordnance Survey, Met Office, Land Registry and Companies 

House will work on data release. A Public Sector Transparency Board, formed in 

June 2010, is driving a government transparency agenda on the advice of public 

sector data specialists and data experts. In December 2012, the Open Data 

Institute was created with £2 million funding per annum for five years from the TSB. 

This independent non-profit will train UK organisations to utilise open data. Urban 

Prototyping (UP) London asks how a city can improve their urban environment 

through art, design and technology. The TSB has launched a Connected Digital 

Economy Catapult with £50 million funding over five years beginning in 2013. It will 

explore how to fill innovation gaps and speed commercialisation of innovation. The 

Government Digital Strategy launched in November 2012 encourages government 

departments to make their data user-friendly. The Royal Mail has now made the 
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Royal Mail Postcodes Directory available for free to independent small charities 

and micro-businesses for one year. The possibility of a Consumer Rights Directive 

is to clarify online sales and pricing terms to increase user confidence in 

transacting online is being explored. Each of these measures could potentially 

benefit the launch of a new UK firm or service based on government data and they 

have been achieved at low cost. 

Finance 

In April 2013, a Tech City Investment Organisation met in East London. It agreed 

to form a UK Tech Cluster Alliance to aid sector growth. The government has 

developed a data capability strategy. Martha Lane Fox, an internet-entrepreneur 

who ran LastMinute.com, has been appointed UK Digital Champion. Her team’s 

success will be reviewed in 2015/16. A Foreign Exchange Credit Support Scheme 

is helping exporters to manage the impact of foreign exchange rate movements on 

their firms in this sector. This is one of the few government schemes to recognise 

the role the exchange rate has on UK production and seek to help firms manage 

their exchange rate risk. It is to be welcomed. The Export Enterprise Finance 

Guarantee (ExEFG), launched in 2011, guarantees ‘lenders who facilitate the 

provision of short-term export finance lines of up to £1m to exporting SMEs’.
255

 A 

private sector delivery partner is paid on a payment-by-results basis to attract 

foreign investment to the English regions. This body is expected to cooperate with 

Local Economic Partnerships to identify commercial opportunities. Another private 

partner operates on a similar basis to attract foreign investment to Tech City.  The 

funding of these two bodies is linked to results, which is welcome but unique 

among the measures pursued in the industrial strategy. To make it more attractive 

to invest in small, more risky firms, stamp duty has been abolished on the trading 

of shares on the Alternative Investment Market (AIM), where small growth firms are 

listed. To help small firms that are not listed on the stock market, tax breaks for 

investors in a Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme were retained in the 2013 

Budget.  

Export promotion and market research 

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office, through its Prosperity Fund, and in 

cooperation with the Department for International Development, is trying to 

encourage Foreign Governments to implement smart cities. Minister Alan Duncan 
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led a ‘Smart Cities, Smart Living Mission’ to Singapore, Malaysia and the 

Philippines in December 2012.
256

 The European Commission is promoting EU 

collaboration on Smart Cities through the creation of a European Innovation 

Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities
257

 and a Smart Grids Task Force to 

provide policy and regulatory directions for the deployment of Smart Grids.
258

 In 

formulating their plans, the Smart Cities Forum has considered international case 

studies including Chicago, Rio de Janeiro, Stockholm, Boston and Barcelona.
259

 

UKTI has formed a new Global Technology Task Force to increase the export 

potential of growth companies. UKTI has developed the Export Communications 

Review service and the Web Optimisation for International Trade programme to 

help SMEs to become export ready. To demonstrate success, the UK government 

would need to highlight successful partnerships with governments in emerging 

nations to build Smart Cities or successful adaptation of a UK city to meet this 

status. Neither seems very developed at present but the industrial strategy is at an 

early stage. 

How has the government incorporated the carbon reduction agenda in 

energy and waste into this strategy? 

The EU has set a target of reducing energy demand by 20 per cent by 2020.
260

 No 

country has yet become the first end-to-end smart energy market. The smart water 

market is at a similar stage of development. The UK water companies are 

‘experiencing losses of up to 27 per cent of treated water due to the poor condition 

of the water networks’.
261

 Existing levels of investment are not enough to maintain 

the water network. The value of the smart water market could grow 20 per cent per 

annum until 2020.
262

 Unfortunately, the smart water business case appears to be 

purely government-driven. The surveys figured show that ‘consumers have shown 

no willingness to buy smart appliance outside their ten-year average replacement 

cycle, unless they are available at the right price and deliver tangible energy 

savings’.
263

 The lack of demand from consumers and interest from producers may 

be because until now the UK government has lacked a ‘strategic, holistic vision’
264

 

of what these smart markets may look like or how the sector would develop.  

The government is rectifying this. In November 2012 the TSB, the Department for 

Environment and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), the Natural Environment Research 

Council (NERC) and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council 

(EPSRC) provided funding to seven projects to examine challenges in water 
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security in the UK and overseas.
265

  In waste management, the global industry has 

an annual turnover of $430bn and employs 40m workers.
266

 The EU Landfill 

Directive and other regulations have made Western Europe a world leader in waste 

management. The Department for Energy and Climate Change is funding 120 

innovation projects through its Entrepreneurship Scheme, and Ofgem’s Low 

Carbon Networks Fund (LCNF) made £500m available to network operators 

between 2010 and 2015 to trial new approaches.
267

 Metrics for judging success in 

this area could include lower amounts of waste produced and more waste 

recycled. 

Skills development 

How does the government define success in this area? 

Long-term success is defined in terms of:  

 a highly skilled digital workforce which entails reversing the decline in the 

number of students studying Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

over the last decade 

 a digital infrastructure, both physical and regulatory, that supports high growth 

and protects data and privacy.  

Employer Ownership of Skills Initiative pilots are being run to allow businesses to 

create and develop their training programmes in partnership with providers. A 

Higher Apprenticeship Fund, launched in July 2011, is allowing employers to 

recruit staff earlier and develop their skills to meet business needs. This may work 

better than relying on the university sector where computer science graduates are 

among the most likely to be unemployed six months after graduation. Efforts to 

publicise the employability of graduates on different courses may discourage 

people from studying computer science at university. Of one million UK IT jobs, 40 

per cent are in information economy businesses, but the majority are in education, 

public administration and financial and business services.
268

 The majority of firms 

in this sector (95 per cent) employ fewer than ten people.
269

  

Has the strategy identified any UK skills weaknesses and why is this important? 

The UK Commission on Skills recognises that intangibles are a key source of UK 

productivity growth. Intangibles divide into three categories: economic figures such 

as brand identity, human capital and management structure and ability; innovative 
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property such as research and development and design work; and digitised 

information such as e.g. databases. The problem is that these factors ‘are not 

always visible; not easily accounted for; and it may not always be easy to fully 

appropriate the returns.’
270

 Forty-four UK city regions were analysed to track 

productivity growth.
271

 Intangible workers make up 17 per cent of all UK workers 

and earn more than double the wage of the average UK worker.
272

 The study found 

that ‘organisation capital, contributing to economic competences, has a greater 

impact than either R&D or IT capital’ and differences in productivity may be better 

explained through ‘the way organisations are managed and run’.
273

 This was 

particularly true in low technology, more mature and service sectors. Intangible 

capital can create spillovers. The full benefits are unlikely to be captured by the 

host firm. Less populated city regions are most likely to suffer from a weakness in 

organisational capital. The government has introduced an entrepreneurs’ visa to 

encourage foreign citizens to settle in the UK and found firms. This could be a 

means of addressing the uneven way intangible capital is spread across the UK. 

Public procurement 

How is the government using public procurement policy to encourage UK SMEs in 

this sector? 

Public procurement helps to shape the information economy. Central government 

expenditure on IT amounts to £7bn per annum.
274

 By 2015 the government wishes 

25 per cent of this expenditure to go to SMEs but thinks that the long-term potential 

for SMEs is 50 per cent.
275

 The new Contracts Finder, a free online tool, is alerting 

SMEs to opportunities to supply central government. It lists all tenders over 

£10,000 and the possible sub-contracting opportunities.
276

 A G-Cloud programme 

is an online marketplace for firms to register to sell their services to the public 

sector. It allows public entities to buy non-custom built solutions. SMEs now make 

up over 60 per cent of G-Cloud sales and 83 per cent of suppliers listed on the site 

are SMEs.
277

 Central government operates a Cloud-First Policy. The government 

promises not to renew long-term contracts when they end in 2014/15.
278

 They will 

split the contracts into smaller component tasks to make it easier for SMEs to bid 

for work. The Mystery Shopper exercise combines spot checks on procurement 

documents and a means for SMEs to raise concerns about their experiences on an 

individual contract. These measures help to ensure that a larger number of UK 

SMEs can compete for government contracts. 
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How has the government sought to tackle the threat that e-crime poses to 

the information economy strategy? 

The value created in this sector hinges on being able to maintain data security. A 

National Cyber Security Strategy has seen 11 universities granted Academic 

Centre of Excellence for Cyber Security Research status, two research institutes 

are being formed, and 78 PhDs in this field are being sponsored.
279

 A new 5G 

Innovation Centre based at the University of Sussex has been granted £50 million 

research funding from government and industry.
280

 The first Cyber Security Export 

Strategy was launched in May 2013 to build UK strength in cyber security.
281

 

Government, industry and consumer groups are working to create an Identity 

Assurance Solution for government services that could also be used in the private 

sector. This will potentially create a new market in identity-enabled services. The 

Information Economy Council is to work with the Intellectual Property Office to help 

SMEs to protect their intellectual property and use it to better commercial 

advantage. The Hargreaves Review of intellectual property (IP) and growth in 2011 

suggested that SMEs fail to make effective use of their IP and need cost-effective 

advice. The Intellectual Property Office now funds strategic IP audits for SMEs. It 

has advisors and a training package to help SMEs. These measures represent an 

effective programme to meet the challenge posed by e-security issues. 

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 The sector strategy could include targets around increasing the number of UK-

based firms in this sector, their share of the world market value in the sector 

and the growth in sector exports 

 The strategy could map intangible capital across the UK and design policies to 

address any weaknesses in particular regions   

 

6. International education 

Key measures in this industrial strategy: 

 Develop consortia to bid for education contracts in emerging markets and 

attract 90,000 additional foreign students to the UK 

 Use foreign alumni of UK universities to sell the UK as a destination for study 

and a potential trade partner 
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 Promote a UK education in developing markets and allow talented foreign 

students to remain in the UK 

 Harmonise qualification standards and promote the English language to foreign 

citizens so UK firms can trade more easily 

Why was this sector chosen? 

The International Education Strategy, Global Growth and Prosperity (July 2013), 

aims to preserve and enhance the UK’s pre-eminence in further education as 

shown in figure 29. The UK has produced 14 per cent of the most highly cited 

scientific articles, second only to the US, indicating its strength in output and quality 

terms.
282

 The value of education exports was £8bn in 2008/09
283

 but the education 

sector exported £17.5bn in 2011. Two million foreign students graduated from the 

UK in the previous decade. Three million are predicted to graduate from UK 

universities in the next decade.
284

 In 2010 the UK was one of five countries (the 

others being the US, Australia, France and Germany) which constituted two-thirds 

of international student enrolments.
285

 The international education strategy 

recognises that ‘it is almost inevitable that the market share of each of these 

countries will decline over the longer term, given that increasingly other countries 

and their universities want to attract students, in some cases with strong 

government support to enhance their likelihood of success’.
286

 Contrary to this 

‘declinist’ approach, the UK actually increased its share of the global international 

student market from 12.8 per cent to 13 per cent between 2006 and 2011 and is 

second only to the USA as a destination for international students.
287

 

Figure 29: Top Universities by Country 2012/2013
288
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What is the government doing to encourage more foreign students to study 

at UK further education institutions? 

The ‘Education is GREAT’ campaign has been launched in overseas markets. An 

improved Education UK website is aiding marketing efforts for the sector in these 

overseas markets.
289

 The UKTI set a goal to aid UK bodies to secure £1bn in 

exports by 2015.
290

 This target was met in 2014.
291

 The new Education UK Unit is 

focusing on high value opportunities overseas, which the UK is not currently 

equipped to compete for. The Unit now has a long-term goal of securing £3bn in 

contracts by 2020.
292

 They will identify opportunities in schools, colleges and 

universities, both in direct educational provision and support services. The Unit will 

then mobilise UK consortia to win contracts. The Unit is now scoping opportunities 

in Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Colombia and Kazakhstan.
293

 In 2014 the Unit 

‘announced UK success in the Saudi Colleges of Excellence programme worth 

£850 million. This means the team has already met its ambition to support £1bn of 

contracts by 2015.’
294

 The Unit has a sectoral interest in the oil and gas sector. An 

International Champion for UK Education will also be appointed and an 

International Education Council, co-chaired by the international education 

champion and the minister for universities and science, is to be created. It will be 

composed of members who have international experience.
295

 BIS is also 

developing an Education UK brand to promote the sector.
296

 Given the existing 

success of the sector, it is not apparent how the new bodies will promote the UK 

education sector more successfully. 

The Sector Advisory Group on Education and Skills (SAGES) was established in 

2006 as the UKTI education export advisory body. The International Education 

Advisory Forum (IEAF) was established in 2009 to coordinate UK government 

policy towards international education. In 2012 the government founded HEGlobal. 

It is targeting eight priority countries and a region: China, India, Brazil, Saudi 

Arabia, Turkey, Colombia, Mexico, Indonesia and the Gulf. It will identify 

opportunities for UK providers in services such as construction, legal advice and 

project finance. These multiple and overlapping bodies will make coordination 

difficult.  
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What is the potential size of the international student market and how much 

of this can the UK expect to capture? 

Only two per cent of the students in higher education globally were enrolled in an 

institution foreign to them in 2012.
297

 One quarter of international enrolments in 

2011/12 came from India and China alone.
298

 A pull factor for foreign students to 

study in the UK is ‘the opportunity to study in English, and to improve their English 

language skills, whilst based in an English-speaking country’.
299

 The UK also offers 

one-year Masters compared to two-year courses in other nations. This works out 

cheaper overall for foreign students.
300

 The UK has the second highest share of 

foreign students in tertiary education. The majority of educational export income 

comes from international students studying in the UK (75 per cent).
301

 The British 

Council estimates that the number of students will grow by 21 million between 

2011 and 2020; of these around 450,000 will be internationally mobile and of those 

around 130,000 will go to major country education providers and could be open to 

UK study.
302

 The strategy envisages that it is ‘realistic for the number of 

international students in higher education in the UK to grow by 15 to20 per cent 

over the next five years’.
303

 The strategy recognises that the UK brand needs to be 

protected. There is the potential for reputation damage if UK institutions chase 

foreign students who have poor English language skills and are of a low academic 

ability.
304

 The UK needs to focus on attracting a greater number of the 

internationally mobile high-calibre students. 

What countries is the government prioritising in its student drive? 

The International Education Strategy aims to attract 90,000 additional overseas 

students to the UK.
305

 The UK government will broker agreements with foreign 

governments that send students to the UK on government scholarships to increase 

their numbers and seek similar agreements with other nations, including emerging 

powers. The British Council, the Foreign Office, BIS and the Higher Education 

International Unit will administer any agreements made. The government has 

already negotiated large-scale scholarship programmes with Brazil, for 10,000 

students over four years, and Indonesia for 150 PhD students per annum. The 

Chevening Scholarship Scheme helps to bring foreign potential leaders to study in 

the UK.
306

 The 2014 budget tripled the budget for Chevening scholarships in the 

UK from 2015 to build better links with emerging powers.
307

 In May 2013 a UK 

education delegation to Colombia and Mexico began a consortium approach that 
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will offer students in those countries services including English language training, 

vocational training, teacher development, student mobility and higher education. 

The Government is working with the United Arab Emirates, India and Russia, to 

achieve mutual recognition of qualifications. The UKTI is working with the British 

Council, on a one-stop shop initiative, to UK universities seeking to internationalise. 

These efforts should be judged on the basis of how many collaborations with 

foreign universities are achieved/overseas campuses established by UK 

institutions.  

How can UK government research funding be better used to create new 

UK-based industries? 

Fewer UK-based SMEs export, the proportion of SME revenues derived from 

exports is below the EU average, and UK SMEs spend less on R&D (only four per 

cent of their expenditure).
308

 The government aims to double UK exports to £1 

trillion, to get ‘100,000 more UK companies exporting’ and to double UK foreign 

direct investment to £1.5 trillion by 2020.
309

 The aim of the Witty Review was to 

ensure that UK inventions help build UK industries and not foreign industries. The 

review suggested that to enable UK firms to bridge the gap between invention and 

development,
310

 funding should be allocated by technology/industry opportunity 

and not postcode. National resources should be deployed collaboratively. To 

achieve this, the Witty Review recommends that ‘Arrow Projects’ be established. 

These would be ‘uninhibited by Institutional status, geography or source of funding’ 

and would support early stage innovation through to commercial deployment.
311

 

The Review believes that the £10bn per annum the university and research centres 

spend on research could be better targeted at more profitable opportunities.
312

 

Potential investors should ‘have online access to as much information as possible 

as to where there is research strength’.
313

 The universities would lead the effort to 

develop technologies and ensure that their development creates manufacturing 

jobs in Britain.
314

  

The Witty Review recommends a fund of £1bn over a parliament for the Arrow 

Projects. There is a close link between universities’ international ranking and the 

research funding they receive from industry. Universities are to be given extra 

financial incentives to demonstrate engagement with commercial partners. The 

‘impact’ weighting of the Research Excellence Framework should be increased to 

25 per cent from 2020 (it is 20 per cent now) to incentivise partnerships with 
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business and SMEs should be given ‘a single point of entry’ to access  easily the 

right part of the university.
315

 LEPs have €1bn of European Structural and 

Investment Funds (ESI) to invest in innovation per annum until 2020 (£6bn in total). 

The ESI will allocate a further 3.5bn to the rest of the UK, so there are funds 

available to achieve this.
316

 The Research Partnership Innovation Fund has 

invested £1.2bn in university/industry partnerships, with a commitment to provide 

£100m a year more for 2015/16 and 2016/17.
317

 Universities should be 

represented on LEP Boards because they are a key part of many local economies. 

In June 2013 the government announced that Local Enterprise Partnerships 

(LEPs) would be given control of £2bn per annum in the next Parliament. LEPs 

were tasked from March 2013 with developing multi-annual strategic economic 

plans for their area. EU rules for receiving innovation funds are that the resources 

are deployed to meet the EU funding priorities. This requires the creation of 

strategic economic plans. These plans were also used to conclude Growth Deals 

with the UK government. 

Is the UK university sector successful in forming commercial partnerships? 

UK universities, which are often run as charities/non-profits, will need further to 

develop their commercial offering. They should also input to the development of 

quality assurance standards to maintain the existing high standards in the UK 

higher education sector. The World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness 

Report places the UK fifth in the world for university business collaboration in R&D 

as highlighted in figure 30.
318

  Between 2003 and 2011, 40 university spin-offs were 

floated on the stock exchange with an initial public offering (IPO) value of £1.79bn; 

25 were acquired for over £3bn. This indicates that the UK universities sector has 

examples on which it can build.  

Research collaboration between UK and foreign universities helps to keep UK 

institutions more competitive. A new £375m Newton Fund for collaborative 

research with emerging powers has been formed.
319

 Transnational education 

through overseas campuses helps UK institutions to bid for overseas funded 

research, e.g. the University of Nottingham can bid for Chinese government 

funding. Agreements with India (the UK-India Education Research Initiative) and 

China (UK-China Partners in Education Plan) aim to boost cooperation. The former 

is a five-year joint programme funded by both nations to improve bilateral 

education and research relations. It has operated since 2006 and was renewed in 
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2011 until 2016.
320

 The programme is worth £5m per year and focuses on four 

strands: leadership development, innovation partnerships, skills development, and 

enhancing mobility. A metric to judge the success in this area would be the value of 

contracts won involving cooperation with a foreign government or university. 

Figure 30: University/Industry Collaboration In Research And Development In The 
EU28, Other G8, And Other Selected Countries321 

 
 

How is the UK government building on the network of foreign alumni of UK 

Universities to encourage more foreign students to study in the UK? 

The benefits of foreign students studying in the UK are not purely economic. 

Students implant UK value in their home nations, they build links with the UK,
322

 

they act as ambassadors for the UK in their home country, they begin to form a 

positive view of the UK and trust the UK
323

 and they learn how to interact with a 

plethora of people with different cultural backgrounds.
324

 The British Council 

believes that the trust people develop in the UK makes them more ‘interested in 

opportunities to do business with people and organisations in the UK than 

others’.
325

 Students who viewed the UK positively acquired a taste for UK brands, 

which they continued to purchase on returning to their home countries.
326

 Students 

who attend UK institutions and then obtain positions of power within their home 
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countries help to build UK soft power.
327

 The UK should learn from countries such 

as Japan, which through the Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 

runs back-up offices in countries including Nigeria, Jamaica and Bangladesh, to 

preserve links with foreign alumni.
328

  

The Foreign Office is working to build and maintain links with the 200,000 foreign 

students who graduate from UK universities each year. Catalyst UK is recruiting a 

series of individuals, including British emigrants, foreign business personnel who 

traded with UK firms, and academics who studied in the UK, to be advocates for 

Britain. The advocates are chosen by nomination by other such advocates. The 

Education UK recruitment service is being expanded to attract additional 

international students to the UK. The GREAT Britain campaign developed in 2012 

has an ‘Education is GREAT BRITAIN’ component. This works with the British 

Council and UKTI to promote the benefits of a UK education. The British Council, 

UKTI and the Foreign & Commonwealth Office are jointly developing GREAT 

campaigns promoting UK education in priority markets including China, Brazil, 

India, the USA, South Korea, Indonesia and emerging nations within Europe. 

Figure 31 shows how successful the UK has been in encouraging foreign students 

to study in the UK.  

Figure 31: Trend in total international student enrolments in UK HE
329

 

 
 
Supply chain and skills development 

This includes three factors: ensuring the UK has the physical infrastructure to 

compete; that the UK can ensure that foreign students studying in the UK with 
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skills the UK needs can remain after their course ends; and training foreign 

students to learn English to generate income and ease UK business access to 

foreign markets. The physical infrastructure is being upgraded. The UK 

government, through the College Capital Investment Fund (CCIF), distributed 

£550m to colleges between 2013 and 2015 for this purpose.
330

 The second round 

includes £77.7m Skills Funding Agency investment and £91.1m investment from 

20 further education colleges.
331

 The facilities will be used for skills training in key 

areas such as engineering and construction. The government has committed itself 

to form local growth teams as suggested by Lord Heseltine to enable greater 

coordination of local economic partners.
332

  

The government has not put a cap on the number of legitimate students allowed to 

study in the UK. There is no regulatory bar on the expansion of UK education 

institutions. In 2011/12 they estimate that foreign higher education students paid 

£10.2bn in tuition fees and living expenses. All PhD graduates have a right to stay 

in the UK and work for a year following the end of their course. A graduate 

entrepreneur scheme was launched in April 2011. This allows up to 2,000 students 

in 2013/14 to stay in the UK for two years after graduating if they can demonstrate 

a good business idea. Foreign postgraduate students could help to rectify the skills 

deficit in key UK sectors. For instance, in 2011/12 foreign students made up 84 per 

cent of new entrants in electronic and electrical engineering, 76 per cent in 

production and manufacturing engineering and 67 per cent in computer science. 

Foreign graduates in computer science could fill any skills gap in this sector.  

The British Council and English UK are both working on an end-to-end offer in 

English Language Training that can be adapted for different countries. Vodafone is 

delivering affordable English language courses for mobile platforms in India. 

Education UK Unit is exploring how to meet the demand for English language 

training in Brazil. A new accreditation scheme for English language teaching 

bodies is to be developed. A centre of excellence for English language teaching in 

Latin America is to be created and there will be a facility to scale up teaching of 

English in Kazakhstan. Key to the success of this approach is an agreement with 

these states to provide for mutual recognition of qualification standards. UK 

institutions gain entry fees for operating as Qualifying Exam Boards. Some may 

also repatriate overseas profits. Indirect benefits include more of a market for 

English language products, greater ease of access for UK exporters and an 

expanded group of students capable of studying in the UK. There is no strategy to 
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improve UK citizens’ knowledge of foreign languages or to recruit the British-based 

foreign-born population to promote trade with their home countries.  

Technology 

A group has been has established to advise the skills minister on educational 

technology and how it can be used to enable e-learning. The Strategy recognises 

the potential, both positive and disruptive, of Massive Open Online Courses 

(MOOCs) that allow courses to be taught worldwide. This concept was developed 

ten years ago but the online platforms ‘took off in the last two years’ in the US.
333

 

UK institutions need to decide whether to figure their offer on US platforms or to 

develop a UK alternative through collaboration. Edinburgh University is offering the 

former through the Coursera platform. The Open University is attempting the latter 

in cooperation with overseas partners. The Open University has now created 

FutureLearn. It has 29 partner organisations and is a world leader in MOOCs.
334

 

The TSB is launching a call for designers to suggest means of exploiting the new 

educational technology. The Small Business Research Initiative has launched a 

£1m competition for educational technology.
335

 The Department for Education is 

developing a voluntary scheme to quality assess British Schools Overseas to 

operate as a kitemark of quality in the market. The government appears to be 

aware of the need to balance the embrace of new technology, e.g. online courses, 

with the need to maintain the brand identity of the UK education sector as a mark 

of high quality. 

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Commit to maintain or increase the existing number of UK universities in the 

world top 100 

 Produce a target relating to the percentage of the new worldwide online 

education market that the UK should capture and identify steps to achieve that 

goal 

 Commit to train a specified number of UK students in specific foreign 

languages relating to the markets identified by the government as key target 

markets to enable them to promote trading links 
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7. Life sciences 

Key measures in this industrial strategy: 

 Use the NHS global brand to promote exports and encourage collaboration 

with foreign research institutions  

 Financially incentivise investment in drugs through building a competitive tax 

system that favours patenting inventions in the UK 

 Reduce bureaucratic delays in UK patients accessing experimental drugs and 

participating in drugs trials and in early-stage drugs being approved 

 Establish independent research bodies with public funding and use aggregated 

NHS data to inform drug research and development in the UK 

Why was the sector chosen?  

The UK pharmaceutical industry is the fourth largest in the world, with a positive 

trade balance of £7bn.
336

 GlaxoSmithKline and AstraZeneca are the second and 

fourth largest pharmaceutical companies globally in terms of market share of global 

sales.
337

 The pharmaceuticals, medical biotechnology and medical technology 

sectors include 4,500 firms, employ 165,000 staff, have an R&D spend of nearly 

£5bn and an annual turnover of over £50bn.
338

 Life sciences manufacturing 

accounts for eight per cent of the UK total (by gross value added).
339

 The 

pharmaceuticals sector alone accounts for more UK-based business R&D than any 

other manufacturing sector (accounting for over 28 per cent of all business 

R&D).
340

 The Strategy for UK Life Sciences is a ten-year programme. It was 

launched in December 2011.
341

 The strategy sets out three key aims: building a life 

sciences ecosystem involving universities, research organisations, businesses and 

the NHS, attracting, developing and rewarding the best talent and overcoming 

barriers and creating incentives for the promotion of health care innovation.
342

 

There are five core parts of the strategy: research clusters and collaborations; 

data; improving the environment, including for SMEs; global marketing of the UK; 

and improving the skills and talent of the workforce. The government between 

2012 and 2014 committed £3bn to the sector through the Research Councils and 

the NIHR.
343
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Finance  

This area presents two key financial challenges. First, to ensure that it is profitable 

to invent new drugs in the UK. The Budget 2012 launched the Patent Box as of 

April 2013. Phased in over five years, it reduces corporation tax to a ten per cent 

rate on profits made on patents registered in the UK or EU and some types of IP
344

 

from April 2013.
345

 The Patent Box is currently under investigation by the European 

Commission as, potentially, a form of harmful tax competition. In 2012 a Seed 

Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) was introduced with a 50 per cent income 

tax relief on investments up to an annual limit of £100,000 to encourage investment 

in early stage companies. In 2012/13 a capital gains tax exemption was introduced 

for the disposal of an asset, the capital of which was then invested in SEIS in the 

same year. The pre-clearance procedure for SMEs claiming R&D tax credits for the 

first time is to be made simpler.
346

 In 2012 the EU VAT cost-sharing exemption was 

introduced.
347

 The VAT cost-sharing exemption will apply to ‘shared services’, 

allowing charities and universities to cooperate with for-profit entities to deliver 

some services jointly.
348

 In Budget 2011, the minimum spend requirement was 

removed and the rate of relief increased for SMEs from 200 per cent to 225 per 

cent in the case of super-deduction relief from April 2012.
349

  Each of these 

changes serves to make it financially more attractive to develop drugs in the UK. 

The second is to ensure that there are adequate financial resources, both public 

and private, to fund the necessary research. The Enterprise Capital Fund (£300 

million) and the Business Angel Co-Investment Fund (£50 million) aim to invest in 

early stage SMEs that have difficulty accessing funding, particularly in regions 

dependent on government expenditure.
350

 A Venture Capital team in UKTI is 

working with partners to pick SMEs and link them with international investors and 

domestic or overseas technology clusters.
351

 A number of funds have been 

created: a UK Future Technologies Fund (UKFTF) to allow firms to diversify 

investment in early stage technologies and invest in technology funds; a UK 

Innovation Investment Fund (UKIIF), which is a £330m part-government financed 

‘fund of funds’;
352

 and a Life Sciences Investment Organisation (LSIO), which 

promotes the UK as a destination for investment.
353

 The LSIO works with the UKTI 

to present a united investment message to investors and to deliver increased 

inward investment.
354

 A UK Research Partnership Investment Fund of £300 million 

fund was created in 2012. £146.5 million of this funding has been assigned to nine 

of the fourteen projects relevant to the Life Sciences sector, which gained funding 
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in the first round.
355

 The Regional Growth Fund has allocated £42m to the life 

sciences sector.
356

 £1bn is being invested in the NIHR to promote industry/NHS 

cooperation.
357

 These multiple funding bodies, multiple funding streams, and the 

relatively small sums being awarded, mean that coordination and long term 

planning is not enhanced by the strategy. The approach contrasts with the ‘single 

pot’ approach favoured by Lord Heseltine. 

Technology and innovation 

The creation of the Health Research Authority (HRA) in December 2011 has 

served to streamline the current approval system and provide consistent standards 

for compliance and inspection.
358

 The UK has particular strengths in biotechnology, 

with 170 medical biotechnology companies based in a triangle between Oxford, 

Cambridge and London.
359

 £180 million has been provided over three years to form 

a Biotechnology Catalyst Fund, which is a joint MRC/TSB collaboration.
360

 The 

Catalyst was created to ensure that research could be effectively commercialised 

and the ‘early response from industry is that this funding is already having the 

intended impact of stimulating innovative research’.
361

 The Catalyst has so far 

awarded £146.3m to 186 projects and has been augmented by £77m of private 

funding.
362

 Research council funding rules ‘can preclude some small state-of-the-

art technology facilities from bidding for funding, where they lack a critical mass’ of 

researchers. In response, the government is seeking to give greater funding to 

small and non-commercial research facilities.
363

 £75m is being invested in 

expanding the European Bioinformatics Institute in Cambridge to create a new 

biological data storage facility and to create a new technical hub in Hinxton, 

Cambridge.
364

 Focusing on cancer and rare and infectious diseases, the 

Department of Health has committed £100m to sequence 100,000 genomes and 

by April 2014 some genomes will have been sequenced.
365

 The latter project in 

particular represents the type of groundbreaking research this strategy should be 

designed to encourage. 

How is the government making use of the NHS to ensure that patients have 

the opportunity to access experimental drugs and surgical procedures at 

the earliest opportunity? 

The Office for the Life Sciences has developed a Strategy for the Life Sciences 

which seeks to reduce the cost and time delays in releasing new drugs. New drugs 
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now take 20 years and $1bn on average to gain approval.
366

 The Strategy aims to 

make commercialising academic research easier; to encourage the NHS to 

innovate and adopt innovation; and promote the UK as a focus for life sciences 

investment. In 2012 the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency 

(MHRA) consulted on an Early Access Scheme to reduce the costs and the time 

delay in releasing new drugs.
367

 The Early Access Scheme ensures that patients 

receive early stage therapies and funds companies to undertake this financially 

risky research.
368

 The NIHR re-launched a web-based UK Clinical Trials Gateway 

in March 2012
369

 to provide patients and researchers with information on UK 

clinical trials. In 2012 the MHRA was consulting on whether to allow patients to 

access new medicines before they are licensed.
370

 The NHS constitution could be 

amended so that individuals can opt out but are assumed to consent for NHS data 

to be used for research, subject to protection of patient confidentiality and for 

patients to be given the option to participate in trials.
371

  

NIHR has earmarked £6.4 million to fund eight NIHR Healthcare Technology Co-

operatives (HTCs) ‘developing new concepts, demonstrating proof of principle and 

devising research protocols for new medical devices, healthcare technologies or 

technology-dependent interventions’.
372

 The NIHR BioResource launched in April 

2014 provides a group of volunteers to participate in the medical trials.
373

 The UK 

Biobank has been expanded to include 500,000 participants and the use of 8,000 

brain scans to discover the cause of dementia,
374

 and is involved in a £10m 

genome analysis of its participants.
375

 The NIHR introduced a 70-day waiting 

period from receipt of a valid application to recruiting the first patient effective for all 

new NHS contractors from 2013. NIHR is making funding for NHS services 

conditional on recruiting first patients for trials within 70 days of receiving approval. 

NIHR will publish clinical trial information against public benchmarks.
376

 The 70-day 

benchmark for NIHR contracts for the recruitment of the first patients for trials has 

been introduced but the metrics to show compliance are yet to be introduced.
377

  

A Medicines Red Tape Challenge resulted in a reduction of regulation,
378

 but the 

regulation of clinical trials is the preserve of the EU. The UK is urging the EU to 

adopt a ‘risk proportionate approach to clinical trial approvals’
379

 but does not 

appear to be seeking the repatriation of this power in the EU renegotiation process. 

The NHS Life Sciences Innovation Delivery Board is working to get the NHS to 

adopt healthcare innovations sooner.
380

 The NHS Commissioning Board has 

established the Specialised Services Commissioning Innovation Fund (SSCIF) ‘to 
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rapidly test and evaluate innovations that have the potential to deliver high impact 

changes for specialised services throughout the NHS’.
381

 Both the Clinical Practice 

Research Datalink (CPRD) and the Health and Social Care Information Centre are 

drawing together NHS clinical datasets for medical research purposes.
382

 The 

launch of the CPRD in March 2012, with a £60m investment (50:50), makes 

anonymised patient data for clinical trials and observational studies available to 

both the public and professionals.
383

 The Health and Social Care Information 

Centre (HSCIC) launched the Data Linkage Service on 17 September 2012.
384

 It 

amalgamates sets of data, matches them and offers anonymised data on a 

monthly basis from April 2013.
385

 The data services provided include ‘data 

matching and linkage services, and data validation to support the clinical trial and 

observational study work of the life sciences research community’.
386

 Given the 

unique status of the NHS, with its access to millions of patient records, the 

information represents a key commercial opportunity just now being realised. 

Skills 

The NIHR is offering eight new research professorships to individuals with high 

research potential in their early careers.
387

 Cogent operates a High-Level 

Apprenticeship (HLA) for Professional Technicians, providing nine places in a pilot 

scheme to allow people to enter life sciences at the technician level. The low 

number of positions involved indicates that the schemes will not have a decisive 

effect in addressing the skills issue. A one-stop shop website links training 

providers with employers by listing details of placements, apprenticeships, 

mentoring, and research and careers advice.  Cogent is developing a Life Sciences 

Skills Gateway, which is web-based, as a careers resource for employees.
388

 

Cogent, the Sector Skills Council for Life Sciences and the Society of Biology are 

focused on building training opportunities to meet employer needs.
389

 A review of 

skills gaps is also being undertaken by Cogent.
390

 Cogent is creating an employer-

led Technical Apprenticeship Service as a one-stop shop for STEM employers to 

recruit talented staff.
391

 A tailored mentoring scheme will be run by Cogent to offer 

SMEs support to recruit apprentices.
392

 These schemes should help the 

government to understand better the skills issues affecting the sector, but might not 

be adequate to meet those challenges. 

A Higher Level Apprenticeship (HLA) programme for Life Sciences is being created 

with £900,000 of government funds. Thirty-one people were undertaking the Higher 
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Apprenticeship for Life Science and Chemical Science Professionals in late 2013.  

There will be 100 a year after three years.
393

  Through the National Bioinformatics 

Framework for career development, the Research Councils are investing in ‘the 

fields of bioinformatics, biostatistics and computational biology at the PhD and 

junior investigator level’.
394

 The Society of Biology has launched an undergraduate 

degree accreditation programme in March 2012 after a 2011-12 pilot programme 

involving eight institutions and covering biochemistry and in-vivo sciences.
395

 There 

is an ambition to create 420 apprenticeships covering post A-level education over 

the next five years.
396

 The NIHR is funding research professorships for young 

individuals capable of translating research into industry/commercial usage.
397

 The 

Society of Biology is expanding accreditation for undergraduate biology degrees.
398

 

Kitemarking further education programmes was trialled in 2012.
399

 These schemes 

would need to be assessed in relation to the sector needs as identified by Cogent. 

Supply chain development 

Two independent life sciences champions are to be created: a chair of an 

independent Life Sciences Advisory Board and a collaboration champion to foster 

partnership across the UK clusters and within government.
400

 The UK has adopted 

the Academic Health Sciences Centres (AHSCs), an international model for 

University/healthcare provider collaboration. Manchester, Cambridge, Imperial, 

UCL Partners and King’s Health Partners were designated as AHSCs in 2009, but 

the first ones will be formally established from 2013.
401

 The NIHR Clinical Research 

Network (CRN) has partnered with The Guardian-led Clinical Research Zone to 

publicise information on which NHS Trusts are involved in clinical research.
402

 The 

Growth Review required the NHS Chief Executive to report on how the NHS can 

promote and adopt innovation.
403

 A new Francis Crick Institute is to be established 

in 2015 as a partnership between government, the Welcome Trust and University 

College London, King’s College London and Imperial College London to conduct 

biological research utilising £700m in funding.
404

 With NICE, the government is 

providing SMEs with information on the data needed to prove the value of their 

technologies.
405

 The Life Science Skills Awards honours those contributing to the 

industry.
406

 Each of these measures helps to promote the sector and enhance its 

capacity but few have metrics attached that could establish their value. 
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Export promotion 

In August 2012 the government published an update to its Life Sciences 

Strategy.
407

 They want to create an NHS Global Brand that allows UK healthcare-

related businesses to win foreign orders.  To market the UK globally, the 

government is creating a single brand offer to invest in UK life science. A 

Healthcare and Life Sciences Global Business Summit was held at the Olympics to 

promote the sector. There is also a business development programme focusing on 

dementia and neuroscience, translational medicine, stratified medicine and medical 

technologies. The UKTI has supported the UK health sector to exhibit at world 

trade events in the life sciences sector including BIO 2012 (biotechnology) in 

Boston, Medica (medical technology) in Dusseldorf and Arab Health (medical 

technology) in Dubai.
408

 UKTI will work with the Catalysts to incentivise investment 

in UK life sciences and attract world-class talent to the UK.
409

 A new ‘Bio-Bridge’ 

initiative is bringing China and the UK together in an R&D partnership to create 

shared, world-class intellectual property and medicines.
410

 This is part of a broader 

initiative to get SMEs and start-up companies to partner with larger global 

companies to test new biotechnologies more cheaply. Success in this area should 

be judged on the basis of the number of collaborations with foreign institutions that 

bodies in this sector establish and their value. 

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Measures to protect key UK companies and keep their research infrastructure 

based in the UK following US based companies’ attempts to purchase Astra 

Zeneca and Shire 

 A pledge to cure a specific disease by a specified point to motivate the relevant 

research bodies and the development of policy proposals to achieve this 

 Commit the UK to achieve a specified percentage (larger than the current 

figure) of the patents recorded in the worldwide pharmaceutical research 

sector and a target relating to the financial benefits these patents will generate 

at set points e.g. after five and ten years 
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8. Nuclear 

 
Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Make the UK a world leader in decommissioning nuclear facilities and waste 

management and increase exports in the new build market 

 Build new nuclear reactors in the UK without extending a direct subsidy to the 

supplier and with a requirement that they adopt a full decommissioning 

strategy 

 Increase the percentage of the UK nuclear value chain captured by UK firms 

 Collaborate with the United States in developing a new type of reactor design 

and with the French to build a nuclear reactor and testing facility 

Why was the sector chosen? 

The government’s carbon plan wants to ensure competition between different 

forms of low-carbon electricity generation. The nuclear sector accounts for 62 per 

cent of low-carbon energy.
411

 Three of the four government scenarios for the future 

of the UK energy market envisage more nuclear capacity. It is predicted that, by 

2050, 40 to 50 per cent of the energy mix could be from nuclear compared with 20 

per cent now.
412

 Despite the recognition of the Committee on Climate Change, in 

its recent Renewable Energy Review, that nuclear costs including 

decommissioning were ‘among the lowest of the low-carbon options’, the UK 

government will only allow new nuclear plants ‘provided they are subject to the 

normal planning process for major projects and receive no public subsidy’ beyond 

the carbon price support provided to all renewables.
413

 Investors in the sector also 

have to allow for the costs imposed by the Energy Act 2008 which requires 

prospective nuclear plant owners to put in place a Funded Decommissioning 

Programme and plans to provide for this.
414

  To provide the necessary certainty for 

firms to invest, the government has made changes to energy pricing so that 

consumers will subsidise investment in the sector. The Electricity Market Reform in 

the Energy Bill put Contracts for Difference (CFDs) in place.
415

 These give 

investors’ confidence in long-term pricing to invest in projects with high up-front 

build costs but low running costs.
416
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What is the government vision for the sector? 

In the UK, industry has plans to build at least 12 new nuclear reactors at five sites 

by 2030
417

 at a cost of around £60bn.
418

 In March 2013, government granted 

development consent for the first new nuclear plant in the UK since 1995, at 

Hinkley Point in Somerset. Hitachi and Horizon were planning to invest £20bn in 

new nuclear plants at Wylfa in Anglesey and Oldbury in Gloucestershire.
419

 In the 

Long-term Nuclear Energy Strategy in March 2013 the government set out its goal 

for the sector: to build a safe sector, in which nuclear is a competitive part of the 

low-carbon energy mix. The UK should aim to be a world leader in 

decommissioning nuclear facilities and waste management, where the UK secures 

‘a significant share of high-value contracts globally’
420

 and leads on ‘future 

technology advances across the fuel cycle.’
421

 The sector should also retain public 

support and have an effective UK-based supply chain.
422

 The government wants 

the UK to capture £600 million per annum in tangible exports in the new-build 

market by 2025.
423

 A Nuclear Industrial Vision Statement detailed UK ambition to 

be a ‘top table’ nuclear nation. There is a Long-term Nuclear Energy Strategy, an 

R&D Roadmap showing different R&D requirements under different scenarios, and 

a Nuclear Supply Chain Action Plan.
424

 The Nuclear Innovation and Research 

Advisory Board (NIRAB) has been established to coordinate public R&D and 

support the nuclear sector.
425

 

Technology 

Has the UK lost ground in developing nuclear technology? 

Despite being a member of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF), ‘an R&D 

collaboration aiming to select and develop six nuclear energy systems for further 

development’, the UK has not signed the 2010 Framework Agreement and thereby 

is not involved in any of the GIF’s R&D.
426

 UK R&D expenditure rose between 2000 

and 2009, but in 2009 was only seven per cent of the level in 1980.
427

  Figure 32 

shows the civil nuclear R&D spending for France, Germany, the UK and the US 

between 1980 and 2009 (standardised to 2010 prices in $m). The UK R&D funding 

for civil nuclear in 2010/2011 was £66 million, which ‘is low compared to some 

international competitors and negligible for research into future generations of 

fission reactors and their associated fuel cycle’.
428

 The Review also found that ‘the 

majority of funding is directed towards decommissioning, safety and performance 
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of current reactors and fusion energy’ and so there is ‘a noticeable dearth of 

funding provided to R&D of future fission energy’.
429

 The UK’s only research 

reactor, run by Imperial College, is soon to be decommissioned.
430

 The university-

based accelerator at Cranfield University is due to be closed. Privatisation 

fragmented nuclear R&D so ‘there are currently few centralised bodies or national 

objectives around which the supply chain can coalesce and invest confidently for 

the long-term’.
431

 This echoes the concerns in the agri-tech sector that privatisation 

of research institutes can hollow out the research base.  

Figure 32: Civil Nuclear R&D Spending by Country ($)
432

 

 
 

Supply chain development 

Prime Minister David Cameron argued that ‘reshoring of jobs is vital because it 

means that more of the benefits of globalisation can be felt by the British people’.
433

 

Despite being the first country safely to develop a nuclear power plant, the UK 

does not have any domestic reactor design vendor.
434

 Foreign companies own the 

majority of nuclear power stations in the UK. This is in contrast to France where the 

French government own firms that operate in the UK nuclear industry, including 

Areva (90 per cent state-owned), EDF Energy (75 per cent state-owned), French 

Nuclear Safety (IRSN) and waste management agency (ANDRA) and the atomic 

energy commission (CEA).
435

 Select UK companies do figure in the supply chain 

including Rolls Royce (safety instrumentation and control systems), AMEC (design, 
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construction, licensing and operation of nuclear plants) and ‘Sheffield 

Forgemasters (a world leader in the provision of high quality heavy forged and cast 

steel products).’
436

 In 2008 the Nuclear Industry Association suggested UK firms 

could secure 70 to 80 per of the new build programme but ‘recognised that some of 

the key components, e.g. very large forgings, reactor pressure vessels, 

turbo/generators, currently cannot be produced by UK companies’ (NIA 2008)’.
437

 

The UK lacks domestic capacity in key areas of nuclear power generation. Oxford 

Economics estimated that 45 per cent of supply chain requirements could be 

delivered by UK firms, given the existing capacity, but this could increase to 60 per 

cent if barriers were removed.
438

 A range of between 60 per cent and 80 per cent 

of the nuclear new build programme could go to UK suppliers if we consider that 

the real UK supplier potential lies sometime between the estimates of the Nuclear 

Industry Association and Oxford Economics. 

The European Council agreed and promised to do ‘more to cut red tape, attract 

investment, stimulate innovation and pioneer more work on reducing energy costs, 

including shale gas’.
439

 New nuclear plant operators will be given certainty over ‘the 

maximum final price they will be expected to pay the government for the provision 

of a waste disposal service’.
440

 The TSB provided £2m to fund nuclear feasibility 

studies in 2010 and £18m to Nuclear Feasibility and Near to Market Nuclear 

Innovation Support in 2012. The Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research 

Centre (Nuclear-AMRC) through the Fit for Nuclear programme aids UK 

businesses to become suppliers to the industry. The Nuclear AMRC includes the 

University of Sheffield and the Dalton Nuclear Institute at the University of 

Manchester to help British companies to ‘compete for nuclear contracts 

worldwide’.
441

 The now abolished Regional Development Agencies Yorkshire 

Forward and Northwest Development Agency and the BIS jointly funded it.
442

 It is 

part of the High Value Manufacturing Catapult. In 2012 the Regional Growth Fund 

awarded £37.1 million to the Nuclear-AMRC.
443

  

The TSB has held competitions to promote collaboration among SMEs in the 

supply chain (2010) and to support innovation in the supply chain (2012).
444

 The 

NDA has committed to a SME procurement target of 20 per cent of the total supply 

chain spend by 2015.
445

 To help achieve this, the Nuclear Supply Chain Action 

Plan includes a commitment by the NDA to place contracts on Contracts Finder.
446

 

A Procurement and Infrastructure Client Group is being established including 

industry and government this will work to simplify procurement by reducing the 
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bureaucratic workload in the area of registering interest for a contract, pre-

qualification procedures and finding out about available contracts.
447

 The 

government must recognise that, due to the security concerns, the potential for 

SME involvement in this sector will be limited. Adapting the procurement aim in this 

sector to focus on UK content rather than SME involvement would seem wise. 

What is the sector strategy timetable for restoring the UK’s position as an 

industrial power in this sector? 

The Industrial Vision Statement divided its plan into three stages. The first and 

current period lasts for five years, the second is the expanding global market era 

(between five and twenty years from now), the third phase will mean developing 

new technologies as yet unknown.
448

  In the first period the UK will be expanding 

the life of its existing fleet by seven years on average and 20 years in the case of 

Sizewell B.
449

 Three consortia (NNB Genco, Horizon and NuGen) are preparing the 

new-build plans.
450

 A new facility at the University of Manchester will provide an ion 

beam accelerator and a cobalt-60 irradiator.
451

 There is a refusal to provide public 

subsidy in the form of a levy or direct subsidy payment for new build capacity but 

this does not rule out subsidy of R&D or skills development. It is widely recognised 

that the type of reactor design the government chooses will affect the supply chain 

used as a supplier may already have a supply chain set up.
452

  

What facilities does the government need to put in place to allow UK 

nuclear to succeed? 

The long timescale for advanced fuel cycle technologies seems to ‘preclude 

industry investment alone’ and will require coordination by ‘an enduring R&D body 

that can serve national interests’.
453

 The government needs to ‘define long-term 

R&D programmes of national strategic importance on future nuclear energy 

systems’.
454

 This is because ‘industry cannot be expected to fully fund this with 

commercialisation likely to be 25 years away as the returns are too far off’. 
455

 In 

November 2011, the House of Lords Select Committee on Science and 

Technology report Inquiry into Nuclear Research and Development Capabilities in 

the UK recommended forming an independent Nuclear R&D Board, a Nuclear R&D 

Roadmap and a long-term nuclear strategy.
456

 In March 2012 the government 

responded by forming an ad hoc Nuclear Research and Development Advisory 

Board to make plans.
457

 The Review found that ‘although the benefits of 
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international engagement are recognised in the UK, and a number of strong ad hoc 

relationships exist between UK organisations and foreign counterparts, at present, 

there is no coordinated strategy for engagement with international nuclear R&D’.
458

  

The Nuclear Industrial Vision Statement, published in March 2013, presented a 

plan to restore the UK to being a top player in the nuclear market.
459

 This includes 

partnerships with international bodies to ensure ‘knowledge transfer into UK 

organisations’.
460

 The government is investigating the potential to partner with the 

US Department of Energy in its plan to develop commercially small modular 

reactors.
461

 The UK will negotiate with the EU over its nuclear R&D budget to 2020 

and participate in the Jules Horowitz Reactor programme in France to be 

operational by 2018.
462

  The UK is investing £12.5 million to part-fund construction 

of this facility in France. The reactor will ensure the UK has a radiation testing 

facility to develop future advance nuclear fuels.
463

 The UK is to supply fuel pins and 

lead test assemblies to the global market and invest in developing a fuel recycling 

capability.
464

 The National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) is going to advise the UK 

government on nuclear matters and in strategic research projects.
465

 This national 

research body will look out for national interests, horizon scan for the future and 

represent the UK in the world.
466

 The Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research 

Centre and the Manufacturing Advisory Service both support the sector. The 

government has commissioned a research project on the challenges to SMEs in 

the nuclear sector in accessing finance.
467

  

The Nuclear Roadmap recognises ‘a significant nuclear energy R&D programme is 

required within the UK regardless of the extent of new nuclear build and of the 

systems and technologies deployed’.
468

 The minimum is that the UK will be ‘an 

intelligent buyer’ and ‘deliver effective and independent regulation of an expanded 

nuclear power sector’.
469

 The ORION scenario predicts 75GW of capacity in the UK 

by 2050, seven times the existing level and requiring the construction of 50 new 

reactors.
470

 This requires a selection of fuel cycles and reactor design. The report 

recognises that the ‘fragmented nature’ of UK R&D mean it is not ‘currently 

optimised’ to install the required capacity and does not have ‘the strength in 

depth’.
471

 The report wanted to ‘generate the information needed to inform strategic 

decisions’.
472

 It suggested that a priority should be to ‘identify the demonstration 

facilities that could be hosted in the UK, playing particularly to the UK’s 

strengths’.
473

 What seems likely is that, if Hinkley Point C is not built, then ‘over a 

relatively short period the UK will not be seen as the place to go for nuclear 
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capability because others (specifically China and Russia) will overtake the UK’s 

position’.
474

  

The government conducted Revealed Comparative Advantage analysis, which 

found that the UK had a comparative advantage in ‘consultancy, R&D and 

decommissioning’.
475

 The UK is a world leader in fusion research with CCFE 

operating Joint European Torus, ‘the only device in the world capable of fusion, 

under contract from EURATOM’.
476

 The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority 

hosted/supported trade missions to Japan, China, South Korea and Canada.
477

 

NDA suggests a single database across government of company capabilities, 

accreditation, bids and awards.
478

 In 2013 UKTI adopted a civil nuclear export 

strategy which seeks to create ‘packaged solutions’ for potential clients.
479

 UKTI 

promotes UK industry attendance at the International Atomic Energy Authority 

annual general conference to promote UK firms to potential clients.
480

  

What is the size of the world market in nuclear power generation for UK 

firms? 

The UKTI is working with the Nuclear Industry Council (NIC) and the Nuclear 

Industry Association (NIA) to develop an export strategy.
481

 The government will 

aim to build strategic relationships with ‘the US, France, South Korea, China, India, 

Japan, to boost trade and future technology development’.
482

 In the production of 

fuel, UK facilities for uranium enrichment allow 10 per cent of global supply to be 

produced at the Capenhurst site and the UK is one of the few nations with 

capability across the fuel cycle.
483

 Worldwide, 31 nations are thinking of or making 

plans to introduce nuclear power, half of which will commission by 2030 and six by 

2020.
484

 It is predicted that 317 new reactors will come into operation by 2030.
485

 In 

the next few decades the global nuclear industry will spend £930bn on new 

reactors, £250bn on decommissioning reactors and further investment on 

extending the life of nuclear plants.
486

 The strategy envisages that ‘maturing R&D’ 

means that new UK plant can have ‘significant UK design content’.
487

 The build 

process will enable UK manufacturers ‘to supply components and assembly’ for 

‘overseas clients’.
488

 In 2025 international nuclear procurement is estimated to 

reach £25bn per annum.
489

 Simultaneously, 200-plus nuclear power plants will be 

closed by 2030 and decommissioning programmes will be needed to achieve 

this.
490

  Decommissioning of the 19 existing UK nuclear reactors is governed by the 

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority which spends £3bn per annum, with £1.6bn 
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spent on the supply chain.
491

 Figure 33 shows the export potential by region as 

identified by the Oxford Economics Consultancy.  

Figure 33: Export potential by region as estimated by Oxford Economics through to 

2025
492

 

 
 
What competitive threats to the UK are emerging in this sector and how is 

the Nuclear Industry Council seeking to meet them? 

The UK government has recognised that the UK cannot compete across the 

nuclear value chain as ‘the UK supply chain will find it difficult to compete on a 

price’.
493

 The government believes that: ‘it is neither desirable nor realistic to be the 

leaders in all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle. A strategic decision will need to be 

taken on the areas in which the UK should take a leading role.’
494

 This contrasts 

with the approach of countries such as South Korea (2012) and China (2015), 

which have pledged to become self-reliant in nuclear technology.
495

 Instead, the 

Nuclear Industry Council has committed to a strategy including:
496

 

 £15m to establish the National Nuclear Users Facility for universities and 

companies carrying out research into nuclear technology
497

  

 36 nuclear research and development projects have won £18m worth of 

support from a Technology Strategy Board competition, which will leverage in a 

further £13m of private sector investment
498

  

 Nuclear Energy Skills Alliance will implement a Skills Delivery Plan to enable 

new build. UKTI will promote exports and encourage inward investment.
499
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Skills 

The UK government has set up the Nuclear Technology Education Consortium to 

meet the skills shortage. The Nuclear Industry Council (NIC) is responsible for the 

sector strategy. The UK ‘nuclear workforce is ageing’ and up to ‘70 per cent of its 

highly skilled workers [are] forecast to retire by 2025’.
500

 A majority (53 per cent) of 

the nuclear sector workforce are over 45 years old. Many will retire in the next 

decade. It takes time to upskill employees.
501

 The 16 GW new build nuclear 

facilities could support up to 30,000 jobs at their peak.
502

 The Nuclear Industry 

Council is working to develop performance indicators on skills development.
503

 A 

National Skills Academy for Nuclear was set up with £3.5m funding. A £2m 

Transformational Growth programme for the supply chain and an Employment 

Investment Fund have been established. £10.5 million from the Engineering and 

Physical Sciences Research Councils (EPSRC) has been awarded for training 

nuclear PhDs through both the Nuclear First Centre for Doctoral Training and the 

Nuclear Engineering Industrial Doctoral Centre.
504

  

The Nuclear Energy Skills Alliance is working to promote the appeal of this sector 

as a career path and promote cooperation in the sector. This should be a simple 

task. Oxford Economics note a ‘nuclear premium’ effect as nuclear jobs are more 

productive roles.
505

 On average, jobs in the nuclear industry are paid 15 per cent 

more than the manufacturing sector.
506

 The Perkins Review of the skills issue 

suggested that engineering needed to challenge negative views of the 

profession
507

 by building a more gender and ethnically based workforce; helping 

people enter the profession through sponsorship and expanded apprenticeships; 

encouraging those that have left the profession to return; and providing an 

educational infrastructure adequate to meet the needs of the sector.
508

 A new 

qualification, the Triple Bar for new nuclear, has been developed and the Suitably 

Qualified Experienced Personnel (SQEP) status is to be promoted. The 

Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) and Engineering Construction Industry 

Training Board (ECITB) are working to ensure that the workforce has the skills to 

deliver the new build reactors.
509

 UKCES are funding a Nuclear Workforce Model 

to do labour market analysis.
510

  NDA sites are often located in remote locations, 

which can make them one of the few local employers offering skilled jobs.
511

 A 

Nuclear College is to be created, joint funded by industry and government.
512
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Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Develop wage- and currency-based policies to make a greater percentage of 

the nuclear value chain price-competitive 

 Designate a particular area to store the radioactive waste in a geological 

disposal facility. Currently the government is asking a community to 

volunteer
513

 and none has volunteered, which is holding development back.
514

  

 Create a recruitment policy to secure the services of trained nuclear 

technicians working in friendly and stable states which are reducing or 

eliminating their domestic nuclear capacity e.g. Germany 

 

9. Offshore wind 

 
Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Establish catapult in offshore renewable energy to coordinate UK research and 

subsidise demonstration projects 

 Fix electricity market prices to enable long-term investment in otherwise 

uneconomic forms of power generation e.g. offshore wind 

 Fund innovation through the new Green Investment Bank (GIB) and 

guaranteeing private loans 

 Promote the sector as a career choice to skilled engineers and to potential UK 

suppliers to capture a greater share of the UK wind power supply chain for UK 

firms. 

Why was the sector chosen? 

The Government is investing in offshore wind rather than onshore wind despite the 

fact that the latter is cheaper and that wind power is more expensive and less 

reliable than non-renewable energy sources such as gas. The low-carbon sector 

requires investment ‘totalling around £50 to £130bn (nominal) between now and 

2020 to meet the government’s renewable objectives’.
515

 The Climate Change Act 

2008 set a target to cut emissions by 80 per cent by 2050.
516

 The Energy Act was 

passed and the Electricity Market Reform Delivery Plan was published, creating 

certainty on strike prices and contract terms that will allow for the development of 

offshore wind.
517

 Electricity market reform was ‘vital for the success of the industry’ 
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as ‘the new support framework for low-carbon electricity provides the certainty 

needed to underpin long-term investment’.
518

  

The offshore wind industry is predicted to be worth £7bn by 2020.
519

 The UK wind 

sector is more competitive in the UK than the wind industry in other nations. The 

UK has more offshore wind capacity than the rest of the world combined.
520

 The 

UK also has ‘the largest wind farm, the largest construction project, the largest 

planning application and the largest development pipeline in the world’.
521

 In 2013 

the two largest offshore wind farms in the world became operational, in London 

Array and Greater Gabbard in the Thames Estuary.
522

 The UK has ‘shallow seas 

and strong winds’ which make the industry more competitive in the UK.
523

  

Between 2011 and 2013, employment in the offshore wind industry doubled. 

12,000 people are employed directly in the industry or the wider supply chain.
524

  

Technology 

An Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult has been established. It has £46m of 

funding and a five-year business plan.
525

 The strategy seeks to create ‘tens of 

thousands of long-term UK jobs’ and a ‘clear and sustainable project pipeline’ with 

‘major manufacturing facilities in the UK’ and a ‘competitive UK-based supply 

chain’ and a sector that is ‘cost-competitive with other low-carbon technologies’.
526

 

The Low-carbon Innovation Co-ordination Group (LCICG) is a body that 

coordinates public sector groups to conduct Technology Innovation Needs 

Assessments (TINAs) to assess where it is best to invest.
527

 It is providing £100 

million of innovation support funding between 2011 and 2015.
528

 Its Low-carbon 

Innovation Strategy sets a shared vision till 2020.
529

 The Offshore Wind Cost 

Reduction Task Force helps arrange demonstration projects as those projects are; 

‘very complex, difficult to consent and finance so companies acting alone are often 

not able to deliver the testing capacity needed’.
530

  

Finance 

In their assessment of value for money in possible GIB investments, the 

government found that ‘while some of the investments have a positive net present 

value such as materials recovery facilities for waste and energy efficiency 

investments, others do not, namely offshore wind and direct combustion energy 

from waste due to the higher cost of low-carbon products (e.g. renewable electricity 

generation) compared with more traditional products (e.g. fossil fuel electricity 
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generation)’.
531

 Nevertheless, offshore wind will receive £1bn in investment from 

the Green Investment Bank by March 2015.
532

 The government is investing £20m 

through the Regional Growth Fund to aid the UK supply chain and £46m to 

coordinate innovation activity.
533

 The government is creating the Offshore Wind 

Investment Organisation to attract inward investment. Both the Renewables 

Obligation and Contracts for Difference provide price support for low-carbon 

technology.
534

 Electricity market changes are fixing prices to give industry the 

confidence to invest. The strategy recognises that ‘as with all renewable generation 

technologies, offshore wind currently benefits significantly from price support, 

which is paid for by UK consumers through electricity bills’.
535

 In November 2012, a 

Levy Control Framework was agreed and it set the total subsidy of low-carbon 

technology at £7.6bn per annum in 2020/21, based on 2011/12 prices.
536

  

The government put in place a Final Investment Decision Enabling for Renewables 

(FID Enabling) programme to prevent investors waiting until the CFD contracts 

were operational before investing. The resulting investment contracts focused on 

whether the investment would lead to a long-term growth in electricity generation 

from renewables.
537

 The limits on annual spending on low-carbon generation under 

the levy control Framework were set out in 2013 up to 2020/21.
538

 Contracts for 

Difference agree to pay the developer the difference between market prices and 

the previously agreed strike prices when they sell their energy into the grid, but 

force the supplier to pay the difference to the government if the market price is 

higher than the strike price. This comes into effect in 2014.
539

 Contracts awarded a 

CFD are given price certainty for fifteen years. In June 2013 the government 

announced the strike prices. These guarantee the price level through to 2018/19.
540

 

The prices were set at a level to enable 30 per cent of UK electricity to be 

generated from renewables by 2020.
541

 In 2020 the strategy envisages 8-16GW of 

offshore wind capacity.
542

   

The UK government has also invested £50m in the IPO flotation of Greencoat UK 

Wind plc, an infrastructure fund specialising in wind energy.
543

 The Catapult is 

recruiting 120 industry experts to drive industry standards.
544

 The Business Bank 

operates Enterprise Capital Funds (an equity investment scheme to firms unable to 

access venture capital), a Business Angel Co-Investment Fund (a public/private 

partnership) and an Enterprise Finance Guarantee to SMEs needing up to £1m 

debt funding but without a track record or adequate security.
545

 A UK Guarantees 

Scheme provides government backing for £40bn in debt finance to support 
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infrastructure projects.
546

 The Cost Reduction Task Force ‘identified the need to 

better educate the finance sector (including insurance companies) on true risk.’
547

 

Some firms want the Government to be interventionist and back loans.
548

 These 

investments are based on a false assumption – that wind is a new technology and 

that the finance sector is thereby unable to calculate the financial risks involved in 

investment. Windmills have been in operation since the first century AD. If the 

sector lacks investment this may be due to the fact that, without extensive market 

manipulation, it is uneconomical.  

Skills development 

The Offshore Wind Industry Council was created to oversee the Offshore Wind 

Industrial Strategy.
549

 The industry suffers from ‘the novelty of the technology’ and 

‘lack of long-term track record’ and the ‘reliance on policy to support its 

economics’.
550

 The major skills issue for the sector is the ‘lack of skilled engineers 

and lack of younger people choosing engineering as a career’.
551

 As a new 

industry, the sector’s profile is low and young people are unaware of ‘the skills and 

qualifications the industry needs’.
552

 There are technical challenges specific to 

offshore wind. It is difficult to access the turbines for repairs and maintenance and 

transmission distances are greater. They require different technology to operate 

compared with the offshore equivalent. RenewableUK runs an annual Offshore 

Wind Conference and in June 2013 ran a Share Fair for developers to inform 

would-be suppliers of upcoming contracts.
553

 The Champions for Wind Scheme is 

run by Forewind and informs young people of the benefits of a career in the wind 

sector.
554

 A Wind Turbine Engineering Apprenticeship has been developed with EU 

Skills and key wind sector employers.
555

 A Talent Retention Solution and a 

National Skills Academy for Power encourage engineers to remain in the sector 

and source government funding for SMEs to provide apprenticeships.
556

 In 

England, Centres for Offshore Renewable Engineering (COREs) is partnering with 

the government and six locations to promote the sector to the local population.
557

  

Supply chain development 

They government recognise that ‘Britain does not have currently a large-scale wind 

turbine manufacturer’,
558

 that ‘the manufacturing part of the supply chain is likely to 

continue to remain outside the UK’,
559

 and that ‘export opportunities in onshore 

wind manufacturing are limited’.
560

 Small firms are less likely to export and find the 
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cost of attending trade fairs high.
561

 However, the analysis of capabilities and 

opportunities shows that that the UK is a market leader in this sector. Transferable 

skills from oil and gas include cable and umbilical route design.
562

 The report 

describes the presence of a nacelle assembly facility as ‘politically desirable’.
563

 

There is currently no UK blade manufacturer for the onshore market. Creating one 

in the north of England is a possibility.
564

 Labour costs are recognised as a 

significant factor in the manufacturing process, which place a limit on the amount of 

parts that can be built in the UK. Factory construction of nuclear towers could occur 

by 2017, given the two-year lead-time, to ensure UK tower manufacturers can 

meet the increase in demand. The opportunity in tower construction relates to the 

low labour content.
565

 UK production also has value due to the low costs of 

transportation and logistics costs.
566

 The report recognises that ‘the UK market is 

insufficient to stimulate investment in new UK component manufacturing capacity’ 

and  ‘component manufacturing investment decisions are based on the global 

demand for electrical systems or where there are centres of technical 

excellence’.
567

 The UK government recognises it does not have the capacity to 

pump-prime the UK wind power market to make the UK a mass producer of wind 

capacity on the world market.  

The strategy recognises key challenges facing the sector such as making firms 

aware of the size and timing of future demand; attracting firms to invest in 

manufacturing facilities in the UK; meeting the challenges of financing and skills 

and preparing the UK supply chain to compete on cost and quality.
568

 Bidders for a 

CFD will need to produce a supply chain plan.
569

 The MAS Offshore Wind Supply 

Chain Growth Programme (GROW: Offshore Wind) is a £20m programme run by 

the Manufacturing Advisory Service (MAS), RenewableUK and the Advanced 

Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) and financed by the Regional Growth 

Fund.
570

 The Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative (AMSCI) runs a 

competition based on competitive bids that was funded with £120m in 2013. It 

promotes collaboration in the supply chain.
571

 These bodies can develop 

standardised contracts and agglomerate contracts to give suppliers the confidence 

to invest.
572

 The Crown Estate produced a supply chain gap analysis for the 

European offshore wind industry in 2013.
573

  

The Offshore Wind Developers Forum (OWDF) has a goal of 50 per cent+ UK 

content in offshore wind projects, and developers have agreed to track UK content 

in expenditure to determine if this is met.
574

 The OWDF was formed to drive cost 
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reduction.
575

 The Strategy suggests the UK could ‘specify UK content’ in 

procurement, or subsidise port development and/or incentivise a foreign firm to set 

up business in the UK.
576

 The majority of firms thought ‘50 per cent UK content in 

capital expenditure is ambitious and only achievable with certain caveats, for 

example a wind turbine manufacturer located in the UK’.
577

  The Offshore Wind 

Sector Strategy, released in August 2013, detected a ‘perceived uncertainty’ in UK 

energy policy, which was stopping investment.
578

 New market entrants bemoan the 

‘scale of investment required to gain market entry’, the ‘need for a track record’ to 

compete in the market and a lack ‘energy policy certainty’.
579

 Some respondents 

‘are concerned that currently UK companies cannot compete on cost’.
580

 The 

majority of the components analysed seemed to have a high imported element in 

the manufacture, e.g. ‘the main supplier of steel for monopiles is located in western 

Germany’.
581

 In some areas the savings are not significant, including monopiles 

and transition pieces.
582

 Investors in non-monopile steel foundations ‘are waiting 

for firm orders before investing in efficient large-quantity production capacity’.
583

  

UK ports are private compared with continental state-owned ports, allowing them to 

prioritise the local economic benefits rather than their profit margin.
584

 There is no 

policy for UK ports to invest in the capacity to enable offshore wind production to 

be fully UK-based.
585

 Ports can apply for a UK Guarantees Scheme to back the 

debt finance needed to invest to upgrade their ports for renewables.
586

  The risk is 

that ‘European ports are often able to offer cheaper space and services’.
587

 In the 

shipbuilding sector ‘there is little economic capacity for large vessel construction in 

the UK’ and the shipyards are ‘unlikely to secure contracts for large vessel 

construction against global competition’.
588

 Continental ports could compete with 

UK ports if manufacturing is also on the continent.
589

 In response, the Hull and East 

Riding of Yorkshire Councils and the Humber LEP Chair helped to secure a £310m 

investment by Siemens and Associated British Ports.
590

 Estimates indicate that, by 

2030, offshore wind could increase UK net exports by £7-18bn.
591

 The UKTI 

believes there are trade opportunities in ‘wind turbine design; project management; 

training; and the manufacture of specialist components, such as control and 

condition monitoring systems’.
592

 UKTI is targeting offshore wind projects in China 

and Taiwan under the High Value Opportunities (HVO) programme.
593

 There are 

no UK subsea cables to export offshore wind energy, so domestic power 

generation will not achieve export earnings for the UK.
594
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Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

This sector produces energy in a way that is less reliable and at a price 

significantly higher than other sources of power generation. The investment of over 

£1bn by the GIB in the sector should be cancelled. These funds should be directed 

to less costly and more reliable energy sources. 

 

10. Oil & gas 

Key measures in this industrial strategy: 

 Lower the taxes on oil and gas to increase the amount of economically 

recoverable energy through reduced taxes on decommissioning  

 Reduce the level of regulation affecting the sector and its cost 

 Promote sector as a career choice for a more diverse workforce 

 Invest in carbon capture and storage to meet carbon reduction targets and 

increase amount of recoverable oil and gas 

Why was the sector chosen? 

The government recognise that 70 per cent of British energy requirement will be 

met by oil and gas into the 2040s.
595

 The UK’s ‘energy security’ and ‘long-term 

economic performance’ require a healthy oil and gas sector.
596

 The UK sector 

meets one half of the UK’s primary energy needs.
597

  It helps boost the balance of 

payments by £50bn per annum through reducing imports and increasing exports.
598

 

It employs 400,000 people in the UK.
599

 The UK needs to maximise UK oil and gas 

extraction both on and offshore to provide greater energy security and grow the UK 

supply chain. More collaboration between the sector and the government should 

be encouraged.
600

 Investment in enhanced and increased oil recovery would allow 

the UK to increase its production by 15 to 24 billion barrels.
601

 Despite this clear 

opportunity, no comprehensive information on the UK supply chain’s export 

performance is currently available.
602
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Finance 

Both the Energy Bill 2013 and the Gas Generation Strategy of November 2012 

have set an aim of affordable low-carbon energy. Moving from coal to gas is part of 

the reduction in UK emissions.
603

 The Gas Act has been changed to allow Ofgem 

to launch an innovation competition that could generate £160m of additional 

investment in the gas network.
604

 A tax regime has been established which 

encourages continued investment in the UK continental shelf, including tax relief on 

decommissioning assets, as announced in Budget 2013. The Decommissioning 

Relief Deed gives businesses certainty over the tax to be paid on decommissioning 

assets.
605

 The Ring Fence Expenditure Supplement was increased from six per 

cent to ten per cent with effect from January 2012 to boost investment.
606

  Readers 

will note the relative lack of practical financial support provided to this profitable 

sector by the government in comparison with the investment in offshore wind. 

Deployment of new technology in the oil and gas sector has been subdued as R&D 

expenditure is 0.3 per cent of sales in the UK but 4 per cent in Norway, which could 

affect the amount of oil and gas recoverable in the UK.
607

 PILOT has been 

established as a partnership between government and industry to meet this 

challenge and maximise economic recovery to UK offshore oil and gas 

resources.
608

  

Exports  

The UKTI was given £140m funding in Autumn Statement 2012 to help SMEs to 

export, with a particular focus on Australia, Brazil, Mexico and Saudi Arabia.
609

 The 

Foreign Secretary has welcomed the BP investment in Azerbaijan, which 

establishes a fourth gas corridor to Western Europe and thereby increases both 

the diversity of gas supply and Western European security.
610

 UKTI is focusing on 

opportunities for the UK in Australia, Brazil, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Libya and 

Saudi Arabia.
611

 To achieve this, a new Oil and Gas Industry Council, chaired by 

BIS and DECC and an oil and gas producer, has been formed. It will create and 

publicise success measures and determine when they have been met.
612

 Given the 

declining oil and gas reserves in British waters, a strategy to maintain or increase 

the reserves of UK oil and gas firms in foreign states would seem appropriate. No 

vision on how UK firms’ investments in foreign oil and gas fields will be increased 

and defended is included in this strategy. 
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Skills development 

The sector is facing a skills shortage which is ‘impacting project schedules and 

driving up costs’. A national centre of excellence for technology is being 

established. Ex-military personnel are being retrained to enable them to work in the 

sector. Education is a devolved matter so a single UK policy is not possible. The 

response of the devolved administrations and the UK government will have to be 

coordinated. The See Inside Manufacturing programme promotes the sector as a 

career path to young people. One problem identified is that ‘it is incorrectly 

perceived that the industry faces an unsustainable future and that it is coming to 

the end of its life’.
613

 In fact, global demand for oil and gas is forecast to increase 

by 28 per cent by 2035.
614

 Domestic shale gas has potential despite the 

government suspension of hydraulic fracking. The UK government’s unwillingness 

to support fracking contrasts unfavourably with the United States, which is already 

seeing large-scale reductions in energy prices due to domestic fracking. The 

industry in the UK remains untapped.  

Supply chain development 

It is difficult to increase the UK part of the sector’s supply chain as UK firms already 

make up such a high percentage of it. In the UK oil and gas sector ‘more than 70 

per cent of capital expenditure is through UK-based suppliers.’
615

 The PILOT 

Supply Chain Code of Practice (SCCoP) is a tiered award system that monitors 

purchasers’ behaviour. The different levels are Bronze, Silver and Gold awards 

and this is determined by ‘feedback and scores submitted by suppliers and other 

criteria such as participation in Share Fairs’.
616

 Two hundred companies uphold the 

UK Supply Chain Code of Practice. It aims to reduce costs, increase efficiency and 

add value.
617

 Supply chain analysis found that a big order for a small company 

could make a company financially weaker as they were required to post a 

performance bond. This acted as a barrier to growth.
618

 Planning policy has been a 

problem because developers cannot vary planning consents. This has frustrated 

efforts to include the latest technology or incorporate new energy-efficient design 

changes. Under an amendment to the Electricity Act, they will now be able to make 

changes with a three-month consultation rather than having to reapply for planning 

consent.  
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Technology: carbon capture and storage 

The industry committed to reduce hydrocarbon releases by 50 per cent during the 

three years to 2013.
619

 In December 2012 BIS hired Element Energy Limited to 

update the 2030 Carbon Capture and Storage Abatement Cost Curve for the 

UK.
620

 It found that:  ‘even in the most favourable locations, point-to-point capture-

transport-storage solutions for industrial emitters below 1 Mt/yr will likely be 

prohibitively expensive; indeed economies of scale are significant even up to 10 

Mt/yr, implying the use of shared networks.’
621

  CCS is one of three means of 

reducing emissions by 70 per cent compared with 2009 levels by 2050 as 

envisaged by the UK Carbon Plan, the others being energy efficiency and 

switching between fuels.
622

 The study found that ‘the available UK data does not 

allow reliable comparison today of the relative costs of CO2 capture from different 

industries.’
623

 Installation involves ‘high up-front costs and diverse risks’ for 

infrastructure developers and is unattractive to small industrial sources.
624

  

The carbon capture and storage project is being funded with £1bn. The GIB is 

committed to funding a further three projects (four in total) with lifetime costs of 

between 7.2bn and 9.5bn.
625

 The GIB recognise that ‘CCS is not currently a 

commercially deployed technology so market size tends to be described by the 

level of government subsidy available and predictions of future requirements in 

order to meet climate change objectives’.
626

  The UK is no longer a top-three 

recipient of research funds for CCS programmes under the EU Framework 

Programmes. Investment in CCS seems to be a means of enabling ‘clean coal’ 

power stations to be built. The EU Directive on the Geological Storage of Carbon 

Dioxide requires that prior to a combustion plant of over 300MWe receiving 

planning consent, it must plan to capture, transport and store its CO2 emissions.
627

 

The carbon price floor and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme make CCS 

economically viable. The latter includes a penalty for emitting carbon starting at 

£16 per tonne of CO2 in 2013, increasing to £30/tCO2 in 2020, and £70/tCO2 in 

2030.
628

 

The Committee on Climate Change predicts that power generation decarbonisation 

by 2030 will mean net present costs of £100bn in the 2020’s.
629

 Costs of CCS 

installation are between 10 per cent and 60 per cent more expensive in Europe 

than America.
630

 Nearly 600 potential sites were identified in the UK.
631

 However, 

analysing the transport and storage costs can cost ‘several millions of pounds’. 
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They can’t ‘predict performance reliably’ for many of them and there is a ‘realistic 

chance that many units will not actually be suitable on deep analysis.’
632

 While 

onshore storage is cheaper than offshore storage, ‘political difficulties’ and onshore 

transport faces NIMBY-based restrictions.
633

 No industrial source of CO2 could be 

found that had invested in the necessary transport and storage infrastructure.
634

 

Carbon storage appears to be an expensive means of increasing the amount of 

recoverable oil and gas at best. At worst it is an expensive cost factor for an 

important UK industry already facing the cost pressure of having to extract less 

easily recoverable oil and gas from now mature fields. This amounts to an act of 

economic self-mutilation by the UK government. 

Both industry and the government are working to increase field recovery and 

developing the UK supply chain. Capital investment has increased 80 per cent 

between 2010 and 2013.
635

 In January 2014, the government and Oil & Gas UK 

published a Fabricator’s Directory, listing the capabilities of UK producers.
636

 

Government sponsored the creation of the Neptune Centre in Newcastle to 

develop subsea expertise. An Oil and Gas Innovation Centre has also been 

established.
637

 Thirty-three people have completed the sector skills body (OPITO) 

Transition Training Programme for ex-military personnel.
638

 Both the 

Decommissioning Relief Deeds and Brown Field Allowances have been delivered 

but the Bareboat Chartering proposals by HMRC to cap the amount deductible for 

intra-group leasing payments for sizeable offshore oil and gas assets threaten 

future exploration.
639

  

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

 Aggressively promote investment in UK shale gas extraction 

 Earmark tax revenues received from the oil and gas sector (a resource that will 

run out) for funding the UK industrial strategy through the Business Bank 

 Produce a study calculating the cost of carbon capture and storage compared 

with a similar level of investment in non-domestic energy efficiency in the UK. If 

the former is less cost effective, then divert resources to the latter. 
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11. Professional and business services 

 
Key measures in this industrial strategy 

 Encourage SMEs to access subsidised export advice 

 Lower main corporate tax rate to 20 per cent and introduce one-in-two-out rule 

for new regulation to reduce the absolute level and cost of regulation 

 Keep UK open to talented foreign workers but expand the apprenticeship 

schemes to ensure more positions are taken by a more diverse range of 

workers including students from poorer backgrounds 

 Boost sector exports to Asia and other non-traditional markets in particular i.e. 

not concentrating on North America or Europe though exports will also be 

promoted to those markets. 

Why was the sector chosen? 

The sector accounts for 15 per cent of UK GDP.
640

 PBS growth in the last decade 

has been about four per cent per annum
641

 with a higher rate of 5.3 per cent per 

annum between 2000 and 2008.
642

 It provides 12 per cent of UK employment and 

11 per cent of gross value added.
643

 Gross value added growth in the PBS sector 

was almost seven per cent in 2012-2013.
644

 The strategy for this sector is entitled 

Growth is our Business: A strategy for professional and business services. A 

Professional and Business Services Industry Council (PBSC) Strategy identifies 

the main aims of this sector strategy as increasing access to highly skilled workers; 

creating an attractive business environment; bringing in new investment; and 

increasing exports to emerging markets.
645

 In terms of competitiveness, the UK 

ranked eighth in the World Economic Forum ranking and seventh in the World 

Bank ranking for international competitiveness in 2012 (up from tenth and down 

from sixth respectively, compared to the 2011 rankings).
646

  

Finance, regulation and skills development 

The PBSC, in ‘Seizing the Opportunities for Growth’, recommended that the 

government create a stable, low tax regime to attract investment to the UK and 

increase business confidence. The government has cut corporation tax. By April 

2015 it will be 20 per cent, the lowest rate in the G20 and the G7.
647

 The PBSC 

wanted the government to create a smarter regulatory regime, building on the 

flexible UK labour market and rule of law. In January 2013 the government 
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upgraded its one-in-one-out rule on regulation to a one-in-two-out rule, under which 

every one poundsworth of regulatory cost added must be accompanied by two 

poundsworth of regulatory reduction. The PBSC believe that the UK should remain 

open to highly skilled workers from the developing world.
648

 The Home Office has 

committed to having a business friendly visa system.
649

 A BIS analysis of how to 

maintain UK leadership in professional and business services included an estimate 

by the UK Commission on Employment and Skills that, over the next decade, 

600,000 additional jobs would be created in the PBS sector.
650

 The report 

advocated increasing the diversity of people employed in the sector and the 

number of highly skilled people from non-graduate backgrounds. Almost half (44 

per cent) of PBS employers reported that the school leavers they recruited were 

not adequately prepared for work.
651

 The strategy seeks to boost the number of 

higher apprenticeships to 10,000 per year (3 times the existing number) to boost 

non-graduate roots into the sector.
652

 One sample scheme, the London 

Professional Apprenticeship (LPA), provides places for 250 London apprentices 

Run by PWC, it was launched in December 2013. It is funded by £900,000 from 

PWC and £1.4 million from BIS.
653

 A matching service allows small businesses to 

join the LPA and attract apprentices. The LPA trained 250 PBS apprentices in the 

Olympic boroughs.
654

 The PBSC believe that business engagement with the skills 

system needs to be increased. A PBS Education Engagement Taskforce is 

analysing how effective the sector engages with education, where there are good 

case studies and how they can be expanded.
655

  

Supply chain development 

The sector is described as being an ‘enabler’.
656

 It can, through its networks, create 

business opportunities for UK firms in other business sectors. In 2014 a £30 million 

Growth Voucher began to fund English SMEs to access professional advice on 

how to grow their businesses.
657

 This aimed to identify how best to encourage firms 

to access such advice and the advice that was most effective. The PBSC is 

exploring how best to encourage collaboration between specialist firms. It will 

identify the barriers to business development that need to be removed.
658

 A 

regional outreach exercise with eight Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) in 

England helped to capture the views of PBS firms. It highlighted the need to 

maintain a dialogue with SMEs to get an informed local and regional 

perspective.
659

 The PBSC wishes to ensure that the UK’s physical and broadband 

infrastructure is sufficient to sustain growth. The UK government has committed to 
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increasing UK capital spending by £3bn per annum from 2015/16. No 

announcement has been made on a third runway for Heathrow. The issue has 

been given to an Airports Commission. If foreign individuals cannot physically 

access the UK without significant delays and are required to access the UK via 

feeder airports based on the European mainland, they may choose to invest in 

other nations instead. 

Export promotion 

Exports in this sector doubled between 2000 and 2009. The UK has a trade 

surplus of £19bn in this industrial sector.
660

 The UK is second to the US in its share 

of PBS exports to developed countries, at 12 per cent of total exports.
661

 In recent 

years the growth in UK PBS exports has been slower than that achieved by 

Germany, but from a much higher UK base.
662

 The value of PBS exports grew by 

120 per cent between 2001 and 2011. They accounted for 24 per cent of UK 

services exports in 2011.
663

 UK PBS sector exports ‘remain low in global growth 

markets in Asia and the Far East’, with 36 per cent of sector exports going to the 

EU and 22 per cent to the US.
664

 To boost exports, a new network of senior 

business envoys is to be formed by UKTI. These will be individuals from high 

profile firms who will do this during their normal business travel. UKTI will arrange 

two PBS-specific trade missions per annum.
665

 A named contact will be put in 

place in each of the key export markets.  A Single Market Centre contains 

information exchange functions and advises on the EU Services Directive.
666

 

Leading PBS companies will also be encouraged to draw in inward investment 

from key markets. Success means more PBS firms exporting and winning high 

value contracts.
667

 

Measures that could be included in the industrial strategy but were not 

The government expects UK firms to boost exports to emerging markets with high 

rates of local corruption but pledges to prosecute UK firms for any acts of 

corruption UK firms commit abroad. The government say there is ‘no intention to 

relax the application of the Bribery Act, which will be used to prosecute the giving 

and taking of bribes at home and abroad’.
668

 The government wants to ensure that 

the guidance surrounding the legislation does not  ‘impose unnecessary costs or 

burdensome procedures on legitimate business’, so the Ministry of Justice and BIS 

are ‘working with small businesses to ensure that they understand the 
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requirements of the Act and only put in place proportionate measures to comply’,
669

 

but they have not compared the burdens this legislation poses on UK firms with 

those placed on our major competitors by their respective anti-bribery rules. They 

could pledge to ensure that the legislation governing foreign acts of bribery by UK 

firms would be no more onerous than the regulation present in our European 

competitors. 
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The Eight Great Technologies Explored 

How, why and when were the eight great technologies chosen? 

David Willetts MP, Universities and Science Minister identified eight technologies in 

a speech in January 2013 that had been chosen on the basis of on analysis by the 

Government Office of the Chief Scientist.
670

 The Eight Great Technologies are: 

advanced materials, agri-science, big data, energy storage, satellites, regenerative 

medicine, robotics & autonomous systems and synthetic biology.
671

 To promote 

technological development in the eight technologies, a number of Catapult Centres 

have been established. ‘Catapult’ networks are physical centres ‘where 

businesses, scientists and engineers work side-by-side on late-stage research and 

development in order to transform high potential ideas into new products and 

services to generate economic growth’.
672

 Catapults allow industry figures to 

cooperate in a physical facility to develop new technologies to demonstrate that 

their inventions work on a greater scale.
673

  In March 2012, the TSB announced the 

first seven catapults would be in high value manufacturing, cell therapy, offshore 

renewable energy, satellite applications, connected digital economy, future cities 

and transport system. All were open by the end of 2013. A further two in energy 

systems and precision medicine are scheduled to open in 2015, bringing the total 

to nine.
674

 The TSB controls the Catapults. The TSB budget was increased by 60 

per cent for the 2015-16 spending round,
675

 an additional £185bn. The Research 

Councils currently spend £3bn per annum on promoting technological 

development.
676

 An additional £600 million has been invested in the eight great 

technologies to allow the development of new R&D facilities.
677

 An Innovation 

Investment Organisation (IIO) is planned to support the Eight Great 

Technologies.
678

  

Technology 1: Advanced materials and nano-technology 

Advanced materials include materials developed ‘from the atom up’. These can 

have ‘characteristics not found in nature’.
679

 Commonly known examples include 

nylon, teflon, Pilkington glass and graphene. David Willetts MP explains how 

advanced materials are a cross-cutting theme. They include fields from energy 

storage to quantum photonics.
680

 The government highlights a series of examples 

of how advanced materials have made an impact. For instance, UK scientists have 

produced a bone replacement material used worldwide,
681

 and UK researchers 
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have produced LED bulbs that can act as wireless transmitters.
682

 Materials are 

also being developed to absorb greenhouse gases. Industries in this area, based in 

the UK, have an annual turnover of £197bn.
683

 

The strategy to aid growth in this technology is very limited. It sits with the broader 

Framework for Advanced Manufacturing, which sets out a ten-year plan to boost 

manufacturing. It wants to ‘establish the UK’s reputation as a leading European 

exporter of high-value manufactured goods and services’.
684

 The government 

believes the field of advanced manufacturing has an image problem which is ‘a 

barrier to growth’ as young people are not attracted to the sector.
685

 Key to 

changing perceptions is to publicise the potential of new technologies such as 3D 

printing. The government is trying to understand what level of funding is required to 

enable the UK to develop a commercial advantage in niche areas and exploit that 

commercially.
686

 An example of where this has occurred is the National Nuclear 

User Facility (NNUF). This has been established and provided with £15m over 

three years from 2012/13.
687

 It is ‘part of the EPSRC investment in advanced 

materials – one of the Eight Great Technologies in which the UK is or can be global 

leaders.’
688

  

Technology 2: Agri-science 

Agricultural technology development supports the UK food and drink sector, which 

is the largest UK manufacturing sector. The UK food and drink sector has an entire 

value of £96bn.
689

 Eighty per cent of breeding chickens are from genetic stock 

based in the UK.
690

The UN estimates that food production will need to expand by 

40 per cent by 2030 and 70 per cent by 2050.
691

 Without investment in scientific 

advances in food production, an expanding world population could cause food 

shortages. Altering the genes of key crops such as wheat can make them more 

resistant to drought or flooding risk. The use of satellite technology can be used to 

inform how fertiliser is spread across a field to improve crop yields, reducing waste. 

The new Agri-Tech Leadership Council is implementing the Agri-Tech strategy 

developed by the UK government, science base and food and farming industry.
692

 

The strategy aims to ensure the UK becomes ‘a world leader in agricultural 

technology, innovation and sustainability’ and exploits opportunities to develop and 

adopt new and existing technologies, products and services to increase 

productivity’ and ‘contributes to global food security and international 

development’.
693

 The UK Agricultural Technologies Strategy was launched on 22 July 
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2013. It included £160m government investment to help develop products such as 

cancer fighting broccoli and ensuring their commercialisation.
694

  

Of the £160m, £70m was assigned to create a catalyst in October 2013 to bring 

together academics and business. The first eleven projects were announced in 

March 2014.
695

 A second round of catalyst funding occurred in June 2014.
696

 The 

catalyst supports the industry to conduct ‘proof of concept’ development of 

agricultural technologies.
697

 This includes better alignment of public funding with 

the industry’s needs to develop more efficient practices, to help industry train a 

skilled workforce and retain them, to provide a stronger voice in government for the 

sector, increase investment in the sector and its export performance.  David 

Willetts MP indicated that this catalyst will help new agricultural technologies bridge 

the so-called valley of death between the lab and the marketplace, rebuilding the 

applied research capacity and links with industry that were reduced in the past.
698

 

The Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council and Rothamsted 

Research set a target of producing 20 tonnes of wheat per hectare in 20 years’ 

time (now less than 20 years).
699

 Organic crop yields can be up to 40 per cent 

lower.
700

 On average wheat crop yields have been improving at a slower rate since 

1980.
701

 They are currently at a rate of 8.4 tonnes per hectare.
702

 Underinvestment 

in agri-tech has made it difficult to convert research into commercial products.
703

  

An additional £10m in funding will be given to the catalyst by DFID to transfer these 

new technologies to developing countries.   

Of the £160m, £90 million has been earmarked to create several centres for 

agricultural innovation and fund their expenditure over the next five years.
704

 These 

centres will develop, disseminate and utilize new technologies and processes to 

increase sector productivity and promote sustainability. The first is a Centre for 

Agricultural Informatics and Metrics of Sustainability (at an estimated cost of 

£10m).
705

 It specialises in data and how it could be used to improve productivity at 

the farm level.
706

 Datasets that could be used more effectively include: 

environmental; economic; animal welfare; soil; yields; supply chain; waste; disease 

severity and incidence; weather; genetic performance; breeding pedigrees; 

genomics; earth observation; biodiversity.
707

 If successful the UK could ‘show 

global leadership on the agenda of benchmarking sustainability metrics’
708

 for 

figures such as  ‘crops yield and quality; soil management; livestock disease 

severity and incidence; agronomic performance data; biodiversity; energy and 
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resource use; financial performance; farming management practices; greenhouse 

gas emissions; land use; nutritional attributes’.
709

  

The Leadership Council suggested these centres address ‘Grand Challenges’, of 

which they identified six potential candidates:
710

 

 Industry resilience: how can the UK industry become resilient to and avoid 

exacerbating environmental change?  

 Boosting productivity and nutrition sustainability: how can improvements in 

livestock and crop production systems improve productivity in both quantity 

and in nutritional quality?  

 Farming systems: how can efficient crop and livestock production systems 

support and benefit from the structure and functioning of agro-ecosystems?  

 Food and supply chains: how can producers better meet the changing needs 

and opportunities arising in their supply and food chains? 

 Future global markets: what are the greatest opportunities for global 

exploitation of UK agri-tech?  

 Big data and metrics: how can big data be used to boost productivity and 

provide metrics by which to assess the comparative sustainability agricultural 

products and production systems?
711

  

The strategy does not provide a clear plan to achieve the increase in crop yields. 

No attempt is made to highlight the danger organic foods pose in terms of future 

food shortages. No protective measures are outlined to protect the UK’s position as 

a place to trial and develop GM foods. The UK could commit to becoming the world 

centre for the development of GM foods.  

Technology 3: Big data 

In the Autumn Statement 2012, the government announced £189 million funding 

for this sector.
712

 In October 2013 the government outlined its strategy for UK 

data.
713

 This technology has been chosen because the UK has a historic strength 

in mathematics and has uniquely extensive public datasets.
714

 The UK has ‘the 

third largest share of the global data centre market’. In 2011/12 the UK invested 

the second highest amount in data centres.
715

 In 2012 the UK was ‘the second 

lowest risk destination in the world for data centre locations’ and ‘third in the overall 

Data Centre Development Index, which ranks markets according to their state of 

development’.
716

 The UK also has 25 of the world’s 500 most powerful 
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computers.
717

 A High Performance Computer Centre has been created in northern 

England to allow businesses to use larger amounts of data in their modelling.
718

  

The Government strategy aims to achieve three things. First, is to provide ‘a skilled 

workforce, and data-confident citizens’.
719

 Second, to create an e-environment in 

terms of tools and infrastructure to enable effective data storage and use.
720

 Third, 

that users should be able to ‘access and share data appropriately’.
721

 The 

‘Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council is developing a proposal for 

a national network of centres in big data analytics’ and the government is working 

with external bodies to ‘promote the UK data storage market overseas’.
722

 Four 

innovative administrative data research centres have been created to form an 

Administrative Data Research Network (ADRN).
723

 The ADRN establishment is the 

first stage of the ESRC’s Big Data Network. Next there will be a ‘focus primarily on 

business data and local government data’ and then ‘on third sector data and social 

media data’.
724

 The UK already has the necessary infrastructure established. This 

constitutes a comparative advantage in developing this technology. 

How is the government ensuring the creation of a sufficiently skilled 

workforce in this sector? 

The government is working with the Information Economy Council ‘to bolster the 

image of data science as a discipline, and illustrate different career pathways in 

data analytics’.
725

 An e-infrastructure Leadership Council has been formed to 

advise the government on skills. The UK already has a high proportion of 

‘computing, mathematics and statistics doctoral graduates’.
726

 E-skills predicts ‘an 

increase of between 13 per cent and 23 per cent per annum in demand for big data 

staff between now and 2017’.
727

 Both e-skills and SAS are monitoring the need for 

big data specialist roles. They use this to predict employment levels up to 2017.
728

 

The sector is not yet a recognised profession. It lacks the financial structure or 

accreditation that give a profession status and allow individuals to map a career 

pathway.
729

 In the area of skills: ‘the UK needs to develop an all-educational-level 

approach from equipping school children with basic mathematics and analytics 

skills, through ensuring the wider workforce remain abreast of developments in 

data use, to funding doctoral students working at the cutting-edge of data 

analytics’.
730

 From September 2014, students between five and 16 will be taught 

how to build apps and write programmes.
731

 Core maths qualifications are being 

introduced as a middle ground between GCSE maths and A level/AS level. This 
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will be the maths bit of a new Technical Baccalaureate which will be introduced in 

September 2014 as part of vocational education.
732

 One of eight Trailblazer 

projects in the new government apprenticeship framework is in the digital sector. It 

will include software development.
733

  

How is the government building the e-infrastructure sufficient for the UK to 

compete effectively in the sector? 

UK broadband speeds have quadrupled since 2008. By 2015, 98 per cent of the 

country will have access to 4G mobile broadband.
734

 The Super Connected Cities 

Programme will increase broadband speeds in UK cities. A G-Cloud Procurement 

Framework has been introduced to standardise government data and allow 

interoperability so that different government entities can interact electronically with 

each other.
735

 The government has created a Connected Digital Economy Catapult 

(CDEC) with over £50m of funding from the TSB to ‘ignite digital innovation to 

power sustained economic growth in the UK’.
736

 CDEC is to create an Innovator 

Centre in London for companies to showcase their ideas on data usage.
737

 This 

investment is vital and to be welcomed. However, there is no indication that the UK 

has identified with the fastest broadband infrastructure and that it seeks to match 

or exceed them, which would be a more effective aim. 

How is the government ensuring that public data is made available for 

commercial use? 

A Research Sector Transparency Board will advise on how to implement open 

data. One hundred universities are receiving £10m direct government funding and 

£37m from the Research Councils to increase open access to data. This funding 

was distributed between 2013/14 and 2014/15.
738

 Open data requires ‘a strong 

skills base… a strategic plan for our data infrastructure across the country… [and] 

world-leading research and development’. It requires that ‘data can be accessed 

and shared securely, as appropriate’.
739

 The Shakespeare review of public sector 

information identified a need for ‘core reference data’, meaning the basic 

information for each government department, as identified by an external body.
740

 

The governments belief in the commercial potential of public sector information has 

received external validation. The European Commission believes that ‘between 15 

per cent and 25 per cent of total data used in e-commerce trading is based on 
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public sector information’.
741

  The UK government has launched the Open Data 

Institute to advocate for this.  

The Hargreaves Review of Intellectual Property and Growth in 2011 recommended 

that the Intellectual Property Office should amend copyright law to allow users to 

use data in non-commercial research.
742

 10,000 government databases have been 

made publicly available through data.gov.uk.
743

 The strategy will take advantage of 

the high quality of UK databases in the NHS, meteorological records etc.
744

 The 

Local Government Association survey of councils found lack of data skills among 

employees as a cause frustrating the release of data.
745

 A What Works Network 

includes ‘six evidence centres covering health and social care, education 

attainment, ageing better, local growth, crime reduction and effective early 

intervention’ and shares information about what works and what does not with 

Government bodies.
746

 The government has also invested £23.5m in the ESRC-led 

Life Study, which tracks 100,000 children from birth in age cohorts.
747

  The value of 

these data sets is difficult to estimate but the measures seem intrinsically 

worthwhile.  

Technology 4: Energy storage 

This technology raises a series of challenges, from storing power after its 

generation to extending the life of batteries in handheld electronic devices to 

powering existing technologies such as vehicles and planes in new ways. 

Developing a low emission vehicle is a key challenge the UK is looking into. 

Vehicles need to be converted from petrol/diesel to electric/hydrogen/hybrid cars. 

The challenges are to develop a battery that is cheap, a network of accessible 

refuelling sites and a battery that lasts a long time before the need to refuel. A UK 

H2Mobility Project was undertaken in 2012 to explore how hydrogen fuel cell 

electric vehicles (FCEV) could be launched in the UK.
748

 This resulted in a 

roadmap for their rollout beginning in 2015.
749

   

The government recognises the need to reduce the cost of vehicles and provide a 

refuelling network to ensure the around ten per cent of new vehicle buyers 

‘receptive’ to buying an FCEV actually proceed to do so.
750

 No subsidy for buying 

FCEV vehicles is assumed in this roadmap. Commercial quantities of the vehicles 

won’t be sold until the mid-2020s.
751

 The strategy aims for 10,000 sales per annum 

in 2020 and 300,000 in 2030.
752

 The rollout needs to ensure variety in refuelling 
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stations in the core areas and a concentration on trunk roads and dense population 

centres, with a network growing from 65 recharging points to 1,150 by 2030.
753

 The 

network would not reach break-even point until the late 2020’s.
754

 The roadmap 

envisages £418m financing until break-even with £62 million pre-2020,
755

 with a 

reduction in CO2 emissions compared with diesel of 60 per cent in 2020, 75 per 

cent in 2030 and zero carbon by 2050.
756

 The projected annual plus to the UK 

economy is £1.3bn by 2030.
757

  

The Carbon Plan seeks ultra-low emission vehicles of any type, of which hydrogen 

is one. The start-up costs are high for this technology and the returns low as the 

demand for such vehicles is low. The first hydrogen vehicles will be in the larger 

vehicle group so diesel is the best comparator. Plug-in vehicles tend to be 

preferred by these users as they can plug them into the existing grid to refuel. Even 

with an extensive refuelling network, most consumers wanted a discount to buy an 

FCEV compared with the high market price.
758

 By 2025 there would be a refuelling 

network to serve 50 per cent of the UK population.
759

 Half of diesel used in the UK 

is imported and this could be replaced by UK produced hydrogen. This economic 

benefit exceeds the cost of building the refuelling network.
760

 

Plug-in-vehicle infrastructure is viable in the UK, which is a small and densely 

populated island. The TSB has provided £80m of funding for 60+ projects in the 

last three years to enable collaboration between universities, manufacturers and 

engineers on the development of low-carbon vehicles.
761

 £300 million in grants has 

been provided to reduce the cost of these vehicles to the consumer from 2010-

2015 by up to £5,000 each.
762

 These vehicles are also exempt from Vehicle Excise 

Duty and Company Car Tax. One thousand electric charge points are now installed 

and £30m has been allocated under the Plugged-in Places programme to match 

fund, increasing this to 8,500 charging points.
763

  

The Low-carbon Vehicle Innovation Platform operates an Ultra-Low-carbon Vehicle 

Demonstrator programme. This has trialled over 320 electric, plug-in and hydrogen 

vehicles under the direction of the Technology Strategy Board.
764

 The government 

believes the UK has a comparative advantage through its ‘world leading 

foundations in electrochemical research’ and ‘technology specialisms in batteries, 

motors and power electronics’.
765

 However, they also suggest that ‘the market is at 

such an early stage that it is difficult to predict what will happen and whether there 

will be a gap to be filled by the GIB’.
766

 In 2010 there were only 167 electric cars 
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registered in the UK.
767

 By 2030 it is predicted that 60 per cent of new cars and 

vans will be electric.
768

 

Technology 5: Regenerative medicine 

Regenerative medicine involves the development of new medical techniques for 

repairing and replacing damaged human tissue.
769

 The UK Stem Cell Bank was the 

first facility to store and distribute stem cell lines in the world.
770

 The estimated 

value of the global regenerative medicine industry was £1bn in 2011, and it was 

predicted to reach £5bn by 2014.
771

 £108 million of government funding has been 

allocated to this area so far.
772

 The central challenge, as described by David 

Willetts MP, is ‘the generation outside the body of a renewable source of 

transplantable tissue’.
773

 The MRC [Medical Research Council], Engineering 

Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and Biotechnology and Biological 

Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) will establish a new national programme in 

regenerative medicine to build a competitive UK cluster.
774

  

A Strategy for Regenerative Medicine was launched in 2012. It included a £25m 

regenerative medicine platform. 775  This includes five individual hubs: cell 

behaviour, differentiation and manufacturing hubs; a stem cell niche hub, 

engineering and exploiting the niche; a safety and efficacy hub, focusing on 

imaging technologies; an acellular approaches for therapeutic delivery hub; and an 

immunomodulation hub.
776

 A £50m Cell Therapy Catapult has also been launched. 

By March 2014, between 12 and 18 Academic Health Science Networks (AHSNs) 

will be established in England to spread innovation and best practice throughout 

the NHS.
777

 The Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology in 

Cambridge is being rebuilt.
778

 The Crick Institute will open in 2015 as a centre of 

biomedical research.
779

  

Technology 6: Robotics & autonomous systems  

This technology seeks to address a key failing in the UK manufacturing sector. 

David Willetts MP believes that ‘our wider manufacturing industry has so far been a 

slow adopter of industrial robotics. (The UK has 25 robots per 10,000 employees in 

non-automotive sectors; whilst Japan and Germany lead the world with 235 and 

127 robots per 10,000 employees respectively.) This slow adoption of a crucial 

new technology may be one reason for the continuing lags in British industrial 

productivity.’
780

 The applications in this sector range ‘from assisted living for 
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disabled people through to nuclear decommissioning’.
781

  The Technology and 

Innovation Futures report indicated that service robotics could grow quickly in the 

2020s.
782

 The devices the technology could be used for include vacuum cleaners, 

cars, planes and personal and social care.  

Autonomous vehicles could be owned collaboratively. With car sharing, cars could 

be utilised for a greater percentage of the time they existed. An Advanced 

Propulsion Centre (APC) has been formed. £130 million funding was provided in 

2014; £500m in total will be provided for this Centre by government and £500m 

from industry over the next decade.
783

  The Centre will safeguard 30,000 jobs 

involved in production of engines and more in the supply chain.
784

 Propulsion 

systems is an area in which the UK is already a significant power, with one third of 

all Ford Worldwide engines produced in the UK.
785

 The APC will try to make the UK 

an R&D hub, increase UK global market share and the UK share of the supply 

chain and increase UK exports.
786

 This will allow the unit to test driverless cars in a 

pedestrianised area.
787

 Future Transport Systems in Newcastle was aided by the 

TSB to trial electronic vehicles and has driven 540,000 miles so far.
788

 A 

competition to find a permanent location for the APC was held in 2014.
789

 A facility 

based in Nuneaton allows autonomous vehicles to be tested.
790

  

The winners of funding under the first round of the Advanced Propulsion Centre 

competition were announced in April 2014. A second round concentrating on low-

carbon technologies began in May 2014. Projects that put Formula 1 technology in 

buses and diggers and develop next generation engines will be the first to receive 

funds from the £1bn government/industry fund. UK technology is also being used 

in the European Mars Rover vehicle which, when launched in 2018, will be able to 

travel around the planet without waiting for instructions from earth.
791

 The TSB has 

spent £50m on an Autonomous Systems Technology Related Airborne Evaluation 

& Assessment (ASTRAEA) programme between 2008 and 2013.
792

 Prior to the 

creation of the APC, the UK government, through the TSB, committed £10m for 

low-carbon R&D projects capable of commercialisation.
793

  

Technology 7: Satellites 

The global space industry is worth 150bn and is predicted to grow by five per cent 

per annum for the next twenty years.
794

 The UK was the third nation in space. The 

UK developed its own space launch capacity. It is the only country to have ‘given 
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up such a capability having developed it’.
795

 The European Space Agency, 

Telecommunications and Integrated Applications Directorate is to be based outside 

Oxford, in an Enterprise Zone which will also be the base of a Catapult Centre for 

‘applying space-based data’.
796

 £300 million has been invested in the UK Space 

industry of which £165 million has been given to the European Spallation Source 

(ESS), a neutron microscope that is 30 times as powerful as the microscopes we 

now use and the size of 140 football pitches.
797

 £100 million has been earmarked 

for the square kilometre array, which is the largest radio telescope in the world.
798

 It 

could create faster internet speeds and quicker smartphones. The UK will 

contribute £25m towards the M3 Space Mission to deploy a giant telescope.
799

 

However, David Willetts MP recognises that: ‘For a major advanced economy we 

have a very small public sector space programme – and indeed the UK Space 

Agency, bringing together our civil space programmes, was only formed in 

2010.’
800

 

Satellites have a data usage. They are a means of transmitting, receiving and 

collecting data. Google estimate a third of web searches relate to location.
801

 David 

Willetts MP indicates that the Met Office ‘has more raw data than it can analyse 

rapidly despite having one of the country’s more powerful computers. The single 

most important determinant now of the accuracy of weather forecasting for the 

whole meteorological research community is the capacity of IT systems to handle 

satellite data.’
802

 Around 40 per cent of the world’s small satellites come from 

Guildford, Surrey.
803

 A key area under development is in reusable launch materials, 

as currently the space launch technologies are one-use products. The UK is 

lobbying the EU to provide the regulatory framework for the UK to provide a 

spaceport. The UK could also lead in providing broadband via satellite rather than 

fibre-optic cable. The plan for this technology needs to include an analysis of the 

space programmes of other nations, which it currently does not. 

Technology 8: Synthetic biology 

Synthetic biology engineers genes to heal, feed, and fuel people. Synthetic biology 

‘is the design and engineering of biologically based parts, novel devices and 

systems as well as the redesign of existing, natural biological systems’.
804

 In 

November 2013, a £10 million synthetic biology start up fund was created by 

the Biotechnology and Biological Science Research Council (BBSRC) to help 

entrepreneurial scientists initiate start-ups.
805

 The Synthetic Biology Leadership 
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Council was established in December 2012 and the Synthetic Biology Roadmap for 

the UK was published in 2013. Synthetic biology is looking to standardise the 

processes for how new genes are created.
806

 The rationale for the UK strategy in 

this area is described by David Willetts MP as: ‘the more we can invest at the early 

stage to reduce the uncertainty and risk of these technologies and to show it can 

be scaled up, the more business will invest too’.
807

 The TSB operates a competition 

for synthetic biology (£6.5m funding) in addition to ones for energy efficient 

computing (£1.25m funding) and for energy harvesting for autonomous sensing, 

developing the technology to underpin the intelligent sensor networks highlighted in 

the Foresight report (£1m funding).
808
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The New Financial Institutions and the Non-core Industrial 

Sector Strategies 

In addition to the eleven industrial sectors and the eight great technologies, the 

industrial strategy has begun to develop sector strategies in additional industrial 

sectors including chemicals and the retail sector. Two new institutions have been 

created, the Business Bank and the GIB. A trade strategy has also been 

developed. Each of these is considered below.  

For which other sectors has the government developed industrial 
strategies? 

A Chemistry Growth Partnership (CGP) was created. A sector strategy was created 

in October 2013 entitled Chemistry at Work: A Strategy for Delivering Chemistry-

fuelled Growth of the UK Economy. It set a target of ‘50 per cent growth in sector 

GVA by 2030’.
809

 The National Composites Centre (NCC) was opened in 2011. It 

expanded in 2014 from aerospace to other sectors including ‘automotive, 

renewables, construction, oil and gas, and rail.’
810

 The Composites Leadership 

Forum was founded as a cross-sector industry body.
811

 A sector strategy is being 

formed to outline steps until 2020.
812

  

Retail: a key source of low skill employment 

This sector is the largest private sector employer: around three million people work 

in it.
813

 A retail strategy was devised in October 2013.
814

  This was entitled A 

Strategy for Future Retail.
815

 Actions were agreed with the British Retail 

Consortium and the Association of Convenience Stores.
816

 The retail sector 

accounts for five per cent of UK Gross Value Added.
817

 In 2012 online sales 

accounted for 9.3 per cent of retail sales.
818

 There are three key challenges. The 

first is how to revive or rethink the UK high street to combat its decline. The second 

is how to complete the EU Single Market and ensure UK firms gain a significant 

share of European e-sales. The third is to support UK-based retailers to enter 

emerging markets, particularly the Indian market, where their modern distribution 

systems could give them a competitive advantage.  

 In response to the first, the government has welcomed the creation of jobs by 

major retailers
819

 and accepted 27 of the 28 recommendations of the Mary Portas 

Review on how to revive the high street, which it commissioned.
820

 In March 2013, 
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DCLG set up the Future High Street Forum. This is a network of stakeholders 

tasked with generating ideas on subjects such as how to manage the overcapacity 

in retail space.
821

 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPFF) in 2012 

stressed the need for councils to prioritise the high street by measures including 

permission to change the use of high street retail properties into housing units.
822

 

The role of retail in offering ‘a breadth of career opportunities, with varied roles and 

careers at all levels of business, and across many different professions’ and the 

social mobility in the sector were recognised and valued.
823

 The retail sector offers 

opportunities to ‘young people, the long term unemployed, and returners’.
824

 

However, there is limited evaluation of the role played by minimum wage laws in 

encouraging supermarkets to move to self-service counters. Recent above inflation 

increases in the minimum wage may increase the move towards automated 

checkout services.  

The European retail market is underdeveloped because the EU Services Directive 

has been subject to ‘inadequate or inconsistent implementation in many Member 

States.’
825

 However, the EU Commission Digital Agenda for Europe, 2010, has 

taken some steps to improve the retail environment. It has sought to increase 

access to high speed broadband, modernise intellectual property rules and develop 

consistent rules for trading online to provide for consumer confidence.
826

 In 

January 2013 the European Commission proposed a European Retail Action Plan 

to help create an EU Single Market in retail by the end of 2014.
827

 The government 

has sought out retail pathfinder LEPs to test different approaches.
828

 UK SMEs that 

sold to consumers in the EU amounted to 6.4 per cent of the total and compared 

with five per cent who sold to non-EU customers worldwide in 2010.
829

  The UKTI 

Retail International Action Plan was developed in March 2013, to run until 2015
830

 

and to achieve the potential of the European Retail Action Plan (ERAP).
831

 The 

UKTI promised by 2012 to ‘develop a new programme to enable retailers to take 

full advantage of international opportunities and to help them to overcome barriers 

to growth in overseas markets’.
832

 This envisaged that staff with retail expertise 

would be based in diplomatic teams in ‘priority markets’.
833

 It seeks to allow UK 

retailers to access foreign markets through e-commerce, grow luxury brands 

overseas, develop the domestic supply chain, attract foreign direct investment and 

establish a physical presence internationally. BIS is seeking to develop an 

engagement toolkit with case studies of successful government/industry 

collaborations.
834

 The actual delivery has been more muted. The Indian retail 
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market is potentially the greatest opportunity for UK retailers, but recent efforts to 

open it to UK companies had limited success. UK ‘success stories’ in foreign 

markets such as Tesco are now facing difficulties.  

The Green Investment Bank (GIB) 

The Green Investment Banking system aims to address ‘a market failure where it is 

not possible to fund high-risk but potentially profitable projects’.
835

 The Deputy 

Prime Minister, in a speech to the CBI in July 2013, stated that £200bn needed to 

be invested by 2020 to achieve the UK low-carbon ambitions.
836

 The UK Green 

Investment Bank has been given £3.8bn in funding.
837

  Every £1 of government 

investment in this area leverages £3 in private investment.
838

 The government has 

a target of generating 15 per cent of UK energy from renewables by 2020 (to meet 

the EU Renewables Directive).
839

 This is required to meet the target in the Climate 

Change Act 2008 of a 50 per cent reduction in emissions by 2027 and at least 80 

per cent reduction by 2050, based on 1990 levels.
840

 The government strategy is 

‘motivated by and consistent with’ the EU decarbonisation roadmap.
841

 However, 

the UK government has chosen to exceed the EU targets of 40 per cent by 2030 

and 60 per cent by 2050.
842

 The Low-carbon Agenda is a cross-cutting theme. The 

GIB is designed to aid the transition to a decarbonised economy.  

The GIB was promised in the Coalition Agreement in 2010 and established in May 

2012. The location of Edinburgh was chosen in December 2012 after a competitive 

bid process. Capitalisation of £3bn was provided up to 2015 in the 2011 budget 

and borrowing powers as of 2015/16 or when government debt begins to fall as a 

percentage of GDP.
843

 The government will set investment criteria to translate 

strategic aims into metrics to judge investment decisions. Owned by the 

government, the GIB will preserve the option of full or partial privatisation later on. 

The fund will need to generate a return on investments made, preserve its capital 

and fund a diverse collection of investments. GIB funding periods will match 

government spending review periods. The institution made loans on fully 

commercial terms until gaining EU approval on state aid grounds on 29 October 

2012.
844

 The GIB will provide a series of financial tools including covering first 

losses and refinancing existing projects. It will group with insurers, pension funds 

and sovereign wealth funds.
845
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The GIB project team in BIS identified fifteen sectors ‘for their importance to the 

green economy’.
846

 The sectors include carbon capture and storage, photovoltaics, 

marine energy, plug-in vehicle infrastructure, onshore wind, smart meters, rolling 

stock, flood defences. Non-domestic energy efficiency is ‘one of the solutions to 

reduce carbon emissions in the UK with the lowest costs’. It also increases the 

competitiveness of UK industry.
847

 The government recognises that the GIB will not 

make much difference to UK growth: ‘Given the GIB’s initial size, analysis suggests 

that it is unlikely to have a significant impact on economic growth in the UK in the 

short term, but there might be some benefits in the long term.’
848

  The strategic 

focus until 2015 is on ‘offshore wind, commercial and industrial waste, energy from 

waste, non-domestic energy efficiency, and support for the Green Deal’.
849

 

The £200bn figure is equivalent to the total annual level of UK investment, so 

achieving it ‘is not straightforward’.
850

 In 2011 green energy firms raised £18bn in 

new capital and invested £6-8bn in green projects.
851

 The government accepts that 

carbon-neutral energy is more expensive than carbon-based fuels. Carbon 

emissions are an externality; they are not being priced in to the cost of energy. 

Investments in carbon reduction do not necessarily justify themselves financially in 

terms of the individual investor. Some technologies may require an infrastructure or 

supply chain not yet present. Capital ratios in banks and increased risk aversion 

reduce the finance available for innovation. Firms may be unable to price the risk of 

new schemes without a financing track record. Government therefore needs to 

invest. This could be achieved by ‘offering contingent debt facilities, taking 

tranches of subordinated debt or first loss equity or via guarantees or insurance-

like products’.
852

 The GIB could include equity co-investment or a promise to 

refinance short-term debt if the project requires a longer funding period than the 

market would bear.
853

 The investment is designed to ‘address the under-provision 

of capital and/or increase the speed of its deployment’.
854

 The government is 

undecided on what type of borrowing authority the GIB should have. The GIB could 

potentially borrow from the market without a government guarantee/with a 

government guarantee, through the issuing of government ‘green gilts’ or by loans 

from the National Loans Fund or through Debt Management Office borrowing.   
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How is the government using regulatory policy to encourage 
investment in this sector? 

Smart grids and smart meters are being rolled out to all households and small non-

domestic buildings between 2014 and 2019.
855

 The meters measure gas, electricity 

and water consumption. The predicted benefit is £18.7bn.
856

 The Green Deal 

allows ‘private firms to offer consumers energy efficiency improvements to homes, 

community spaces and businesses at no upfront cost, and recoup payments 

through a charge, paid in instalments, via the consumer’s electricity bill’.
857

 It has 

funded improved insulation. The measures must meet a Golden Rule that ‘the 

periodic charge should not exceed the expected savings for that period’ and that 

‘measures should have a positive Net Present Value (NPV) at a discount rate 

equivalent to the cost of finance and excluding social benefits, such as the value of 

non-traded emissions abated’. 
858

  Measures to improve energy efficiency are to be 

welcomed as they potentially decrease business costs while also reducing carbon 

emissions. 

How would the GIB be judged to be a success and what areas is it 
considering investing in? 

Possible success metrics include CO2 emissions averted, landfill averted and 

green impact per pound of funding.
859

 Some areas for possible investment appear 

promising but non-domestic energy efficiency improvements suffer from 

information asymmetry. Firms may be ignorant of the cost, timescale and potential 

returns and not view energy efficiency as a core way of achieving improved 

financial margins. Employees may also be compensated for short-term returns. 

This may prevent investment in long-term projects with delayed return. The UK 

would benefit from standardising contracts in this sector. This would reduce legal 

and due diligence costs for energy efficiency projects. Both the USA and Germany 

operate similar schemes.  

The sector’s investment value varies considerably. The government will spend 

£2.16bn on flood defences between 2011 and 2015.
860

 Investment in defences 

achieves £8 in return for every £1 invested.
861

 On photovoltaics the UK has ‘no PV 

manufacturing firms in the global top 15’.
862

 The Committee on Climate Change 

believes ‘there is ‘limited scope for the UK to influence the pace of cost reduction’ 

and ‘PV deployment currently only occurs due to government support’.
863

 On 

marine and tidal energy, despite having the second largest tidal range in the world, 
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at nine metres in the Severn Estuary, ‘there are no plans to develop the site fully at 

the moment and there are no operational tidal range power stations in the UK’.
864

 

Tidal power technology ‘will continue to depend upon subsidy for a long time, either 

in the form of capital grants or revenue support’.
865

 The Marine Renewables 

Deployment Fund, created in 2004 with £42m of capital grants support to fund 

demonstration projects, made no grants as no technology reached a stage 

sufficient to access the funds.
866

 It has been replaced by a new £20m fund for 

demonstration projects.
867

 The UK is a world leader in marine energy technologies, 

ranked fourth in the world at registering marine patents between 1988 and 2007.
868

   

The UK Marine Strategy was launched in 2011.
869

 It sets a goal of four per cent 

compound annual growth, and gross value added of £25bn by 2020.
870

 In February 

2014 the University of Southampton was commissioned to ‘research the strengths 

and opportunities, including investment-ready sites, research and development 

assets, skills and technologies that have a competitive edge.’
871

 The sector 

experienced a decline in European exports but a rise in exports to non-European 

countries between 2007 and 2011.
872

 UK leisure marine companies ‘do not have 

the scale of their French and Italian counterparts’ and are focused on declining EU 

markets.
873

 A key barrier to growth is the ‘patchy’ awareness of export 

opportunities and the difficulty in achieving this, particularly in emerging markets.
874

 

The UK government announced in its Autumn Statement 2011 that a £1.5bn 

lending facility would allow foreign buyers to purchase capital/semi-capital goods 

from UK companies including small and medium-sized transactions where loans 

from commercial banks are not available.
875

 This funding began in April 2013 and 

terminates in 2015-16.
876

  

The government pledges a green export campaign including trade missions and 

events to ‘generate positive media coverage for UK business’.
877

 The targets will 

include China, India, Brazil, the west coast of America and institutions such as the 

World Bank and the United Nations. However, there is limited exploration of export 

potential in the Green Investment Bank’s published rationale for its investment 

decisions. In marine technology, the UKTI’s Tradeshow Access Programme has 

helped UK firms to attend trade shows in Germany and Holland.
878

 UKTI is 

developing sector investment prospectuses to take to foreign investors. BIS 

conducted a capability assessment to see which areas of the value chain the UK 

can compete on.
879

 Luxury marine is being included in the China GREAT campaign 

to promote UK exports. UKTI will attempt to influence Chinese buyers through their 
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close links with the China Entrepreneurs Club, whose combined wealth is equal to 

eight per cent of Chinese GDP.
880

 Marine is a market characterised by over-supply. 

In terms of the defence market, ‘many nations have closed acquisition processes, 

are subject to trade restrictions or questionable transparency in business dealings, 

or have strong pre-existing political ties’.
881

 Oxford Economics estimates that 

marine exports constitute 1.2 per cent of UK economic activity.
882

 There appears to 

be a limit to how much marine defence exports could grow due to security and 

protectionist concerns.  

The British Business Bank 

The UK Business Bank manages £3.9bn of funding.
883

 £2.9bn of this comes from 

existing commitments now transferred to the administration of the Business Bank, 

including the BIS-run Capital for Enterprise Ltd.
884

 All existing government finance 

schemes are brought together in one place, making the support available more 

transparent, easier for users to access, easier for the products to be managed and 

assessed and for more long-term finance options to be provided. The Bank does 

not directly lend to firms or invest in them. In February 2014 the Business Bank 

made an appeal for managed investment opportunities where it could provide up to 

50 per cent of the finance on equal terms to its private partners.
885

 The Business 

Bank aims to create a diverse funding market for SMEs, leverage private finance, 

increase aggregate lending to SMEs and ensure its funds are lent to SMEs with 

annual global turnover not in excess of £100 million.
886

 Applicants for loans must 

be able to repay the capital within ten years.
887

 The Bank provides both managed 

and direct capital investments, and, while both use the same investment criteria, 

they are assessed in different ways. In both cases funds will need to be deployed 

within three months of receipt or be forfeited. Loans must also demonstrate they 

have not displaced other forms of funding.
888

  

The £300 million business finance partnership programme was created to support 

new entrants to the business lending market and help small lenders to expand.
889

 

The Enterprise Finance Guarantee Scheme (EFG) was created to help SMEs 

without collateral/a track record. It distributes £1.7bn in loans through loan portfolio 

guarantees. It is piloting long-term growth finance products and developing 

business bank advice practices.
890

 Forty-three institutions offer EFG loans.
891

 It 

provides banks with a government guarantee for 75 per cent of the loan value for 

SMEs if they would not otherwise qualify for credit.
892

 The Business Bank sought to 
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extend this scheme to provide guarantees to lenders up to 25 per cent of the loan 

repayment and separately to provide EFG for businesses without a track record 

seeking up to 25k in loans.
893

 In November 2013 the Business Bank pledged £60m 

to two investment funds to provide debt finance to SMEs in 2014.
894

 £1 million was 

invested in a Sector Mentoring Challenge Fund and a Growth Accelerator Scheme 

was launched to help 10,000 potentially high growth firms.
895

 For other SMEs, the 

‘government has focused on providing high quality, low cost, high volume support, 

for example through new online tools and advice and through a network of 27,000 

volunteer mentors’.
896

 These business advice and finance schemes will be fully 

combined in the new Business Bank by 2015.
897

  

Creating venture capital funds to finance early investment 

A £75 million fund has been created to increase venture capital investment in 

SMEs from 2013/14.
898

 This has been deployed in two parts. The Enterprise 

Capital Fund programme now includes a £25m VC Catalyst Fund, which will invest 

in venture capital funds that specialise in early-stage SMEs.
899

 The Business Angel 

Co-Investment Fund (CoFund) has been doubled to a £100m fund (an additional 

investment of £50m).
900

  It invests between £100,000 and £1m in chosen 

businesses.
901

 Post-2010, ‘the government has deliberately targeted most business 

support spend on around 100,000 firms a year that have the potential to achieve 

high levels of growth’.
902

 A Wholesale Guarantees Pilot has been launched. It 

guarantees SME lending through a government portfolio guarantee for a fee and it 

reduces the capital banks need to hold for SME lending.
903

 The Seed Enterprise 

Investment Scheme (SEIS), launched in 2012, has allowed 1,100 SMEs to gain 

£82m equity investment.
904

  

Investing in SMEs direct through new web-based lending platforms and 

direct state loans 

The Business Finance Partnership (BFP) lent £20m to SMEs through the Funding 

Circle peer-to-peer platform in December 2012.
905

 In March 2014 the Business 

Bank pledged an additional £40m to support £450m of lending over 18 months.
906

  

The Regional Growth Fund has joined with some LEPs to found regional growth 

funds, e.g. Norfolk and Suffolk have created the The New Anglia Local Enterprise 

Partnership Growing Business Fund which dispenses £3m in grants. These 

provide up to 20 per cent of the total investment in portions between £25,000 and 
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£100,000 to credit-starved local firms able to demonstrate the creation of one job 

per £10,000 borrowed from the fund.
907

 The Regional Growth Fund has leveraged 

in £6 of private investment for every £1 of public investment.
908

 Allowing local 

government to keep business rates from April 2013 has given them a financial 

incentive to promote local economic growth. Tax increment financing allows them 

to use anticipated tax receipts to provide for investment in their area.
909

  

How will the Business Bank be judged to be a success? 

The Bank will be judged on whether it manages to: 

 raise the overall amount of finance provided to viable but underserved SMEs 

and midsized businesses 

 increase the diversity of suppliers and products in the SME and mid-cap 

finance market 

 improve effectiveness, raise awareness and increase use of government 

finance and other support 

 achieve the above while generating an appropriate return on the bank’s capital 

dedicated to commercial or near-commercial schemes and maximising the 

impact of those schemes which involve the provision of subsidy.
910

 

Have any of the individual products been evaluated? 

Analysis of the StartUp Loans Programme, launched in 2012 and expanded in 

2013 to provide loans up to £2,500 to SMEs with approved business plans,
911

 

indicated ‘there is some evidence of the StartUp Loans Programme displacing 

existing activity’ from other government business loan schemes because it offered 

a more competitive rate of interest.
912

 However, there was also evidence that it 

‘has indeed supported the creation of businesses that would not otherwise have 

been progressed’.
913

 The report made no comment on value for money as they 

thought the scheme was too new to judge.
914

 Clearly the government schemes are 

supporting some bank lending – they estimate that existing business finance 

schemes support ‘up to £9.5bn of finance once private sector contributions are 

included’. 
915

 Nevertheless early indications are that Business Bank and other 

government lending schemes are not providing adequate finance. For instance, in 

November 2013 the StartUp Loans Scheme had lent £50m of the £151m 

earmarked for loans and 10,000 of the 30,000 firms promised by 2015.
916
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Despite the creation of the Business Bank, SME lending has declined 25 per cent 

since the 2009 peak. It is ten per cent lower than the level in 2006 (in real terms). 

Only around one in ten SMEs apply for a loan or overdraft each year and over a 

third of those applying for a loan ended the application without the loan (34 per 

cent) in 2011.
917

 The Growth Dashboard revealed that, as of 2013, the UK 

government measures had not prevented lending to SMEs remaining subdued, 

being 13.7 per cent below the level in July 2011.
918

  Business Minister Michael 

Fallon wrote to the five major high street banks to urge them to increase EFG 

lending in September 2012, as SME lending was still falling.
919

 The government 

made a late appeal to SMEs in November 2013 for them to apply for round five of 

the Regional Growth fund by the December 2013 deadline. By November 2013, 

400 projects had already been funded in previous rounds.
920

 The Business 

Secretary, Vince Cable MP discussed with the Governor of the Bank of England in 

November 2013 his concerns that the Funding for Lending Scheme should support 

‘growth in the productive economy, rather than simply stoke the housing 

market’.
921

 The decline in business lending is shown in figure 34 and 35 overleaf. 

Figure 34: Real SME & total business lending stock since 2006
922 
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Figure 35: Change in net lending to business 

 

 

Trade and Investment Strategy 

What are the aims of the trade and investment strategy? 

In 2011, under the Britain Open for Business initiative, the Trade and Investment 

Strategy set out a five-year strategy to achieve the following objectives: to 

encourage more SMEs to export and to double UK exports to £1 trillion by 2020;
923

 

and to identify and to win a series of high value opportunities valued at over £250 

million, of which the government will focus on 100 projects at any one time.
924

 A 

government study, Long-run income elasticities of import demand, examined 

demand for UK products and found UK export market-share decreasing, while UK 

export prices exceeded world prices.
925

 The report found ‘that UK exports are less 

sensitive than world exports to changes in income’.
926

 This could be because the 

value of the pound has meant UK firms exporting products that are price-sensitive 

have already ceased trading or gone bust and it will take time for firms developing 

these types of products in the UK to be created and to grow. 

The Prime Minister, David Cameron, in a speech to Bentley Motors declared that: 

‘one in five of our SMEs export, if we could make that one in four we would wipe 

out our trade deficit overnight’.
927

 The National Export Challenge, launched in 

2011, aimed to increase the number of exporting SMEs to 100,000 by 2020.
928

 A 
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new SME exporter award was created, judged by a team of ‘dragons’, to 

complement the Queen’s Award for Enterprise.
929

 In April 2013, 152 UK companies 

were recognised by the Queen for international trade, innovation, sustainable 

development and other categories. One in four entrants won an award.
930

 The 

UKTI is increasing the number of firms it advises from the average of 20,000 per 

annum over the last three years to 25,000 per annum.
931

 It will operate a regional 

events programme, profile case studies of successful exporters on its website and 

use its business organisation partner networks to encourage more firms to export. 

The Passport to Export programme provides visits to target markets, access to 

locally based trade mentors and an assessment of the firms export readiness.  

International trade advisors are identifying the English firms with the best growth 

prospects. A new online SME self-help network will allow companies to advise 

each other on exporting. This was piloted in 2011 and delivered in 2012.
932

 A 

Commercial Development Unit has been created in UKTI to coordinate their 

services in a systematic way.
933

 These services include the Market Introduction 

Service, an online Overseas Security Information for Business Service advising 

firms on political, business and economic risks, and an online Business 

Opportunities Service which alerts UK firms to business leads.
934

 UKTI are piloting 

a scheme to provide intensive support for a limited number of projects, linked to a 

success fee. Sector Advisory Groups exist to provide information on their specific 

industries to help inform the UKTI offering. There is some evidence that UKTI 

schemes have had a positive effect. Businesses using the UKTI service were ‘50 

per cent more likely to report faster growth’.
935

 The UKTI High Value Opportunities 

Programme targets 100 projects globally
936

 and, by January 2014, had secured 

£8bn of contract wins under the programme.
937

  

How has the government changed UK diplomacy to encourage UK 

exports? 

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) has assumed a more explicitly 

commercial function in the new FCO Charter for Business. The FCO will create a 

ASEAN-UK Business Council and other partnerships with the Middle East, North 

Africa and Latin America. The GREAT Britain campaign to promote UK products is 

operating in 134 countries on a continuing basis.
938

 The government aimed to 

double trade with the following markets over the parliament: Brazil, China, 

Colombia, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
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Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, UAE and 

Vietnam.
939

 The government also aimed to access China through Hong Kong. 

Premium Visas are in place in 14 high growth and emerging markets.
940

 The 

government has established an Emerging Powers Committee in the National 

Security Council to improve UK relations with high growth markets.
941

 Trade deals 

with China and India have been agreed, an India/UK CEO Forum established and 

an aim to increase exports to China to $30bn per annum by 2015 declared.
942

 UKTI 

and BIS have engaged in a joint review that ‘has mapped UK capabilities against 

the projected evolution of global demand, across a broad range of sectors’ to 

inform export strategy.
943

 There is some evidence that this has been a partial 

success. The Growth Dashboard reveals that exports to the BRICs increased by 

30 per cent between 2010 and 2012, of which exports to Russia were the fastest 

growing (44 per cent). However, emerging economies account for a very small 

percentage of UK exports, with China accounting for just 2.8 per cent.
944

   

How is the government promoting the UK as a destination for foreign direct 

investment and how successful was the government in using the Olympics 

to promote UK products? 

The number of jobs recorded as ‘secured or created’ by FDI was 170,000+ in 

2012/13.
945

 The UK’s position as the largest recipient of foreign direct investment in 

Europe is to be aided by identifying 750 projects per annum, to be funded by FDI 

over five years, with the potential for productivity spillover into the wider UK 

economy.
946

 A new cross-government Strategic Relations Unit based in UKTI is 

coordinating the government’s efforts to secure funding from sovereign wealth 

funds and overseas pension funds to finance these projects. It aims to build 

‘strategic relationships’ and allow inward investors and exporters to solve 

bureaucratic problems more simply.
947

 Measures to utilise the Olympics to boost 

the UK economy in the long term included a Springboard to Success UK Suppliers’ 

Directory. This was an online print marketing tool which highlighted 450 UK 

companies’ capabilities to international buyers for major sporting and other global 

events.
948

 CompeteFor was deployed as a brokerage service to match buyers and 

suppliers to ensure that international clients converted their interest into UK 

orders.
949

 A new British Business Embassy was formed with events in the 

Olympics venue that could then be replicated in future Olympics in Russia and 

Brazil through Host2Host the UK’s Olympic legacy programme.
950
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The Cross-cutting Themes (Non Sector Specific) 

The government included a series of documents which proposed policies under the 

cross-cutting themes which did not fit under either the technologies chosen or the 

sector strategies identified. These are reviewed below. 

Skills 

What was the problem with the existing skills strategy? 

The private sector underinvests in training as employees can leave for competitors. 

The UK Commission for Employment and Skills (UKCES) found that ‘only a third of 

employers across the UK report that they have high-value product strategies, 

which demand higher skills’, and the UK is growing high-skilled jobs at a rate which 

is ‘particularly low, with a growth rate ranked twentieth out of 27 OECD 

countries’.
951

 The majority of training employers provide is ‘specific to an 

employee’s job’, but health and safety training is the next most important and, in 

some industry sectors, it makes up ‘the bulk of training provided’.
952

 UKCS, in 

Employer Ownership of Skills: Securing a sustainable partnership for the long term, 

recognise that if firms join Government schemes all ‘too often when the funding 

ceases so does the training.’
953

 The government has committed £250m between 

2012 and 2014 for apprenticeship and work experience schemes. These have 

changed from providing grants for all to ‘employer incentives for apprenticeships 

and work experience’ for the young, and ‘employer investments and loans’ for 

adults.
954

 The Business Department published Employer Ownership of Skills: 

Building the Momentum. It recommended giving employers greater power over 

skills training.
955

 The government revamped the apprenticeship scheme. They now 

offer 50:50 funding for employers to operate the schemes.
956

 Under the Employer 

Ownership Pilot Scheme round one, the state invested £67m and the private sector 

£98m. There were 34 successful bids.
957

 It was launched in November 2012 and 

‘the level of interest was high with employers bidding for over six times the amount 

available and successful bidders offering almost £1.2bn in matched funding’.
958

 

Pilots were established between September 2012 and Spring 2014 to try this 

approach.
959

 Education colleges and training providers will have to provide courses 

that employers request. The Employee Ownership Pilot Round Two is funded by 

both BIS and the Department for Education and is spending £340m in 2015/16.
960
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The government wants to increase the number of apprenticeship schemes 

available and the esteem in which they are held.
961

 Employers have been 

incentivised to aggregate training programmes by involving their smaller suppliers 

and providing investment loans along the supply chain. Funding was linked to 

showing how it leveraged business investment. Large companies are being 

encouraged to form apprenticeship schemes in partnership with their supplier 

network.
962

 BAE Systems is developing a formal referral mechanism to link 

engineering apprenticeship applicants they are unable to take on to firms in their 

supply chain.
963

 The single supply chain apprenticeship programme includes work 

experience, internships and job trials. A £1m Mentor Challenge Fund has been 

created to fund large employers to mentor smaller firms, with matched funding up 

to £150,000 for activities taking place pre-31 March 2015. Currently only six per 

cent of SMEs have a mentor.
964

 The numbers undertaking apprenticeships 

increased by 77 per cent between 2009/10 and 2012/13 and the rate of 

apprentices over 25 years of age has increased by a factor of four.
965

 Forty 

trailblazers have been established (initially 11 and then 29 more in March 2014).
966

 

The budget provided £85m in 2014-15 and 2015-16 to extend the Apprenticeship 

Grant for Employers Scheme and provide 100,000 incentive payments for SMEs to 

take on apprentices.
967

  

How is the government encouraging UK citizens to pursue a career in 

engineering? 

A key criticism of the government’s industrial strategy is that it offers a limited 

vision for individuals seeking work in low and medium skilled roles. The 

government seems to accept passively this increasing inequality in job prospects 

between the more educated and less educated workers. The Perkins Review of 

Engineering Skills in 2013 found that ‘over the last thirty years we have seen a 

widening gap between the wages and job prospects for skilled workers, compared 

with the unskilled. Under any plausible scenario for our future growth, new 

technology is likely to drive greater demand for higher, technical skills.’
968

 The UK 

has the lowest proportion of female engineers in the EU
969

 and ‘only about 20 per 

cent of students in England study maths after GCSE, significantly lower than 

comparable countries’.
970

 The government is increasing the rigour of GCSEs as of 

2016. It has introduced bursaries of £20,000 and scholarships of £25,000 to 

incentivise STEM graduates to become teachers.
971

 Thirty-three university 

technical colleges have been created specialising in engineering and catering for 
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14-19 year olds.
972

 The EPSRC is setting up centres for doctoral training in 

universities in sectors including those in the industrial strategy, e.g. aerospace and 

pharmaceuticals, with £350m funding.
973

 The government has invested £250,000 in 

a Tomorrow’s Engineers programme to encourage school children to become 

engineers, and matches firms that want to promote engineering in schools and 

organisations which can achieve that through the National Careers Service.
974

 

However, ensuring that more students graduate in STEM subjects is not enough. 

The report says: ‘there is significant leakage at the juncture between HE and 

employment: three years after graduation, just under 70 per cent of male 

engineering and technology graduates are working for employers in those fields’.
975

  

Public procurement 

Public procurement accounts for 15 per cent of demand, or £238 per annum. By 

comparison, UK exports are worth £230bn per annum.
976

 The government 

recognises that they ‘have an important role to play in helping to remove barriers to 

growth, for example where there are skills shortages, underinvestment in 

innovation, a lack of competition, or problems with access to finance’.
977

 

Transparency on future demand is essential to building the supply chain. The 

government has set a clear target of 25 per cent of their procurement spend going 

to SMEs by 2015. Between 2010-11 and 2012-13 the proportion of procurement 

spend going to SMEs increased from 6.8 per cent to 10.5 per cent.
978

 Procuring in 

a more standardised manner reduces project costs and allows UK firms to export 

more easily, as products are less unique. Also the government can smooth its 

consumption to provide investment confidence. The G-Cloud simplifies the process 

of becoming a government contractor, and 60 per cent of G-Cloud sales have gone 

to SMEs.
979

 Under the Contracts Finder Portal the government is publishing 

procurement pipelines in 90 sectors worth £177bn plus.
980

 In 2014 the Government 

committed to abolish the Pre-Qualification Questionnaires (PQQs) for contracts 

below a certain threshold, standardised the PQQ for contracts above the threshold 

and made all the contracts available on a single portal.
981

 These measures have 

helped SMEs to become more aware of government contracts and made it simpler 

to bid for them. 
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In procurement, UK supply chains have ‘become progressively weak’ and they 

have ‘hollowed out’.
982

 This has meant ‘capacity and capabilities have been lost 

with critical links in the chain disappearing from the UK altogether. Domestic supply 

chains can be fragile even in sectors where the UK is competitive.’
983

 In December 

2013 the UK Government published the procurement pipelines in 19 sectors, worth 

£177bn.
984

 In Budget 2013 the Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) was 

increased from £40m in 2012-13 to £200m in 2014-15.
985

 It provides 100 per cent 

R&D funding to support SMEs to develop an innovation for the public sector. 

Companies can receive up to £1m to develop their ideas and then sell them 

commercially.
986

 Forty departments have held 182 SBRI competitions awarding 

1,500 contracts worth £170m.
987

 Reports on the UK’s strategic capabilities have 

been conducted in Tunnelling, Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Renal 

Care to identify the potential export opportunities and weaknesses that need to be 

addressed.
988

  

Supply chain competitiveness 

 
Why is there a need to rebuild the UK supply chain? 

UK supply chains have suffered ‘years of underinvestment’ and there has been ‘a 

decreasing proportion of the supply chain locally sourced, and a persistent trade 

deficit’.
989

 The industrial strategy aims to address this by ensuring that government 

will ‘act strategically over the long term’ to build success in certain industrial sectors 

and address market failures in skills and innovation through a partnership between 

government and industry. This will create spillover effects that benefit both. 

Government action ‘has to be joined up’ and concentrate on long-term value not 

short-term savings and not act in departmental silos but be coordinated.
990

 The 

strategy recognises the ‘great potential for import substitution through supply 

chains’
991

 but that these have ‘been hollowed out’ and ‘are hard to replace’ as firms 

in the automotive and textile sectors have found ‘they can no longer find enough 

UK-based companies able to supply or willing to bid’.
992

 The government has 

begun to realise that applying cost and EU rule considerations ‘too narrowly risks 

neglecting wider economic considerations and the benefits of maintaining a 

competitive supplier base’.
993

 However, there is no UK strategy to challenge the 

application of EU procurement rules in the UK. 
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The Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative (AMSI) is the government’s 

primary programme to build the domestic supply chain. In April 2014 it was 

assigned a further £100m to allow a fifth round of bidding.
994

 The previous four 

rounds delivered around half a billion of public (£245m) and private investment and 

directly/indirectly created or safeguarded 30,000 jobs in total.
995

 It works to  

‘support research and development, skills training and capital investment to help 

UK supply chains achieve world-class standards and encourage major new 

suppliers to locate in the UK’.
996

 Successful bidders for the AMSCI, launched in 

March 2012, were predicted to have benefit to cost ratios of between 2:1 and 

25:1.
997

 There are seven centres in the High Value Manufacturing Catapult, with 

each working to increase collaboration in the supply chain to boost 

R&D.
998

Broadband vouchers are being deployed in ten out of twenty-two cities. A 

£100m fund provides individual vouchers worth £3,000 each for firms to increase 

their broadband capability.
999

  

What is the chance that manufacturing could be re-shored? 

Sectors in the industrial strategy amount to ‘a third of the economy’ and eleven 

million jobs.
1000

 In a Manufacturing Advisory Service survey, 11 per cent of 

respondents had re-shored production and five per cent had moved production 

abroad.
1001

 A 2013 KPMG survey found that a majority of respondents from the five 

largest economies were planning to make their supply chain more domestic to 

reduce risk.
1002

  But it is not as simple as saying that all the value chain should be 

re-shored. UK firms also derive benefits from being involved in a global supply 

chain. Some UK higher tech manufacturing sectors are ‘integrated into global 

supply chains with foreign businesses accounting for around 20-30 per cent of the 

value added in UK exports’ and these include ‘UK exports in transport equipment 

(e.g. aerospace and automotive), chemicals and machinery and equipment’.
1003

  

These imports help to make UK finished products price-competitive. Greater supply 

chain integration helps combat key weaknesses in the current global economic 

climate as ‘exchange rates are turbulent, borrowing costs have risen and 

bankruptcies by both customer and suppliers have left gaps in supply networks’.
1004

 

Supply chain integration can also be in the form of ‘long-term contracts, joint 

ventures, strategic alliances, technology licences and asset ownership or 

franchising.’
1005

 These measures are not sufficiently explored in the industrial 

strategies, for example the industrial strategies rarely identify foreign governments 
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to cooperate with in developing products, nuclear and aerospace being clear 

exceptions. 

How is the government creating new financial products to strengthen the 

supply chain? 

The Prime Minister David Cameron agreed with a series of FTSE 100 companies 

to provide Supply Chain Finance in October 2012.
1006

 Supply Chain Finance 

means that a bank is notified by a large company that an invoice has been 

approved. The bank can then advance a similar sum at low interest rates to the 

supplier, sure of the capital sum being paid. This could allow £20bn of funding to 

go to smaller companies in the supply chain. The UK government is also looking to 

provide this facility for its suppliers. A scheme for community pharmacies in 

England provides up to £800m of new credit for 4,500 pharmacy businesses.
1007

 

This mechanism allows larger firms to ‘improve suppliers’ cash flow while 

maintaining their own working capital’.
1008

 The Business Finance Partnership 

(BFP) provided £10m to URICA in May 2013 to expand the latter’s business 

offering to cater for firms with in excess of £5 million turnover. URICA is a web-

based supply chain finance firm.
1009

 A new online receivables exchange, Market 

Invoice, was given £5m by the BFP. Debt finance schemes to enable smaller firms 

to raise performance bonds are also being trialled. The Tees Valley Catalyst Fund 

offers short-term loans to allow performance bonds to be raised so that small firms 

can bid for bigger contracts.
1010

 There is also the government’s Prompt Payment 

Code which was created in December 2008 and has 1,500 companies signed up 

and.
1011

  

UK R&D is very cost effective. Scientific research generates 50 pence per 

subsequent annum for every £1 initially invested.
1012

 Despite having three per cent 

of the global R&D spend, the UK has six per cent of global research articles and 16 

per cent of the most highly cited papers.
1013

 £1 million has been invested in a laser 

technology company through the regional growth fund to contribute to a £5m 

project to develop lasers for use in the manufacture of smartphones.
1014
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Marketing the industrial strategy to young Britons and foreign 
potential business partners 

The Industrial Strategy refers in numerous places to a perceived image weakness 

for UK manufacturing with the UK general public. To address this, the government 

has initiated a See Inside Manufacturing (SIM) programme.
1015

 Businesses are 

giving tours of their workplaces to parties of school children (aged between 11 and 

19) and their teachers to hear of the career opportunities available. As of 

September 2013, this existed in three sectors: automotive, aerospace and food 

and drink. Seven more sectors are to be added, including chemicals, electronics, 

nuclear, oil & gas, offshore wind, construction and life sciences.
1016

 The initiative 

began in June 2011 in the automotive sector, involving 35 companies and 100 

events.
1017

 From October 2013 SIM has been held every October.
1018

 Ministers 

have consulted with various stakeholders on the industrial strategy, including 

attendees at the BIS Manufacturing Summit
1019

 and the G8.
1020

  

Miscellaneous announcements recorded under the industrial strategy 

The strategy documents include a series of announcements that are of limited 

relevance or not easily categorised.  These include: 

 opening new Business Parks
1021

  

 an analysis of the importance of the UK/Irish economic relationship, which 

found that Ireland was experiencing the type of export and business 

investment-based recovery sought by the UK government
1022

  

 UK Government for a Small Business Saturday (imported idea from the United 

States) on 7 December 2013
1023

  

 the announcement of a record high in the number of private sector businesses 

(4.9 million in total)
1024

 and the employment figures
1025

  

 Fuel duty has been frozen, saving the average SME £1,300 on petrol by 

2015
1026

  

 The Employment Allowance is operational from April 2014, giving each 

business a £2,000 allowance to reduce employer national insurance 

contributions
1027

  

 The Red Tape Challenge has identified 3,000 regulations for scrapping or 

improvement since 2011 and this will save around £800 million per annum
1028
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Assessing the Success of the Industrial Strategy 

There are a few specific policy objectives contained within the industrial strategy of 

which the success or failure can be measured. Either UK exports will double to £1 

trillion or they will not. Either 25 per cent of UK government procurement spend will 

be with UK-based SMEs or it will not. The number of apprenticeships created will 

achieve the target or not. However, the strategy contains few other cross-cutting 

measures by which it can be assessed. Below I suggest ten possible measures on 

which the industrial strategy in its entirety could be judged. These are not the 

metrics as specified by the UK government. They were compiled by comparing the 

problems identified in the UK economy in chapter 1 with the government measures 

to address these problems, as specified in chapters 2 to 5.  

Ten measures to judge the success of the UK Industrial Strategy 

1. Does it create jobs for UK citizens or require the importation of skilled foreign 

labour to achieve success? 

2. Does it increase the productivity of the average UK worker, defined in terms of 

output per hour worked, at a rate faster than the growth rate in the sector in the 

decade prior to the industrial strategy? 

3. Are UK workers earning higher real after-inflation wages after a defined period 

of years within the industrial sectors chosen, compared with the previous wage 

growth rate or other sectors of the economy? 

4. Does the UK become a world leader in the selected technologies as defined by 

the number of patents granted, the annual sales of technologies developed 

and their contribution to UK gross value add? 

5. Can the UK translate early innovation success into the creation of new 

domestically based industries, which include a heavily domestic supply chain?  

6. Will these industries be able to survive fluctuations in the exchange rate, and if 

not can the government take steps to insulate them from the effects of 

exchange rate changes? 

7. Does the industrial strategy create jobs for UK workers of varying levels of skill 

and ability, allowing a higher rate of employment in the industrial sectors 
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chosen or associated spillover sectors compared with the decade prior to the 

industrial strategy? 

8. Does the UK maintain or increase its share of world trade and does the UK 

become the main European trading partner for key emerging powers, e.g. 

China and India, measured in terms of exports rather than total trade? 

9. Does the percentage of value in the supply chain retained within the UK 

increase for the selected industrial sectors in the decade following the 

implementation of the sector strategies? 

10. Does the industrial strategy reduce the number of UK citizens who are without 

formal qualifications by a substantial margin, e.g. half, through the creation of a 

respected and large-scale apprenticeship programme? 

Do the measures taken justify the argument that this is a marked 
change in approach? 

The Business Secretary argues that the industrial strategy marks a significant 

change from the previous laissez faire approach. It is not clear that this is the case. 

No UK government has been indifferent to the ability of firms to access finance or 

the skill levels of the workforce or the need for government to sponsor UK 

research. A pure vertical approach has been rejected as it is vulnerable to 

regulatory capture, a possible bias towards incumbent firms and technologies, and 

possible curbs on competition. The government is aware that any bias in favour of 

established firms can distort competition and lower economic growth. Neither the 

government nor the opposition has adopted any policy on what the ‘appropriate’ 

exchange rate for the pound is and how the government could achieve this. The 

industrial strategies barely mention the exchange rate issue. The government 

continues towards more interventionist measures, which would mark the approach 

as unique/a break with existing policy. These could include some of the following: 

 Favouring UK companies for procurement bids (the approach of the strategy is 

to make them more competitive so they win a greater proportion of bids in fair 

competitive conditions) 

 Accept that wage levels affect the competitiveness of different industry sectors 

and their viability in the UK and develop welfare policies that make a broader 

range of industries cost-competitive if based in the UK 
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 Recognise the importance of maintaining a broad manufacturing sector 

including low-skill roles to ensure employment opportunities for less skilled 

workers 

 Acknowledge the trade-off between the promotion of expensive green energy 

and the presence of energy-intensive industry in a nation and the consequent 

effects on employment opportunities for low-skilled labour 

 Recognise the impact of the value of the currency on the type of exports the 

UK can compete in and develop a view on what the appropriate value of the 

pound should be to enable UK firms to compete 

 Consider how UK bribery laws affect UK firms’ chances of export success in 

high growth emerging markets with high levels of corruption and high levels of 

state involvement in the economy, e.g. Russia.  

 Identify measures to increase UK savings and to direct those funds to UK firms 

needing capital to increase domestic ownership of UK firms and the 

commitment of UK firms to maintain UK production 

 Consider UK ownership of key firms in the identified sectors as an aim, analyse 

the effects of foreign ownership of UK firms in key sectors or consider means 

of protecting UK firms from foreign takeover 

 Take a view on the balance of trade and identify measures that could be taken 

to substitute for imports and achieve a ‘positive’ UK/rest of the world trade 

balance within a defined time period 

This report does not suggest that these measures are desirable or should be 

adopted. It simply notes that they are common figures of industrial strategies 

employed by other nations. The UK strategy as currently developed seems to 

reject these measures ─ if they are even considered. The UK government’s 

unwillingness to be interventionist is not shared by other nations. 

Does Lord Heseltine’s vision represent what an ambitious industrial 
strategy could look like? 

Lord Heseltine recognises that as a Minister he ‘was confronted by the way other 

governments aided and supported their wealth creating capabilities’.
1029

 He wants 

the Prime Minister to lead a national growth council with ‘an overarching and long-

term National Growth Strategy setting out its vision for wealth creation, with 

concrete commitments against which it can be held to account’.
1030

 Public funding 

for economic development should be devolved and a clear strategy for every 

sector of the economy agreed with industry and academia.
1031

 The Growing Places 
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Fund and City Deals are welcome steps, but Lord Heseltine suggests that while ‘all 

these initiatives are welcome and empower local places’, the government approach 

prior to the industrial strategy was ‘piecemeal and creates complexity. It is as 

though the government is prepared to dip its toe, or even several toes, in the water 

but is not yet prepared to accept the logic of its position with the confidence it 

should.’
1032

 He suggests bringing the multiple pots together into a single pot to 

support growth through a competitive process
1033

 and allowing ‘all major sectors of 

the economy the opportunity to form a relationship with government’.
1034

 The latter 

they have begun to do with the creation of the Industrial Strategy. 
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Conclusion 

The Industrial Strategy as currently constituted will achieve the government’s 

objectives because the objectives identified are not sufficiently ambitious. It is easy 

to meet them. The Strategy as constituted gives the appearance of being an effort 

to indulge a Minister (Business Minister Vince Cable MP) who has publicly argued 

for an Industrial Strategy (see March 2012 Open Letter to the Government), 

without committing the resources to allow that strategy to have a major impact on 

the future direction of the UK economy. It is hoped that this strategy will grow 

piecemeal as elements of the existing strategy are recognised to have been 

successful. Almost absent from the strategy are considerations of the cost of 

labour, the total level of employment and the exchange rate, amongst others. The 

strategy offers no comfort to the UK unemployed, whose skill levels do not match 

the high skills expected of those who will fill the few new posts created by this 

strategy.  It is guilty of a lack of ambition. 
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